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Chapter 1
Introduction
The ProFiler application generator gives a whole new boost to your Datafile Software system. It
allows you to add extra facilities to your existing Datafile Software applications, or to design your
own completely new applications. These can integrate with existing Datafile Software
applications, or could be completely independent of them. The ProFiler application generator is
supplied as an integral component of the Datafile Premier system, and as an extra module for the
other ranges.
Examples of applications you might design using the ProFiler application generator include:


Additional reports for existing applications, such as:
- Salesperson commission reports
- Sales and purchase ledger payment analyses
- Stock checking sheets to your own specification



Additional master file data entry screens — a single (say) sales ledger screen may not be
adequate to enter all the customer information you want to hold. ProFiler screen entry can
be designed over one to nine consecutive screens. In Datafile Premier systems you could
even replace the sales ledger customer maintenance screen with your own ProFiler
designed one



Special file maintenance actions, such as global price changes to the stock file, or revision
of credit limit based on turnover and payment history



Alternative processes, such as a sales order processing front-end to accept order data
transmitted from portable salesperson terminals



Complete new applications. There is virtually no limit to the operational and accounting
applications which you can design using the ProFiler application generator. Datafile
Software already supplies a Fixed Asset Register and VAT Intrastat applications, which are
ProFiler applications, and which you can therefore adapt to meet your own needs exactly.

The key to the ProFiler application generator, as to all Datafile Software applications, is the
proprietary Datafile Software open user-definable database system. ProFiler includes the same
facilities to design and amend files as the rest of the system.
An extra facility is available with the Datafile Premier systems, whereby any ProFiler application
option may be included within an existing Datafile Premier application structure. Screen entry
procedures, global operations, and reports can all be entered at suitable points in a Datafile
Premier application, so that to all intents and purposes they become a part of that application.
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Outline of ProFiler Application Generator
There are two steps involved with the ProFiler application generator. The first is to describe your
application, using the ProFiler definition program. This creates a set of parameters files on disk
which define how the application is to work. To run your application you now run the ProFiler
user program, supplying it with the set of parameter files you previously defined. The ProFiler
user program interprets your set of application parameters to run the application exactly as you
described it.
Any one ProFiler application can call on up to eight Datafile database files. These may already
be defined for use with existing Datafile Software applications such as the sales ledger, or may be
defined by you especially for this application. You define the relationships between the files as
part of the application definition.
All Datafile Software applications are menu-driven, and a ProFiler application is no different.
The ProFiler application definition allows you to design your own application menu structure,
including a structure of up to 99 menus. Each menu choice, apart from calling a sub-menu, can
call one of a variety of application actions, including fully user-definable data input screens,
report listings, label printing, word processing, analysis and summary reports, global file
processing facilities, and a powerful fully user-definable multi-file report generator.
Applications generated by the ProFiler program have the same look and feel as other Datafile
supplied applications.

Principal Features

















Up to 99 applications
Up to eight database files within any one application
Master / detail file relationships
Look-up files for reference
Free format menu design — up to 99 menus per application, with eight menu choices per
menu gives a theoretical 694 separate options for one application
Free format screen design (up to 9 screens for one operation)
Zoom facilities between master and detail files
Easy-to-use report definition option
Sophisticated user-defined report design
Consolidation and summarisation facilities
User-definable selection criteria, optionally changeable at run-time
User-definable sorting criteria
Label printing
Automatic data extract between files
Global updating
Easy to swap between applications
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How to Use This Manual
If your sole responsibility is to use the ProFiler program with previously designed applications,
then you are recommended to read the rest of this chapter (as background to the capabilities of the
program) and then to refer to the applications user instructions (written by the designer). Since
the application is based entirely on how it has been defined there are no separate ‘user
instructions’ in this manual. The author of the application you want to use should have created
some further documentation to tell you what the application is used for, and what choices and
actions you should take to achieve the desired results.
If you plan to design your own applications, then read the rest of this chapter very thoroughly
before you plan your first application. The section ProFiler Definition is a reference section not a
tutorial. It describes the facilities available in depth, and tells you how to implement them in your
own systems.
A sales prospecting system is supplied free with your system, and this uses most of the actions
which are available within ProFiler — its application code is DEM. You may want to use the
definition program to run through that application to see how it was implemented. A chapter of
this manual details the options available within this application.

Introduction to Application Design
The purpose of any application is to produce some output. This might be printed material such as
invoices and order acknowledgements, or reports about stock availability, but can also include the
ability to call up information on the screen.
Before an application can produce any output, it needs some input, the information which it
processes to produce its output. For the most part it uses not only the information which has just
been input, but also earlier data which is stored in files.
These four elements — output, input, processing and files — are the same elements that any
business analyst uses when classifying requirements and specifying solutions. They are not in
any way unique to the ProFiler application design.
Once you’ve analysed your requirements under these headings, you have largely defined how you
or your Datafile reseller are going to use the ProFiler application generator to create your own
applications so that they produce exactly the results you need.
In this section we give you some background on how to analyse your requirements. Although this
is not in any way a tutorial in the disciplines of business systems analysis, which is a discipline in
its own right, it should give you the feel for how to look at a problem which you want ProFiler to
solve. We include a discussion on the specific techniques used when relating Datafile Software
files to each other.
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Analysing the Application
The starting point for any decision is to understand
what you want to achieve: the objectives. The
analysis then covers the same four elements that we
introduced earlier, as illustrated alongside.
Examine what you need out of the system in the
way of documents and reports; what information
needs to be stored in the system files; what
processing needs to be done; and finally what input
is required to make all this possible.

Output
It may seem strange to start at the end, but what you need from the system dictates how you set
about achieving it. You should give some thought to future needs, even though you may not plan
to implement everything at this stage.
Apart from the general screen enquiry facilities of Datafile Software, which can give you an
instant insight into any part of your computer applications, output from the applications is
normally printed, either in the form of reports or documents.
A document normally records a transaction or presents a financial position. Examples include an
invoice, a customer statement, a delivery note, a profit and loss statement, a payslip. Because it
often goes outside the company, it may be important to you that a document conveys the right
image. Flexibility of format can be important.
A report, on the other hand, usually tabulates data from a file of similar items, and is normally
used only within the company. Examples could include credit control reports on all customers
(one line per customer) and stock availability reports (one line per stock item).
A number of reporting facilities within the ProFiler application generator allow you to print
reports and documents to virtually any format you want.

Files
Information is grouped into files of similar information such as customers, suppliers, orders, stock
records, payroll and personnel records. Many items of data are held for each member of each file.
For example, a customer file needs to hold the customer name and address. You may also want to
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hold telephone number, the name of the account representative, standard terms for that customer,
and so on.
Several types of file are categorised in ProFiler:


Master file. A master file is one which holds general information about certain tangible
items in your business. Customers, suppliers, stock items, employees, orders, jobs, assets
and nominal ledger accounts are all examples of these. You must be able to find any one
of them via a reference code of some sort that is unique to that specific item. This
reference is usually via the prime index, but could also be via the record number.



Detail file. A detail file usually relates and expands upon a master file, and contains one
record for an individual event. Invoices and payments, stock movements, details of orders,
customer and prospect contacts, and nominal journals are all examples of detail file items.
If they relate to a master file, then the relationship must be specified. They do not usually
have a prime index, since there is rarely a unique reference for each one — it is, however,
possible that a specific detail file might have a unique reference.

Note
The relationships between a master file and a detail are defined using pointers —
this is discussed in more detail later. A master file may have several detail files
associated with it.



Independent file. If a file of data exists whose records do not relate to a master file, then
we refer to it as an independent file. In this case it does not have any particular
relationship with any other file.



Lookup file. There are many situations with one file, particularly in reports, where we
want to print some data from another file based on some data in this first file. Suppose, for
example, that we are printing sales transactions to give us commission figures. We might
have the stock code in the sales transactions file, but really want to print the stock
description. No problem; just look up the description in the stock file using the stock code
as the key.
A master file is, in that sense, a lookup file for a detail file, but there is also a clear
relationship between them in that case.
A special form of reference file is a text look-up file. This is similar to a word processing
glossary, which allows input of text or phrases through a simple code. It is particularly
useful where there is a lot of standard text manipulation, as can occur in invoicing,
ordering and event logging applications.



Reference file. In ProFiler terminology a reference file is merely the other side of the
lookup relationship. The file from which the lookup is done is a reference file from the
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point of view of the lookup file. This is only of relevance to the Data File Profiles option
described in the ProFiler Definition chapter.


Constants file. A user-definable one-record file can hold accumulators and company
information needed at input or reporting time. Many ProFiler applications are likely to act
as extensions to Datafile Software applications, and this provides a technique for picking
up company data such as the company name and address, VAT registration number, and so
on. See the Data File Profiles option described in the ProFiler Definition chapter.

Your analysis helps you decide what information you need to hold on each file if you are to
achieve the outputs you need.
For example, suppose you sell capital
equipment and want to design a service and
maintenance system for machinery sold to
customers. The output presumably includes
renewal invoices, service reminders, and
lists of equipment under contract or under
warranty for each customer, and so on.
Clearly you need a file which holds one
record for each piece of equipment. You
also need a file which tells you about your
customers — but you’ve already got such a
file in your existing sales ledger file. The
equipment file needs to be related to the
ledger file so that you can access equipment
details through the customer account. You
need to define the new file to hold
equipment details, and there’s every reason
to make it a detail file to the sales ledger
accounts file as the master file, as illustrated
in the picture right.

Customer File
(Master)

Equipment File
(Detail)
Stock File
(Lookup)

Company Data
(Constants File)

In addition, you might want the stock file as a lookup file to save the need to hold descriptions in
your equipment file. The application is starting to shape up like the illustration above — which
includes a constants file to hold company data.
You may need extra information in the sales ledger file — the name of the person responsible for
the equipment; maybe a different address — or use the delivery address facility of the sales ledger
so that invoices are sent to the right place for approval even though included on the customer head
office statement. The ability to alter the design of files is a very powerful technique when
tailoring Datafile Software applications, and in this case we are including extra information
because we need it for the new application.
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A word of caution
Don’t get carried away by the ability to hold whatever information you want
It is one thing to modify the file designs to hold data needed to achieve the results
you have set yourself. It is quite another to hold any amount of additional
information “in case it might be needed”.
Information is only of use if it is accurate, and it is only accurate if it is maintained.
Be wary of causing yourself and your staff considerable extra work in entering and
maintaining data unless it has an ultimate use. You can easily add extra data items
in the future if they become necessary

Processing
By this is meant the operations which the ProFiler application is to carry out on the data which is
entered. To a large extent this may involve global operations on the data in the files: calculating
and storing new values; extracting new information from other files; restoring relationships
between data files and recalculating values.
The ProFiler application generator has a number of facilities to help you here:


You can already define calculated fields in data files to hold values based on other data in
each record



You can define a processing operation on all or certain selected records in a file



You can define extraction procedures between one file and another



A reporting option — you don’t have to print anything — allows you to summarise data
into another file for reporting or processing purposes



You can group up to eight separate operations into one sub-menu, all of which are run
consecutively one after the other without further interference

In our service and maintenance example above, there may be a need (say) to update maintenance
prices from our stock file into the file of service equipment; or to flag those pieces of equipment
which are due for renewal in the current month. Further, we could decide to update our
equipment log file by extracting from the sales ledger file once a month all the details for new
equipment sold that month.
You need to think through the processing requirements of your own application, and decide how
best to achieve them. Many applications have little, if any, specific processing steps, because
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most of the data actions can be achieved from the reporting procedures or manual updating
procedures.

Inputs
Once you have determined what you want from the system, what you need to store in the files,
and what processes must be done, then you know what information must be entered into the
system in the first place.
In general, the vast majority of data is input to the computer through the keyboard. You can also
enter data into Datafile Software applications via computer magnetic media, either as the output
from some non-Datafile Software application, or perhaps via the growing use of EDI —
Electronic Data Interchange. Ask your dealer about our various data interchange, batch update
and other utilities if you have such a need.
The input to your ProFiler application may come from the keyboard, or from data already entered
into other parts of the system. You need to work out from where your information is to come, and
then plan the necessary procedures from there.
For example, in our service example above it may be easiest to create new service contracts from
manual data rather than try to extract this from sales ledger transactions. Only an analysis of your
present systems will indicate which is going to be the most efficient in the long run.

Housekeeping
This heading doesn’t show up in our overview above, but we must always consider housekeeping
aspects. For example, we would recommend that the last two options for any application are
defined as a “Utility Options” menu and a “System Status” option. The system status option is
useful to show the present usage of our application files, and gives us a way to increase their sizes
immediately if they show signs of filling up.
The utility options sub-menu would have various file-handling processes defined on it. For
example, if we have transaction databases from which we regularly discard data records, then we
occasionally need to compact the data — like moving books down a shelf to make room for more
at one end. If a database is a detail file to a master file, then we also need to re-establish the
relationships between the databases after such an operation. You should plan the appropriate
housekeeping steps as a part of your application design under this utility menu option.

File Relationships
A brief discussion on file relationships is included here because, when planning the data you want
to hold in your files, there are certain items which you must also include if you want to define a
relationship between two files.
Records in all files are maintained in a record number order — each new record is added at the
end of the file. If it is an indexed file, then the index entry ensures rapid access to the right
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database record. A file can have a prime index — which must be unique — and up to two
secondary indexes (see the System User Guide for more information on these aspects).

Master — Detail File
The master/detail file relationship is handled throughout Datafile Software applications using
pointers, referring to specific record numbers within the files. Since the detail file holds
information in the order in which it is entered in the file, certain information is needed on the
master file record to speed access to the details:


First Detail. So that you can access all detail records which relate to a specific master
record, a master file record holds the record number in the detail file of the first detail
record for that master. As will be seen, each detail record must hold the record number of
the next detail record for that same master file record



Last Detail. To add a detail at the end of the chain, then its record number must be added
to the detail which was the last. This is accessed through this item



Record count (Optional). If present for the Master File, this item stores the number of
detail records in the chain for this master file record. It must be an N-type item — which
limits you to a maximum of 9,999 detail records for a specific master file record



Accumulated totals (Optional). You can ask for the value of an item in the detail records
(see below) to be accumulated for the master record. For example, the individual order
values in detail lines can be accumulated into the order totals in the masters



Entry Total (Optional). Similar to the record count above, whenever a detail record is
added the entry total is increased. However, unlike record count if a record is deleted the
entry total is not decreased. You would also have to define the Entry No on the detail file.
This item if used must be an N-type data item – which again limits you to a maximum of
9,999 detail records for a specific master record.

Note
Datafile Software ledgers and stock control can save historic transactions on file.
In order to reduce look-up time on transactions, they also maintain a “first active”
pointer, which represents either the first detail which is not fully allocated (ledgers)
or the first transaction this period (stock). You may prefer to use these pointers as
your “first detail” if you include both files in your application.

The detail record also must have certain items:


Next pointer. This is the record number of the next detail record in the chain for the same
master file record. If the last detail in the chain, this number is zero, but is replaced with
the next detail record number when a new detail is added
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Previous pointer (Optional). A backwards chain can be kept for ProFiler applications, so
that you can find and process the most recent records first. Note that this is not maintained
by Datafile Software applications themselves, only by ProFiler



Main index code. This is the reference code in the master file; the account code, stock
code, order number, or whatever



Main code record number. This is the record number in the master file of the master
record to which this detail record is related. Although the index code is there to look up
the master record, this value allows immediate access to the master record, and improves
performance by not requiring index look-up.



Accumulation item (Optional). This is the detail record item which is accumulated into the
master file accumulated totals



Entry No (Optional). This is the counter for the detail entries – the first detail added has an
entry no ‘1’, the second ‘2’, and so on.

Pointers should generally be defined as type Y (6) items. If your file is going to exceed 9,999,999
records, then you need to make pointers Y(7) or even Y(8) fields — see the System User Guide
for more information on data item types. If you are positively sure that the file size is never going
to exceed 9,999 records, then you can define pointers as N-type fields.

Lookup File
To define a lookup relationship between databases requires the nomination of a data item on the
file which will contain the record number or prime-index of the record in the lookup file that you
want to link to.
For example, in the equipment example earlier there would need to be a data item on the
equipment detail file that contains the stock code (the prime-index of the stock file). An
alternative example as in the Sales Order Processing application would be that the Sales Order
Header file has a lookup relationship to the Sales Accounts file and therefore the header file
contains a data item to hold the sales account code.
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Chapter 2
ProFiler Definition
This chapter describes how to use the definition program to set up and define your applications.
ProFiler has a large number of user-definable options, and you may find that you have to
experiment for a little while to get the best set of facilities to meet your own particular
requirements.
The program can be used for up to 99 applications and each may have a different configuration
and its own set of data files. For each application specified, a parameter file is written to disk
which holds details of the configuration. The applications are identified by a three-digit code,
such as TIM, and the file which stores details of the configuration on disk always uses the
identification as its suffix, with a standard main filename PROFILER — so a typical such file is
PROFILER.TIM.
The main functions which are determined in the definition program include:


ProFiler Application List / Create New. Here you may create a new application or add an
existing application to the list.



Select Current Application. This allows you to change from one ProFiler application to
another without leaving the program.



Location of Files / Expand Files. The files to be used for this application are defined here
together with any file automatic file expansion settings.



Application Profiles. This defines global factors, such as the name of the application, date
formats and passwords.



Data File Profiles / File Links. These options define the file layouts for all the files to be
used (a maximum of eight per application) and the relationship files.



ProFiler Options Definition. This is the most important option to step through, since the
specific ways in which ProFiler is to work for this application are defined here. All the
menus to be used are defined in this section.



Configuration options. Keyboard function keys (including the recall of standard text)
together with screen features and standard printer set-ups are defined from here.



Create Applic. Data Files. The files to be used are created from the base formats already
designed, by specifying the maximum file sizes required.
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Database utilities. A number of utility routines are available to set up new file formats,
amend existing ones, transfer records between files, or simply update or delete a record.

When you select the ProFiler definition program you are offered the following main menu from
which to select the definition action you require.

ProFiler Applications List / Create New
This option allows you to create a new application or add an application supplied by your reseller
or Datafile Software to the list of applications.

Note
Older menu structures may have this option available at the bottom right of the menu
and may also be named ‘Multi Application Facilities’.

Selecting this option gives you the current applications in use.
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Up to 99 applications can be listed here – this list is held in the file PROFILER.DEF.
If you want to update the pathname or the title of a ProFiler application then scroll down to the
required application and press <Enter> (or double-click the entry with the mouse). A pop-up
form allows you to amend the ID (if appropriate), the pathname and the title of the application.
To remove an application from the list highlight the appropriate application and then select the
DELETE button or use <F6-Delete>. You will be asked to confirm you wish to remove the
application from the list – note this will not delete any of the ProFiler application files.
To create a new application or to add a supplied application to the list scroll down to a blank entry
and press <Enter> or double-click with the mouse.

ID
This is the id of the application to be created/added to the list – the ID is used as the three-letter
suffix of the ProFiler application i.e. PROFILER.DEM, PROFILER.C&E, etc.
Pathname
There is the pathname where the ProFiler application is to be created (or to be found). The
default path would usually be DATA\ to create (find) the application in the main DATA folder of
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the system, you may want to create a path with the application ID as a part of it – i.e. if the
application id is SLW then you might create a path SLW\ so that all the files of an application are
in one place (this can make transferring the application easier).

Notes
You should include the application id in the pathname if you are creating a new
application and you are going to create it based on another application (see below).

Name
Enter the title or a description of the application.

Creating an Application
After pressing <Enter> on the name you will be prompted:

If adding a pre-existing application to the list select <No> (otherwise you will overwrite the
supplied file!). You are then returned to the list; press <Esc> to return to the menu.
If creating a new application select ‘Yes’. You will then be prompted:

This would allow you to base the application on another application – the application file of
which will be copied for you to amend as required. If you respond ‘No’ then a blank ProFiler
application file is created and you are returned to the menu.
If copying an existing application then the PROFILER.??? is created containing the location of
files and the application profile settings plus, optionally, the data file profiles of the original
application and the options definition. However, the parameter files behind the options are not
copied.

Select Current Application
Before you can proceed with any definition actions you must first select the application you are
working on (if you have just created the application then it is automatically selected for you).
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You can select an application by scrolling up/down the list and pressing <Enter> or select with
the mouse. Alternatively you can enter the ID by clicking the input for ‘Enter Identification of the
Application’ and entering the three-character identification code.
When you return to the menu the ‘active’ application is shown in brackets at the top of the screen.

Location of Files / Expand Settings
This option allows you to reference the database files that are to be used within the ProFiler
application.
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You may use up to eight files in each application, the possible file types are:







Main (or Master) file
Detail File
Look-Up File
Text Look-Up File
Constant File
Independent File

The first file must be the main file and it usually has a prime index. The main file is also often
referred to as the master file. The main file can have a one-to-many relationship with a detail
file; thus one customer (say) on the main file may have many transactions on the transaction detail
file, but each transaction only belongs to one customer. The main file may have several different
detail files off it but a detail file cannot itself have another detail file (except when defined via
another ProFiler application).

Datafile Accounting Applications
Most of the standard Datafile applications are based upon a master file and detail
file principle. For example, the sales ledger has the accounts file as the master and
the transaction file as the details.

Any file (main file or detail file) may have a look-up file. If you already use other Datafile
applications you will quickly see examples of lookup files – for example when entering order
details you ‘look-up’ to the stock record to validate the input of the stock code and to copy
description and price information to the order detail file.
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A text look-up file may also be defined as part of your application. If used then this DFD must
be file 8 in the location of files for the application. A text look-up file allows you to enter a short
‘code’ and replace it with text up to 64-characters in length (subject to the size of item being
updated). This allows you a facility to enter brief short codes for text that recurs frequently. To
enable the text lookup option you need to set the options within Application Profile / General
Details – setting that you wish to use the facility and that the code, usually a $ sign, that you enter
after the code to signify that a text lookup is required.
The structure of the text lookup file is:
No

Item Name

Type

Description

1
2

CODE
TEXT

X (16)
X (64)

Prime Index of lookup file
Text to be updated

A constant file is a database with only one record reserved. The values of the constant single
record can then be used throughout your application screen and report designs and also in
selection criteria. E.g. a constant database could contain name & address details which could be
printed in your reports. The use of a constant database is discussed in greater detail in Application
Profile of this chapter.
An independent file is one that is not related to any of the other files.
Remember that for each application in ProFiler, there must be one overall main file, and it must
be first on the list of files which this screen defines.

Name
The name is the short identification given to each file. This name will be used throughout the
ProFiler program as the main way of identifying the database file.

Base Files
Base files are used in a similar manner to Datafile accounting applications, whereby the layout of
the file is maintained as a base file with only one record. This file will be used for when you use
New Database Creation to create your live database files.
Bases file are optional and you may specify live files only. This is usual when your ProFiler
application is using existing database files from other applications such as those in Datafile
accounting applications or you have created the files yourself by use of Database Utilities or by
use of the DataFiler options.

Live Files
Live files must be specified. These will be the files your application actually uses when it is
loaded. Use the <F4-Select> key to help locate the files you require. The pathname prefix used
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for the application in Multi-Application Facilities is inserted for you when you specify the
location of a new file — you can override it as appropriate.
If referencing a database from the standard applications, such as the Sales Ledger Accounts file,
and the ProFiler application is to be used for several companies then you can replace the company
id for the live file with three question marks (i.e. ???-SLA.DFD). When using the ProFiler
application the system will replace the ??? with the current company id and open the file. You
can also use the ??? option against databases that are only used in ProFiler.

Expand Settings
When a database is created it is given a fixed amount of records available (reserved). As the file
becomes full over time it needs to be expanded to continue adding records to it. This option
allows you to set parameters to automatically expand the file as it becomes full.

Each database used within the application is listed and you set three parameters for each:


Expand By – set the number of records to add to the database during the expansion. If the
database is added to regularly then set the number sufficiently high so that 2-3 months of
transactions can be added before it requires expansion again.



When less – this asks for the number of records free before expansion will take place. The
expansion takes place when an operator opens this file and the records available (reserved
less in use) is less than this value and the operator can gain an exclusive lock on the file. If
the database is added to regularly set this value to be slightly more than the number of
records added in an average day – this helps ensure the first operator to use the file in the
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morning will expand the file and you will not have to have a delay later in the day to ask
all users to release the file so that a necessary expansion takes place.


Minimum Spare – this asks for the number of records free before an expansion must take
place. This would only be reached in no operator has had an exclusive lock on the file to
expand it since the ‘when less’ value was reached. When this value is reached operators
are prevented from beginning any process within the application, but allowing operators to
finish the procedures they are running and exit the process – the file will then be expanded
by the first operator back in the application. The minimum spare would typically be set to
a quarter of the ‘when less’ than value but you may increase this if a common process
generates a lot of new records, or reduce this if no process adds more than 1 or 2 records.

Constant File
If using a constant file in the ProFiler application then do not set expansion settings
– a constant file can only have 1 record.

Application Profiles
Selecting the menu option ‘Application Profiles’ provides a subset of options.
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General Details
This option allows you to specify some of the general parameters for the application, such as the
date format, passwords, and authority levels.

Date format
The three alternative date formats are shown at the bottom of the screen. All dates in this
application will be in the format you select here — usually, in the UK, the first shown,
DD/MM/YY.
Password
Key in the password which will provide access to this application as a whole. Leave blank if not
required.
Authority level
Key in the authority level required to use this application. The value entered must be in the range
0-9. Since 0 is the most powerful and 9 the least powerful level, the lower the number the fewer
the users who will be able to access the application. Any user with a sufficient authority level
will then be able to use this application.
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Text file look up: Allow General Text File Look Up Facility?
Text file look up: Keyboard Character to Signify Look Up Required?
A text file, as described in the location of files discussion earlier, may form part of your
application. This file is a normal data file database, but (as the screen prompts) it must be file 8 of
the application, and its first item must be the code on which the look-up is to be based, and the
second item the text which is looked up.
To use a text lookup database set the first question then specify a character that you do not usually
use (such as $ or @) in answer to the second question.
Named users
Up to eight named users may be given access to the application even though their authority level
is not high enough to let them have access anyway. Enter the names of any such users on the
right of the screen. Names must be entered in uppercase.

Link to Company / Constant File

Link to Application Company
This facility allows you to link your ProFiler application directly to your existing Datafile
accounting application. It can be useful for two purposes. Firstly, if you wish your ProFiler
application to be used for different accounting companies. Secondly, to allow the constants
database to pick up values from the company such as name & address, current period settings etc.
Linking to multiple companies will cause the ProFiler application to use the data files of the
current company selected and automatically change if you select a different company via the
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Datafile DeskTop. In order for the ProFiler application to know which files need to change you
must specify your Location of Files as follows:


Specify an actual live file as the base file



Use ??? in the live pathnames where the application code would be e.g. ???-SLA.DFD.

The ProFiler program will replace the ??? with the current three character code of the company
currently being used.
Show Current Company in Menu Headings
When using the option to link to the application company it can be helpful to clearly display the
active company being used. Setting this option displays the company name after the menu
heading at the top of the screen.
Use Discount Matrix
If the application is generating transactions for update to the sales or purchase ledger (either by
batch update or the ProFiler Plus invoicing options) or you have designed the application to
supplement order entry in Sales (Purchase) Order Processing then you may have included the
discount matrix file in the location of files. If you have then setting this option allows you to
configure matrix options within the screen designs.
Use System Wide References per Company
When adding records to a database you may require more than one ProFiler screen – perhaps to
avoid different entry requirements cluttering the screen and confusing the operator. If
automatically generating prime-index references you would want the same sequence to be used
for both screens and thus the screen parameters allow you to set to use a particular system wide
sequence number.
The sequence numbers (16 in all) are used regardless of the accounting company held in a file
DFCONST.DEF. If, however, the ProFiler application is linked to a company and you require to
use the same sequence number for several ProFiler screens, but need that reference to be unique
per accounting company, then setting this option allows this application to use a file
DFCONST.??? (where ??? is replaced by the company id) so that sequences are unique to the
company.
Constant Database Number
A constants database may be specified as any one of the eight files in your application. This
database requires no prime index and should only contain a single record. The record layout can
be totally to your own format. The purpose of this database is to make the values in this database
available to report definitions and the selection criteria.
The constant database should be maintained by your own screen design. Items from the constant
database may be included in any report definition.
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In addition, the constant database may be used in conjunction with the feature for linking to your
Datafile applications whereby values from the application company such as name & address,
current periods, tax rates etc. may be picked up automatically. These company values will be
prompted for the elected constant database in its Data File Profiles.

Company Memo Support
Only applicable if linked to an accounting company and the application contains a main
accounting database such as the stock or sales ledger account files. This option allows the ability
when updating or viewing a record against an application database the option to view and add
memos and to use the F8-Zoom options to view the ledger enquiry.

On selection of the option the databases used within the Profiler application are listed and you
nominate the accounting application which that database is the ‘main’ database for – for example
in the supplied DEM application the main sales accounts file could be referenced but the sales
transaction file couldn’t be.
Setting the application allows use of the F8-Zoom to access the ledger enquiry and the application
links to Microsoft Word, if you require use of the memo functionality you also need to update the
memo-item. This is the data item on the application database that holds the memo reference sixdigit number. Press <F4-Select> and select the item (it will likely be called MEMO-REF and will
be a Y(6) data item).
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Multiple File Sets
This option is of particular use if basing the application around Payroll or the Cash Flow Forecast
databases. Taking Payroll as the example, each period end the system copies the databases used
and substitutes the period number instead of DFD – so at the end of period 2 the employee file
DEM-EMP.DFD would be copied as DEM-EMP.P02.
The Multiple File Sets option allows you to enter a pathname such as DEM-EMP.P!! and when
the application is selected you will be prompted for the file set to use and this number is then
updated – i.e. entering 03 when prompted would mean that the application would use DEMEMP.P03. This gives you the potential to set up a payroll enquiry and reporting application that
can access any of the saved files for the tax year and report/enquire as at that point in time.

Allow Multiple File Sets
Set if this option required. If enabled then you must have a constants file listed within the
location of files for the application and have referenced the ‘file-id’ option within the data file
profiles for the application.
Show Current File Set ID in Menu Headings
Set to show the current file set being used in the menu headings for the application.
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Authority Level Required for Creating New File Sets
Not applicable for any of the examples given but potentially you can use you own databases with
the multiple file id and have a requirement to create a new file set – set the authority level for this
(0-9 where 0 is the highest, 9 is the lowest) if required.

Special Custom Features
However flexible ProFiler is there are inevitably some applications which require special
facilities. Recognising this, a linking point has been provided here to enable you to have
customised programming supplied by Datafile built into your ProFiler application. This facility is
also enabled when you have purchased the ProFiler Plus accessory and need to implement a Plus
option within the application.
On selection of this menu option you are prompted:

The normal reply to the “Apply custom features?” question is ‘No’. If using Profiler Plus features
or you have been advised to set this option then select ‘Yes’.
If you reply ‘Yes’, a screen is displayed allowing for 40 text values, 40 numbers, and 40 yes/no
prompts. These prompts are often necessary to inform the custom programming the various
parameters that may be needed. The use of these parameters will be specified separately where
implemented. For Profiler Plus you can ignore all these options.
If you are using custom features, an additional question “Custom point?” appears as part of the
preamble for every menu, screen, report or other definition in User Facilities Definition of this
chapter. Again, instructions on how to answer this question are supplied with your custom
routines.

Specify File Item Conditions
Within ProFiler screens or global updates you may want to allow or control the update of selected
data items based on criteria. These options allow you to define up to fifteen criteria conditions
that can be used per database. For example, you may set a screen based on the sales accounts file
that asks if the account statement is to be sent by fax and, if so, the fax number it is to be sent to.
You could set a condition that the fax number can only be input if you set the flag that the
statement is to be sent by fax to ‘Y’. You could also use the condition to validate input into an
item and display an onscreen message if the condition is not met.
Selecting this option lists the databases used within the application, selecting the database allows
you to enter the conditions.
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Data Item – select the item from the database that you wish to test.
Operator – select whether you are testing if the item is equal / not equal / greater or less
than a value.
Value – enter the value to be compared. You can select another data item to compare
against via the F4-Select key.
Error Message – only applicable if using the condition for validation, any message entered
here is displayed when the condition is not set.

Pre-Define Forms
The forms feature is similar to that used in Sales and Purchase Order processing in that it is used
to update details from a pre-defined template. Unlike the order processing variant however, it
only updates the form into one record rather than creating several detail records for each entry on
the form.
This option asks you to define a form – selecting the database the form is to contain records from
(not the database the form is to be updated to).
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Code – enter a three-letter identification code for the form definition.
Title – enter the form title
Header Link – usually left blank (zero), when creating the form you can select the form code
from the database listed here. For example, if creating an order template for a customer you could
select the customer accounts database here and this would allow you to look up the customer
details when creating the form template. If you select a database for the header link a pop-up asks
you to configure the header link.



Title – select a data item from the header link file to be saved as the form title/description
when you create a form.



Ignore-Item – select a data item to test whether this record can be selected from the
header-link database when creating a quick form – for example, if linked to a customer file
you may decide to ignore prospect accounts so you select the ‘PROSPECT?’ data item.



E/N – if applying a test condition select whether you are testing the data item is equal or
not equal to a value.
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Value – enter the value to test the selected data item against. Remember that records for
which this condition is true are hidden, if using the prospect example above and wishing to
hide prospect accounts then the condition would be ‘PROSPECT equal to Y’.

Detail Link – here you select the database against which the quick form entries are to be entered
– usually a stock or product file. If you select a database then a pop-up form asks for details to
configure the detail link.



Title – select a data item from the header link file to be used as the description within the
form entries.



Ignore-Item / E/N / Value – these work as per the option above and allow you to filter out
records from the detail-link database that match the criteria entered here.

Data File Profiles / File Links
The screen shows the databases used within the application. For each database file in your
application you can specify the prime index format, the items which are to be shown when using
the <F4-Select> facility in the user program, and the relationships between the files you are using
in this application.
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When you take this choice from the menu the system will attempt to open the live file pathnames
but if any of these are not found then the base file will be tried. The database file layout is shown
on the right hand side of the screen for each file being processed. If a live and base file cannot be
found then the message - DATA FILE NOT FOUND – will be shown.

Index, Pick Items and File Linking
The first file displayed is the main file for the application. In the example being used, this is the
ACCOUNTS file. The first screen you see when accepting this file looks like this:
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Format
If you have defined a prime index for the file then you may here specify a restriction on the
format of the data to be used in the prime index field.
At the bottom of the screen, some example formats are shown. The index format may be
partitioned, to make it easy to maintain a standard within your file. Once you have decided on
your preferred format, all prime index entries in this file must conform to it. Use “A” to represent
each alphabetic character (A-Z), “9” to represent each numeric character (0-9), and “U” to
represent any value at all.
For example, if you wish to use a code that consists of two alpha characters followed by four
numeric digits, then two more alpha characters, and with “/” as the separator, then the format
should be specified as AA/9999/AA
Common index formats include “AAA999”, “A999”, “A/9999”, and “9999”. You choose whether
you want to have separators or not. When adding new records, the program checks that the index
you enter is in the format specified here. An invalid format is not acceptable. If you choose a
wholly alphabetic code, such as “AAAAAA”, note that all six characters must be used for every
item. You can solve this problem by defining the format as “UUUUUU” instead, which allows
up to six alphanumeric characters — a space is considered a character for this purpose.
Leading zeros need not be typed for the numeric parts of index formats — the program inserts
them for you. So, if the index format is “A999” and “G6” is entered, the program converts this to
“G006”.
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Prime index greater than 16 characters
The input of the format will only accept a maximum of 16 characters. If your
format is longer than this then you must specify the format as being 16 X’s or 16
U’s. The program will then assume this format for the full size of the prime index
item on the data base.

Pick items
You may choose up to ten items from all those in the file which will be displayed when using the
application and the <F4-Select> facility to find the record you want. The items specified here are
also the default items shown when using a screen ‘Pick’ action.
You do not include the prime index as this will be automatically included, so it is unnecessary to
specify it again here.
Key in the numbers of the data items you require to be shown when you use the <F4-Select>
facility.

L.I.F.O. Sequence
This option allows you to see records in a last-in-first-out sequence when you use the <F4-Select>
key to list records.

Ignore Sel?
Short for ‘Ignore from Selection’ this option allows you to hide records from selection – for
example, if using the Sales Ledger Accounts file in the application you may want to prevent
selection of prospect accounts.
Item – select the data item you wish to test.
Eq/Neq – select whether you are to hide the records
when the record equals or doesn’t equal the value
entered here (see below for ‘S’ usage).
Value – enter the value to test. If the condition is met
then the record is hidden from display/selection.
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S – Split Codes
Occasionally your index format is a combination of codes from two other databases
– for example, the discount matrix file has a code format which is a combination of
the customer account code and the stock code. The ‘S’ split option configures the
index format so that it prompts for the code it two parts – the first part looking up
(in this example) to the customer file and the second part to the stock file.
To use the ‘Discount Matrix’ style lookup you would apply the ‘Ignore Sel’ option
to the matrix file. Select the prime-index of the database as the item, the Eq/Neq
input would be ‘S’ for split codes. For the value you would enter the database
number in the application of the two files that are to be used to make up the code.
For example if your files were
1 – Discount Matrix
2 – Sales Accounts
3 – Stock Records
then the value would be ‘2/3’
An alternative application for this feature would be where using location stock –
where the location code prefixes the stock code. To use the ‘Location Stock’
lookup you would apply the ‘Ignore Sel’ option to the Stock file. Select the stock
code as the item, the Eq/Neq input would again be ‘S’. For the value you would
enter the database number in the application of the location file, followed by the
stock file and then ‘L’. For example if your files were
1 – Stock File
2 – Location File
then the value would be ‘2/1L’

Links to Other Data Files
Here the system must be told what type of linking is to be used between the file currently under
consideration and the other (maximum seven) files to be used in this application.
While your cursor is in this area of the screen, the bottom of the screen shows the possible link
types:
Link type: D - Detail, L – Lookup, R- Reference
Naturally you cannot link the file to itself, so N/A is shown against the file with which you are
dealing. Against each other file name, you need only key in the first letter of the type required, D
or L as appropriate (or leave it blank if there is no link).
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A detail file is a sub-file which can contain multiple records which correspond to a single main
file record; a look-up file allows a record in it to be accessed via a key (an item which exists in
both the current file and the look-up file) to extract details. The record in the look-up file should
be unique for that key; effectively the key is the prime index of the look-up file. A stock file is a
look-up file when entering orders; using the stock code as a key, prices and descriptions may be
extracted from the stock file into the order detail file.
You would not actually define a relationship as R – Reference – instead this indicates a ‘reverse’
lookup relationship. For instance, if you define file 1 as having a look-up relationship to file 2,
then when you view the profiles for File 2 this displays that it is a reference file for file 1.
Similarly, another marker is ‘M – Master’ where if File 1 has a detail relationship with File 3,
then when you view the profiles for File 3, this displays that File 1 is it’s Master file.
When you have set the relationship for each file as appropriate you will be prompted:

If you have defined any relationships as DETAIL or LOOKUP then further parameter screens are
displayed allowing you to configure these relationships. If you have set the data file profiles for
the CONSTANT database then the profiles for this database are displayed over further parameter
screens. If neither of these options applies you are returned to the list of databases.

Defining a Master/Detail Relationship
Two screens are displayed for each detail file to which you have specified that your file links to.
The first screen requires you to enter the items which enable the two files to link successfully, and
the second screen permits automatic copying from the main file to the detail file whenever a new
detail file record is added.
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The first five parameter inputs ask for data items in the main file which define the link to the
detail file. The data items that are in the main file are listed on the right but you can use the <F4Select> key to search if required.
Main File Items: First Detail
Main File Items: Last Detail
Each record in the main file must contain two data items which automatically maintain the record
numbers of the first and last records in the detail file which relate to this main file record. The
data items must be Y-type and sized equal (or larger) to the number of records in the detail file –
i.e. if you have reserved 100,000 records in the detail file then these items must be Y(6) or larger.
Main File Items: Record Count
Optionally, you may want to keep a count in the main file record of the number of detail records
which belong to it. The data item should be an N-type or Y-type.
Main File Items: Accumulated Total
Optionally, you may want to accumulate values from the detail records into the main file record.
The item to be accumulated is set within the detail file items; you set here the item to accumulate
into. Data item type should be a K, L or M-type (consistent with the number of decimal places in
the detail item to be accumulated).
Main File Items: Entry Total
Optionally, you can record entry numbers on each of the detail records – the first detail is ‘1’, the
second detail is ‘2’ and so on. This item contains the entry number of the last detail added. The
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data item for this would be an N-type. Note that although similar to the record count, the entry
total would not be affected by the deletion of a detail record whereas the record count would.
The next six items refer to items in the detail file. As the cursor reaches these parameters the data
items listed on the right change to the detail file for review, again you can use <F4-Select> to
search if required.
Detail File Items: Next Pointer
Each record in the detail file must contain a data item which is automatically maintained as the
record number of the next record in the detail file that belongs to the main file record. The data
item must be a Y-type and sized equal (or larger) to the number or records in the detail file.
Detail File Items: Prev Pointer
Optionally, if using a database you have created as a detail file, you may define a previous pointer
data item. Again, this is automatically maintained as the record number of the previous record in
the detail file that belongs to the main file record. The data item, if used, must be a Y-type and
sized equal (or larger) to the number of records in the detail file. Setting this item allows you to
configure screens and reports which show the detail records to list in LIFO (last-in, first out)
order.
Application databases, such as the sales ledger etc., generally do not have a previous pointer field
configured so if defining an application to report/maintain application databases this item will not
be set.
Detail File Items: Main Index Code
The main index code must be present on each detail record, since this specifies which main file
record any given detail record belongs to. This is usually the value held in the prime-index of the
main file – for example on the sales ledger transaction file this would be the ACCOUNT data
item. The item type and size must equal that of the prime-index of the main file.
If your main file has no prime-index then you would set this item to be the same as the next item.
Detail File Items: Main Code RecNo
The ‘Main Code RecNo’ contains the record number of the main file record that this detail
belongs to (it is maintained automatically by the system when set). The data item must be a Ytype and sized equal (or larger) to the number of records in the main file – i.e. if 50,000 records in
the main file then this item must be Y(5) or larger.
Detail File Items: Accumulation Item
Optionally, if you wish to maintain an accumulation value on the main file record you need to set
here the item to be accumulated.
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Detail File Items: Entry Number
Optionally, if recording entry numbers against detail records then you need to reference the (Ntype) item on the detail file to be updated with the entry number. See ‘Entry Total’ above.
After entering the entry total, if appropriate, you are asked to confirm the above details are OK
before a second screen is displayed allowing you to define up to five copy items from the main
file to the detail file.

Although screens and reports can display information from the main file it can be useful to copy
information from the main file to the detail file where you wish to change those details for
specific detail records. For example, a salesman code perhaps when entering contact details,
copying the default contact when adding a record but amending if appropriate – or for selection
criteria purposes.
You enter the data items in the left-hand column of the items on the main file you wish to copy
and enter the data items in the right-hand column of the items on the detail file you wish to
update. The data items list on the right of the screen is updated to reflect the database to copy
from/to as appropriate although <F4-select> is again available.

Defining a Lookup Relationship
One screen is displayed for each lookup file to which you have specified that your file links to.
This screen requires you to enter the items which enable the two files to link successfully, and
allows you to define copy items from the lookup file.
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Lookup Item
For each lookup file specified, a data item in this file which corresponds to the lookup file must
be specified. Usually this item corresponds to the prime-index of the lookup file – so if looking
up to a stock file you need to reference the item on this file that will contain the stock code. You
can lookup to a non-prime indexed file in which case this item must be referenced to an item that
will contain the record number of the lookup record.
Mandatory Link
Set if the link must be present – in this case a record cannot be added to the file unless you enter a
value in the lookup item that exists in the lookup file (i.e. on the stock lookup example you must
enter a stock code that exists, and you cannot leave the lookup item blank). Leaving this item
blank means that you do not have to enter the lookup item but if you do then the value in the
lookup item still must exist in the lookup file (you can leave the stock code blank but if you enter
a code it must exist in the stock file).
Allow Create New
Set if the operator is to be allowed to create a new lookup record if the lookup code entered by the
operator in a screen does not exist in the lookup file (i.e. on the stock lookup example if the
operator enters a stock code that doesn’t exist do you want to create that stock record). If you
create a new lookup record you can only enter the description (assumed to be item 2 of the lookup
file) on the lookup record. Leaving this item blank means the operator cannot create a new
lookup record.
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Copy Items
Although screens and reports can display information from the lookup file it can be useful to copy
information from the main file to the detail file where you wish to change those details for
specific detail records – a salesman code perhaps when entering contact details, copying the
default contact when adding a record but amending if appropriate – or for selection criteria
purposes.
You enter the data items in the left-hand column of the items on the main file you wish to copy
and enter the data items in the right-hand column of the items on the detail file you wish to
update. The data items list on the right of the screen is updated to reflect the database to copy
from/to as appropriate although <F4-select> is again available.
The Force option relates to whether you wish to re-action the copy items on update of a record
when the lookup value is unchanged. In our stock lookup example you may be copying the price
from the stock file. If you update a record but do not change the stock code the price would not be
recopied unless the ‘force’ option was set (if you did change the stock code it would automatically
be recopied).
Ignore ‘Sel’ Records
This option allows you to filter out records from the lookup file so that when adding records to
the file you cannot select these items. For example, in our stock lookup scenario you may want to
omit stock records which have a zero physical quantity. Setting this item gives a pop-up form to
allow entry of the filter criteria.
Item – select the data item you wish to test.
Eq/Neq – select whether you are to hide the records
when the record equals or doesn’t equal the value
entered here.
Value – enter the value to test. If the condition is met
then the record is hidden from display/selection.

Constant Database Profiles
The constant database is a one record file that can be used to hold values required by the
application – for example it can hold the system date or, if the application is linked to a company,
the current sales ledger period. This can be useful, amongst other things, for selection criteria.
The first screen allows you to reference items on the constant file that hold the date, day of the
week or user-id.
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Item

Description

System Date (D)

Referenced to a D/E-type date field this updates today’s date to the
item on opening of the ProFiler application.

System Date (Full)

Referenced to an X-type field (usually 20 characters) this updates
today’s date to the item as text – i.e. 24 September 2006.

Day of Week (U/C)

Referenced to a X-type field (usually 10 characters) this updates
today’s day to the item as uppercase text – i.e. THURSDAY.

Day of Week (L/c)

Referenced to an X-type field (usually 10 characters) this updates
today’s day to the items as text – i.e. Thursday.

User-Id

Referenced to an X-type field (usually 6 characters) this updates the
user-id of the user who opens the application. If this item is in use
then typically the ProFiler application would need to be restricted to
one user at a time.

File Set Id

This refers to the File number used when using the multiple file sets,
i.e. if configure a payroll enquiry with the created backup files you
could use the file set option to access the file set for a particular
period. This item would be an X-type field of two characters.

If linked to the application company a further six screens allow you to reference items on the
constant file to be updated from the company files. Items are automatically updated on open of
the ProFiler application or change of company within the application.
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Link to Company (1/6) – Company Details
Company ID
Company Name
Company Address 1-5
Telephone
Fax / Telex
Tax Reg No
Other

Updates the current active company into an X(3) field.
Updates the current company name, as set within the menu option
‘Installation / Set Company Details’, into a text field.
Updates the current company address into the set text fields.
Updates the current company telephone number into the set text
field.
Updates the current company fax number into the set text field.
Updates the current company’s VAT registration number into the set
text field.
The ‘Set Company Details’ allows you to define one ‘other’ item for
the company – perhaps an email address – this text value would be
updated into the text item referenced here.

Link to Company (2/6) – VAT Rates
Tax Rate 1 – 10

Updates the tax rates from the VAT table of the current company –
i.e. 17.50% etc.

Link to Company (3/6) – Accounting Ledger Periods
Periods in Year
Sales: Per No
Sales: Start/End Date
Purch: Per No
Purch: Start/End Date
Stock: Per No
Stock: Week No

Stock: Start/End Date
Nom/Cash: Per No

Updated to an N-type field this is the number of periods in the
current accounting calendar (usually 12)
Updated to an N-type field this is the current period number for the
sales ledger.
Updated to D/E-type date fields this updates the period date range
for the current sales ledger period.
Updated to an N-type field this is the current period number for the
purchase ledger.
Updated to D/E-type date fields this updates the period date range
for the current purchase ledger period.
Updated to an N-type field this is the current period number for the
sales ledger.
Stock can be configured to split a period into (upto) 6 separate
weeks. If so configured then the N-type item referenced here would
be updated with the current stock week no.
Updated to D/E-type date fields this updates the period date range
for the current sales ledger period.
Updated to an N-type field this is the current period number for the
nominal ledger and cashbook.

Link to Company (4/6) – Accounting Periods
Per No (!C9 usage)
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Premier only. In Premier calculated fields allow you to nominate a
range of items – say Turnover-1 through Turnover-12 and use a !C9
function to extract the value relating to the current period. This
item, usually cross-referenced against a period-number on the
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Period Names Start

Period Names Type

previous screen, tells the ProFiler application which period number
to use for the calculation.
This option asks you to reference the first in a series of 12/13 text
fields into which the current month period will be updated. The next
n fields will then be updated with the subsequent/previous
month/period.
Set how the series of text fields are to be updated:
1 – Updates with JAN/FEB/MAR/etc. Only applicable if using 12
periods related to calendar months.
2 – Updates with JANUARY/FEBRUARY/MARCH/etc. Again
only applicable if using 12 periods relating to calendar months.
3 – Updates with 01/02/03. Updates with the month number of the
current period. Again only applicable if using 12 periods relating to
calendar months.
4 – Updates with P01/P02/etc. This updates the text field with the
period number in text format prefixed with a ‘P’.

Period Names FWD

Set if fields 2 onwards are to work forward through the accounting
calendar – January / February / March / etc. leave blank to go
backwards – January / December / November / etc.

Link to Company (5/6) – Job Costing
Heading From / To

The Job Costing system allows you to define up to 30 cost category
headings (subject to authority level). This option asks you to
reference the first and last in a series of n text fields which will be
updated with the cost category analysis headings on opening the
ProFiler application.

Link to Company (6/6) – Payroll
Current Period

Updates the current payroll period into an N-type field.

O/T-Rates From / To

Payroll allows up-to six overtime rates to be configured with factors
as set in the Payroll System Profiles – time-and-a-half / double-time
/ etc. This option allows you to reference the first and last in a series
of n M-type data items which will be updated with the overtime-rate
factors when opening the ProFiler application. Not applicable if
using Payroll Plus.

O/T-Title From / To

This option allows to you reference the first and last in a series of n
text fields which will be updated with the overtime rate titles. Again
not applicable if using Payroll Plus.

SW Title From / To

Payroll allows up-to twenty switches – extra payments and
deductions to the employee pay. This option allows you to reference
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the first and last in a series of n text fields which will be updated
with the switch payment titles. Again not applicable if using Payroll
Plus.

ProFiler Options Definition
This menu allows you to define the options within the ProFiler application – the screens, reports,
etc. The first time you use this part of the definition after creating an application you will need to
use the ‘Extend Number of Menu Entries’ option as no menu’s yet exist.

Note
On earlier menus this option was described as the ‘User Facilities Definition’

Change a Menu Layout
This is the primary option of the options definition, it’s were you configure all the individual
options that the operator will see and use when running the application. It allows you to amend
existing options or to create new options on the defined menus – up to a maximum of 99 menus
may be configured the first of which must be called MASTER (and this is done for you).
A simple menu structure is shown below. Each menu may have a total of eight choices; these
choices may variously lead to further menus or to specific option such as printing a report, or
updating a database record. In the example, the master menu has three-choices all of which lead
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to a sub-menu. Of these the first, UPDATES, leads to two further sum-menus which are both
used for file updating. The second sub-menu is used for reports and the third provides the ability
to carry out utility functions such as file audits and expansion. A real application is usually a lot
more complex than this, with more menus and up to eight choices on each.

When you select the option to ‘Change a Menu Layout’ the screen shows a list of the menus
defined so far (at first their may just be MASTER; the list grows as you create new options). The
menu structured above would be shown as:
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To update an existing menu, move down to the menu and press either <Enter> or the UPDATE
button. To add a new menu select the INSERT button or press <Enter> against a blank entry.
When adding a menu for the first time you will be asked for the menu to add in a pop-up. This is
a short code to describe the options on this menu. Press <Enter> after entering the id to update
the menu – if it doesn’t exist you will be asked to create this menu (if the menu definition is full
use the Expand option below). Note that the first menu in any application must always be called
MASTER.

Note
Other than the first MASTER menu the sub-menu’s cannot be accessed directly at
run-time unless there is a call to that menu as an option on the MASTER menu. For
example, on the screen shot earlier the GLOBALS option is accessible from a call
on the UPDATES menu which itself is called from the MASTER menu.
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Enter a Menu Heading
This prompt allows the option to enter a menu heading. This heading will be displayed at the top
of the menu when the application is used (if no heading is entered then the menu id is used – i.e.
MASTER etc.).
After entering the heading you are able to enter the title or choice description for the first menu
option. Enter the text required for the option and press <Enter>, a further box is then shown
allowing you to define this menu option.
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Option Type and Parameters
The first prompt ‘Option Type’ asks you to select the type of action this menu is to perform – is it
a screen (S), or report listing (L) – a full list of option types is available by pressing <F4-Select>.
For each option, after specifying the type, you must specify up to two parameters.
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Type
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
I
K
L
M
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
W
Y
Z

Audit a Database
Blankout a Database
Constants Update
Data Interchange
EDI Messages
Forms Maintenance
Global Update
Index Tidy
Krunch (Recover File space)
Listing
Menu
Organise Pointers
Program Call
Batch Run of a Menu
Rebuild Indexes
Screen Actions
Table Updating
Update A Database on Screen
Word Processing Facility
Change ProFiler Application
System Status

Parameter 1

Parameter 2

DB-No
DB-No
DB-No
DB-No
DB-No
Form Code
DB-No
DB-No
DB-No
DB-No
Menu Name
DB-No
Program Name
Menu Name
DB-No
DB-No
DB-No
DB-No
DB-No
Applic Code
Expand Y/N

N/A
N/A
Constant Item No
Definition filename
EDI layout filename
N/A
Global Update filename
N/A
N/A
Report filename
N/A
N/A
Parameter No
File No’s to lock
n/ a
Screen definition filename
Table Item Name
N/A
WP definition filename
N/A
N/A

Where a parameter asks for a ‘DB-No’ this refers to one of the (up to) eight files within the
ProFiler application (<F4-Select> is available).
Where a parameter asks for a filename then this asks for the filename to be created/updated – the
filenames are created in an 8.3 format although you only enter the first eight characters the file
suffix being automatically set for you based on the option type:
.PFI
.PFG
.PFL
.PFS
.PFW

Data Interchange definition
Global Update definition
Report Listing definition
Screen definition
Word Processing definition

<F7-Option> on the parameter 2 input, where prompted for a filename, allows tools to copy,
validate or delete a definition. This can be used when an option is amendment of an existing
report or screen layout (used within this application) and you do not wish to recreate from scratch.
In addition to the option type and parameter settings are further options as follows:
Password
You may key a password of up to ten alpha-numeric characters. This is then requested each time
an operator selects this option at run-time.
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Authority Checks: Level or User
Key either the authority level or a specific user-id to restrict access to this option at run-time.
Log
Available on Premier only, if set this logs the operators who use this option to the LOG.DAT file
(although you can’t see what was actually done by the user).
Prompt Message / Warn
Here you can key a message of up to 35 characters which is displayed when the operator selects
the option at run-time. You might use this for messages such as ‘Have you taken backups?’
Auto Go To Next Option
If set then, after completing this option, the highlight will move to the next option (unless
overridden by mouse position). If not set it will remain on the current position. Note the system
doesn’t automatically run the following option.
Once you reach the bottom of the screen you will, if further options are available for the option
type, be asked if you wish to update this layout – Yes to update, No to return to the menu. If no
further settings are required for this option you will be returned to the menu, otherwise you will
be prompted:

If you elect to update a definition and the definition has not yet been created you will be prompted
to create it.

Note
The actual configuration options for each definition are discussed at the end of this
section.

Delete a Menu
This option prompts you to remove a menu from the list of menus. Note that any parameter files
off the menu remain in existence, although they cannot be accessed (unless from another menu).
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Click the menu you wish to delete so it is highlighted, or scroll up/down this list using the up and
down arrow keys until the required menu is highlighted then click the DELETE button or press
the <DEL> key.

You will then be prompted to delete the menu – respond as required. Note that you cannot delete
the MASTER menu.

Extend Number of Menu Entries
This option defines the number of menu’s available within the application and must be used when
you first create an application since no menus are available on first creation. If you are unsure
how many you will need, specify 10 menus initially – you can always increase this later, if
required, up to a maximum of 99 menus.
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On selection of the option the number of menus currently defined is shown and you are asked to
enter the new number required. After confirmation the number of available menus is expanded to
the value entered.

Print Menu Structure
This option allows you to print details of a particular menu or all menus.

If you want to print details for a specific menu highlight the menu required using the mouse or the
arrow keys and then click PRINT. If you wish to print the details for all menus then click the
PRINT ALL button.
The report shows the option types and the detail specified at Parameters 1 and 2 for each
configured option.

Disk Utilities
The facilities available from this option allow you to copy, delete or validate various types of
parameter files and definitions. For instance, if you are designing an additional screen that is
similar to an existing screen you may want to copy this similar screen to speed up configuration.
The validate option allows you to update screens and reports where the location of files has
changes – perhaps you have moved a database from file 2 to file 3 within the location of files.
The delete option removes a definition file from your system.
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Firstly you are shown the types of file you can process – select the type required. After which a
pop-up allows you to select whether you wish to copy, delete or validate the definition file (note
that validate is only available for specific options).

Copy a Definition File
The copy procedure asks for the filename you wish to copy, <F4-Select> is available, and then the
filename you wish to copy to. <F4-Select> is available for the copy to filename in case you wish
to overwrite an existing definition, or you can enter the filename required. Remember the
filename is in ‘8.3’ format, although you do not have to enter the suffix as this will be updated for
you if necessary.
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Delete a Definition File
The delete procedure asks for the filename you wish to delete, <F4-Select> is available. After
selecting the file you are prompted to confirm you wish to delete the file.

Validate a Definition File
Available for screen and report (UDR) definitions this option allows you to reset the database
numbers used within a screen or report. For example, say a screen was based on file 2 – the
accounts file but for other reasons this is now file 3, then the existing screen layouts reference file
2 and the screen would be unusable. This option allows you to reset the file numbers used within
a screen or report.
On selection of the validate option you are asked for the screen/report definition to be validated,
<F4-Select> is available, and then the system will display a screen showing the files in use in the
application and the files used within the screen asking whether you wish to change any of the
details.
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If you respond ‘Yes’ you are taken on to the screen to change the number of the database used
from x to y.
When you change a file number you will be prompted whether it is OK to update the screen
layout – respond as required.

Create D03 Menu for this Application
The ProFiler application can be accessed by creating a menu option, through the CONFIG signon, calling the application itself and you then navigate the ProFiler menu. It can be desirable
when calling other applications from within the ProFiler application to create a D03 menu for the
ProFiler application – in this way when you exit the ‘other’ program you are returned to the menu
rather than back to the call to the ProFiler application.

Selecting this option asks you to confirm the menu pathname you wish to create – defaulting to
the application id – the menu pathname is entered in an 8.3 format. An application menu is
created for each ProFiler menu based on the filename you enter here – so the master menu is
BBB.D03, any call’s to sub-menu’s create a BBB01.D03 for the first call, BBB02.D03 for the
second call, and so on.
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Create List of Application Files
This option creates a text file of all the files – databases and parameter files – used within the
ProFiler application. This can be used for the creation of backups for applications.

Firstly, you are asked whether you wish to include the database files – for a backup you would
say ‘yes’ but if you are transferring the application to another site you may say ‘no’. You are then
asked to confirm the filename to be created containing the list; this defaults to application.txt
though you can amend if required.
If create as ‘application.txt’ then you can use the shareware PKZIP utility to create a backup
based on the txt name at the command line using ‘PKZIP FILENAME @APPLICATION.TXT’.
Alternatively if you create the file as ‘application.dbu’ then you can use the supplied DFZIP
utility to create a Datafile backup at the command line using ‘DFZIP APPLICATION’.

Copy/Move Menu Options
As an application develops overtime it may become desirable to move options from one menu to
another within the application – perhaps because a new requirement is created which needs to be
given prominence on the main menu. This utility allows you to copy an option from one menu in
the application to another and then, if desired, remove the original and thus allow you to ‘tidy’
your application.
On first display you are shown the list of application menu’s for you to select the option you wish
to copy.
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Select the menu using the mouse and the arrow keys to highlight the required menu and then press
the SELECT button (or press <Enter>). Next you are shown the options on the menu and asked
to key the number of the option to be copied.

Once you have selected the option to copy you are again shown the list of application menu’s for
you to select – this time for where you wish to copy the item to. The system then shows the
existing options on that menu and asks for the option number you wish to copy to – you can
overwrite an existing option if you desire.
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After the option has been copied you will be prompted if you with to remove the original entry –
respond as required.

Profiler Option Types
Earlier in this manual we covered how to add an option to the menu, and what the options
available included. Here we discuss the parameters available for each option type.

A – Audit a Database
The location in the file of each record is held by the record number, the prime index and up to two
secondary indexes. This option re-writes these indexes and is required for use after running other
functions such as an extract of records between databases.

After creating the call for the audit routine on the menu there are no further parameter settings
required.

B – Blank out a Database
This option removes all records from a database. You may wish to do this to clear a work file
after the details have been processed / reported and are no longer required.

After creating the call for the clear down routine on the menu there are no further parameter
settings required.
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Note that this option allows the use of selection criteria at run-time but you can not predefine the
criteria within the definition, also note that this option is not suitable for use in an automatic (Q)
menu as it will pause to allow entry of criteria. If you wish to pre-define criteria or run the option
automatically in a menu use the G-Global Update option for clearing records (see later).

C – Constants Update
A database has the option for up to 100 constant values – these are values used in calculated fields
to affect value and date fields. For example, if you have selling prices at (say) 15% greater than
cost you may wish to have your selling price field as a calculation which is ‘COST-PRICE x 115 /
100’, however, you can’t enter the values ‘115’ and ‘100’ but you can reference constants and this
option allows you to set those constants. You may wish to include the option to change these
constants in a ProFiler application to (say) see the affect on different margins.

After creating the call for the constants update, specifying which file to update, then no further
options are required. Parameter 2 allows you to select a constant data item on the selected file –
this restricts the constant items you can update at run-time to just those defined in the item.

D – Data Interchange
This option allows you to exchange data between Datafile Software databases and other
applications using one of two methods – the DIF or ASCII text file formats.



DIF – stands for Data Interchange Format and is a specific standard used by many
database and spreadsheet software packages.
ASCII – an acronym for American Standard for Character Information Interchange.
Typically a database record translates into a line of text, with each data item separated by a
comma – this form is also sometimes known as a CSV (comma-separated variable) format.
Other separators include the TAB character, or indeed no separator but output at fixed
positions.
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This option allows you to send information both in and out of Datafile databases. So after
completing the initial parameters in the options definition you are asked for the interchange type.

NB: Once you have selected an interchange type it is fixed for this parameter file (filename
specified as parameter 2 initially), if you select incorrectly you would need to either delete this
file or change the filename in parameter 2 so it creates a new definition.
The parameters available in both Output formats are reasonably identical and are described
together below as one process – highlighting the differences between them before moving on to
the input definition.
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Output from Database

External File Pathname
Enter here the pathname of the file you wish to create from this output definition. The file should
be in 8.3 format. Note that F4-Select is available here to help you navigate the folder paths but if
creating a new file you will not be able to return the pathname from this process.
Item names: 0-none, 1-label, 2-data (DIF only)
This refers specifically to the database item names, which you may want to output to the DIF file
in addition to the data itself. DIF formats allow not only for the data, but also for names of rows
and columns as well — either for reference (i.e. as “labels”) or as data items in their own right.
Option 0 is the usual choice (ignore the database item names); option 1 puts out the database item
names as labels; and option 2 puts them out as though they were data for the first record (record
zero).
Text Items with Quotes (ASCII Only)
If any of your database data items could contain a comma, or whatever you specify as the
separator character below, then you need to ensure that such commas are interpreted as data not as
field separators. If the separator is included in the data item the system will automatically place
quote marks around that data item, but if you wish to include quote marks for all text items then
set this option.
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Separator ASCII Character (ASCII Only)
Normally a comma, ASCII code 44. Enter the required code or use <F4-Select> if required. Note
the selected character is shown to the right for verification.
Compressed (n=fixed) (ASCII only)
Database data items — particularly numeric ones — normally convert to a fixed length of text; for
example, an L-type item displays as 14 characters. A value of (say) “9.90” would contain nine
leading and one trailing blank characters. In a similar way, text data items may not be completely
full, so end with a string of blank characters. To save space in the output file, the interchange
procedure can eliminate such leading and trailing blank characters. Set this option to strip out
leading/trailing spaces otherwise leave blank to output the full length of each data item, including
spaces.
CR between records (ASCII only)
LF after each CR (ASCII only)
These two questions determine whether or not to separate records in the output ASCII file with
carriage return (CR) and line feed (LF) characters. Set these questions as appropriate. It is
normal to set to both.
End of data ASCII char (ASCII only)
This determines what character to write at the end of the ASCII file to signify end of data. Key
the decimal value of the ASCII character required here  normally <Ctrl>–Z, which is shown by
keying the number 26 <Enter> here.
Ignore ASCII code chars
If you find that your data has text characters which interfere with the process which uses the
output interchange file, then ask this procedure to ignore those characters. For example, it may be
that you use the oblique / and chevrons <> in you database, but these create problems to the
receiving process. You can list up to ten ASCII codes to ignore here, entering the equivalent
decimal codes for those characters. You can use the <F4–Select> key to choose them.
Sequence: 1=recno, 2=prime (tidy)
This option controls whether records are output in the order they were added or, for primeindexed databases, in the order of the prime index. This setting will be ignored if set to a user
defined sequence on the second parameter screen (ASCII only)
Negative sign at start of text (DIF only)
If a number is negative, a minus sign is displayed at the end of the text. If you need the negative
sign at the front of the number set this option.
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Output the record number
If you want to write the database record number to the output interchange file set this option. It is
written as the first item in each output file line.
Selective records? Allow run-time changes?
Fixed record range? Save run-time changes?
Set if you want to apply selection criteria to this process. You’ll be asked for the default criteria
after you’ve answered all questions in this screen. You also have the options to ask for run-time
changes, whether to use a fixed specified range of record numbers, and whether to save any
selection criteria changes to be the defaults offered the next time it is run.
Automatic run - no user prompts
You are normally allowed to change the output interchange file name as well as other aspects at
run time. Set if you want to prohibit any of these run-time changes.
Output Datanames as first record (ASCII only)
Some programs expect the first record of an ASCII file to contain data item names, using them as
the prompts for their own processes. Set if you want to output the data item names as the first
output record.
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Output file in user-defined sequence
Sequence items numbers (1-4)
Sequence in ascending sequence
For ASCII files only, you can ask to sort the database into a specific order before writing the
output interchange file. If so, then you can choose from up to four items from the database on
which to sort.
Specify Data Items
Finally you must define which database data items are to be written out to the interchange file,
and in what order, as shown in the illustration below. The left-hand number of each of the 160
pairs represents items in the output file in the sequence they are to be written. Specify in the
right-hand number of each pair the data item from the database whose value is to be written to the
interchange file in this position. You can use the <F4–Select> key to see the database structure
and choose data items.

If this is a new definition you are first asked:

If you select ‘Yes’ the system automatically fills in all the item numbers present in the Datafile
database against the item numbers for the output DIF/ASCII file in sequence. Select ‘No’ to
complete the data item numbers yourself. Use up and down arrows within this list to change
position. Once complete, press the <End> key.
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Select ‘Yes’ to confirm the details are OK, ‘No’ returns you to the first data item input prompt,
whilst ‘Cancel’ exits from the interchange definition without saving.

Selecting ‘No’ to the save changes prompt returns you to the first definition screen, allowing you
to amend the details. <Escape> abandons all changes to the definition and returns to the
definition menu, whilst ‘Yes’ updates the definition and returns you to the menu.

Input to a Database
These options take a text interchange file, either in a DIF format text file or in an ASCII text file,
and “import” the data into a database. The set of parameters differs between the two types  the
questions shown below are for ASCII input but all the parameters are described in the order
they occur in the parameter screen.

External file pathname
Enter here the pathname of the input interchange file. Note that you can use the <F4–Select> key
here to help you find the files you want.
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The ASCII import will allow you to use wildcard characters such as ‘?’ and ‘*’ when defining the
filename to import, although not within the pathname or file suffix. For example, you can set
pathnames such as C:\IMPORTS\*.CSV, or C:\IMPORTS\SALES??.CSV. If multiple files exist
that match the entered pathname then they will be processed one after another.
If you use wildcards you must set the next option for ‘Move to History Folder’.

Note – Importing more than one file
If set to ‘Create New File’ but not ‘If Create, Append Records’ then any existing
records will be cleared at the start of the import process and then all the files
matching the import will be added to the database.
Similarly, if merging the import files into existing data and set to ‘Warn errors if
merge’ and to ‘Print Warnings’ then one report will be created to cover errors in
any of the import files.
Finally the totals display for records imported will include the count from all import
files.

Move to History Folder (ASCII only)
Selecting this option moves the input file into another folder on your system after import. If using
wildcards in the import path this must be set. Entered pathname must end with a ‘\’
Separator ASCII character (ASCII only)
Normally a comma, ASCII code 44. Key the required code <Enter> here — the print character is
displayed to the right so you can check. You can use <F4–Select> to look up and choose the
character and its ASCII code. In the case of fixed position input files, reply zero here, and see
below for how to handle.
File type (ASCII only)
A special text field to allow certain special input files to be recognised and processed. At present
the only special file supported is the CPS trade service. However you can also enter REN-YMD
within this option to rename the import file with the date, in the format YYMMDD, after
processing (although this cannot be used in conjunction with the move to history folder option).
If separator zero, fixed positions? (ASCII only)
If the input file has no separators (you replied zero above) then it must be a fixed format file and
you should set this parameter.
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Length (else CR) (ASCII only)
If fixed format input file, and the input fields are all of the same length, then give the field length
here. Leave at zero if the input fields could be of differing lengths (the most common
occurrence). You’ll be asked to define the input positions below.
CR between records (ASCII only)
LF after each CR (ASCII only)
These two questions determine whether or not the input file records are separated by carriage
return (CR) and line feed (LF) characters. Set these parameters as appropriate, it is normal to set
both.
End of data ASCII char
The standard character used to mark the end of an input text file is <Ctrl>–Z, which is equivalent
to the ASCII value 26. Enter the ASCII value here.
Ignore ASCII code chars
You can define up to ten characters to ignore from the input interchange file. For example, there
might be colons and semicolons in the input file which you decide do not look correct in (say)
address lines. Use the <F4–Select> key to choose any you want to ignore, and leave the others at
zero value.
Create New Database (N = Merge)
Set if you are starting a new database from the interchange data, or if you want to add the
interchange data to an existing database. Note that in the former case the physical database must
already exist, even though empty of records; the process does not of itself create the database
structure.
If you want to merge the interchange data with an existing database — for example, adding
budget data to an existing nominal ledger leave this option blank.
If Create, Append Records
If you have set the previous parameter, then you need to say whether you are adding records to
the database, or want to start the database with fresh data. Set to add the records from the
interchange file to any which may already exist in the database. Leave blank to create a
completely new database.

Note
If any records already exist in the database when you try to create a new database,
then any existing records are deleted, after warning you first.
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If Merge, Create New if No Match (ASCII only)
If merging an import into an existing database then you may have new records in the import file
that have not yet been created within the database. Set this option to create a new database
records for any import records with a non-matched prime-index or record number. If left blank
then any non-matched records are ignored.
If Merge, I/P Sequence for Record Number
If you are merging data from the interchange file into an existing database, then the right database
records must be accessed for the update. You must specify which interchange data item is the key
to the database. The value of this item is used to find the correct record in the database by
looking it up as the prime-index or record number.
Ignore items if blank (ASCII only)
This determines in a merge run only whether to overwrite an existing data item if the input item is
blank. Sometimes you may want to leave the existing value in the database record unchanged if
the input item is blank; at other times you may want to blank it too. Set as appropriate.
Auto audit when complete
This question only applies to a database with a prime or secondary index, to which you have
added records. Before you can use the database it must be audited to update the index blocks, set
as required.
Warn errors if merge
Print warnings
If a record exists in the interchange file but no equivalent record exists in the database when you
are merging data, then if set the first question the system will stop and warn you, and await further
instructions. Leave blank if you are happy to let the system proceed without stopping  it will
tell you at the end that there were errors. You also have the option to print the warnings rather
than display them to the screen.
Ignore if input item null or blank
You can choose to ignore a record from the input interchange file if one of its items is blank. For
example, a spreadsheet budget would have sub-totals and totals, plus blank lines for presentation
purposes. None of these lines, treated as records, equate to a nominal code, so can safely be
ignored if (say) the item holding the nominal code is blank. Key here the item (column) number
from the input file that is to be checked for this condition.
Automatic run - no user prompts
You are normally allowed to change the output interchange file name as well as other aspects at
run time. Set if you want to prohibit any of these run-time changes.
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Specify Data Items
Now you must relate the input file items to the data items in the database. The database structure
is displayed on the left of each pair, and only those data items that exist in the file are shown.
You enter alongside these the sequence number from the input file that is to match to each
database data item.

If this is a new definition you are first asked:

If you select ‘Yes’ the system automatically fills in a sequential number starting from one against
all the data items in the database. If you select ‘No’ you must fill in all the items you require
yourself.
Against each number, therefore, key the number (column) of the input file item which is to be
copied across. If, for example, ACC-CODE is data item number 3 in the database, and it comes
from the eighth column in the input file, then key 8 <Enter> against data item number 3 in the list.
Proceed down sequentially until all database data items that you want to input from the input file
have got the input file column number against them. Note that you can use the <F4–Select>
function here to see the full structure of the database file for reference, and can use the <F7Option> key to view the import file itself for comparison (if exists at the point of definition).
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If the input file is a fixed field length file, such as a report or (say) input from a till roll, then you
must also specify the start and end positions of each input field:
Up and down arrows can be used within this list to change position, once required items are
matched press the <End> key.

‘Yes’ completes the interchange definition, ‘No’ returns you to the first match item, whilst
‘Cancel’ exit the definition without saving.

Selecting ‘No’ to the save changes prompt returns you to the first definition screen, allowing you
to amend the details. <Escape> abandons all changes to the definition and returns to the
definition menu, whilst ‘Yes’ updates the definition and returns you to the menu.

E – EDI Definitions
Whilst defined using the ProFiler program, in a similar manner to a User-Defined Report, the EDI
routines are a separate application and outside the scope of this manual.

F – Forms Maintenance
This option gives the operator of the application at run-time the ability to maintain the quick
forms.
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When the option type is ‘F’ the parameter-1 input allows you to enter the three-character code of
the form definition to use (set within the Application Profile earlier) – no other settings are
required.
At run-time the system creates automatically a ???-0000.DFD, replacing the ??? with the threeletters for the form definition, based on the BASE-F0.DFD. This file holds a list of all the form
definition.
A ???-nnnn.DFD is also created for each form entry as added (the nnnn being a four-digit number
corresponding to the entry in the list) based on the BASE-F1.DFD. This file holds the entries for
each quick form.

G – Global Update
This option allows several routines to process, tidy and update several records within a database at
once.

For parameter 1 you select the (primary) database to be processed, parameter 2 is the definition
filename for the update.
As with the Data Interchange utility several different options are available for a global update
definition and these are listed for you when you first create a new definition.
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As also with Data Interchange definitions, once you have selected an update type then that type is
fixed for the definition. If you make a mistake in selecting the definition type then you need to
delete the definition file and allow the system to recreate it, or you amend the parameter 2
pathname so that a new definition is created.

G1 – Global Update to a Database
The global update process allows you to process and update all records in the database, subject to
selection criteria and test conditions, in one process. Over 160 entries you nominate the data item
you wish to process, how you want it to be updated and with which value, and set conditions on
when the update is to be applied.
The update definition is in several stages, the first of which allows you to define the items to be
updated.
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Data Item
Select the data item to be processed. <F4-Select> is available as required.
Calc
Set automatically to ‘=’ for non-numeric values, for numeric items (K, L, M, N and J item types)
you can also select whether values are to be subtracted, added, multiplied or divided.






‘=’ updates the selected data item directly with the entry within the ‘From Item / Value’
‘-‘ subtracts the ‘From Item / Value’ from the current value within the data item.
‘+’ adds the ‘From Item / Value’ from the current value within the data item.
‘/’ divides the current value within the data item by the ‘From Item / Value’
‘*’ multiples the current value within the data item by the ‘From Item / Value’

Type
From Item / Value
This option asks for the type of update for this entry and the values to be used for updating.
Various types are available including:


K – Keyboard Entered Value. The text / value entered in the From / Item Value is
updated into the selected data item (or used to multiply etc. the value in the selected data
item as appropriate). Note that whilst an item may be selected for update more than once
you can only specify one keyboard value per individual data item.
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D – Data Item. Allows you to select another data item on the record as the ‘From Item /
Value’. Data items must be consistent in type – you can’t update a numeric item from a
text item etc.



B – Blank a Data Item Value. Allows you to clear the contents of the data item (or reset
to zero for numeric items)



L – Lookup Item. Similar to item ‘D’ above in that you are updating the selected data
item from another data item. In this case, however, you are updating from another
database for which a lookup relationship is defined within the Data File Profiles. When
you choose an ‘L-Lookup’ Type you will be prompted for the database you wish to update
from.



C – Check Digit. This option allows for the generation and validation of a Modulo-10
Check Digit against an X/Y-type data item. The check digit generation takes the data item,
checks that all values (apart from the last) are numeric, and reading from left-to-right adds
up the alternate digit values and multiplies the result by 3. The remaining values are then
added together and the two totals added together. The check digit is then generated from
the last significant value of the total subtracted from 10. The updated data item then has
the check-digit appended to the existing value (replacing the last value as appropriate).



S – Sequence Number. A sequential number will be written to all the records processed in
the global update. The starting number is held in the definition and will be the next
prompt. After a global update the new number is written back to the definition file.



F – Fixed Lookup. Similar to the ‘L’ lookup above allowing the item to be updated from
another database. The Lookup option relies on the item set in the Data File Profiles as the
lookup key (the update coming from the data item on the lookup database that has a
matching value to that of the lookup key). This option allows you to select the lookup key
to use where more than one lookup key is recorded on the database.



U – Convert to Upper Case. Converts the content of a text data item into upper case
characters.



$ - System Wide Slot Number. Similar to the S-Sequence option above except that the
values is incremented per record rather than run and the base value is held in a separate file
that holds up to sixteen references that can be accessed in various options throughout the
system. When you select this type you are prompted for the slot number (1-16) to be used.



M – Master Data Item. Only available when the global update is being run against a
detail file this option allows you to select a data item from the master file to be used when
updating the data item.

Condition
Allows you to restrict the update entry to only apply under set conditions. <F7-Option> shows
the conditions available. The conditions are defined against the database within the Application
Profile and were discussed earlier in this manual. Conditions could be used to allow you to
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update the same data item more than once within a single definition – each entry only being
processed once depending on the condition.

Each entry screen allows up to twelve entries to be defined. Once the 12 th is complete, or you’ve
pressed the <End> or <Page-Down> keys you will be prompted for the entry you wish to update.

The entry number for the next screen is prompted for you to accept if required – or you can
overtype with another entry number as required – on <Enter> the system will then (re)display the
data item entry screens.
Each entry is processed in turn on an update so you can need to add / delete entries within the list
so that updates are processed in the ‘correct’ order. <F5> on the data item allows you to insert a
blank entry within the list, moving subsequent items down one line. <F6> on the data item
deletes the current entry and moves the following items up.
To complete the data item entry press the <Escape> key.

‘Yes’ moves you on to the next section of the update definition, ‘No’ returns you to the first entry
in the data item update, whilst ‘Cancel’ exits the definition without saving. After the data item
section the procedure moves on to the ‘File Processing’ section.

Item Name to Flag Record as Updated?
Select a data item from the input file, X-type or ?-type, that is to be updated with a ‘Y’ to show
the record has been processed. This is then used, by default, in subsequent runs of the global
update to not process the record again.
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Omit File Lock on Database
When running a global update the system locks out the database preventing other operators
accessing it whilst the update is proceeding to ensure data integrity. As an alternative to a file
lock when a database is in general use you can apply a record lock, the system then proceeds on a
record-by-record basis locking a record, updating the changes, releasing the record lock and then
moving on to the next record. Locking individual records will however increase the time taken to
process the global update.
If record locking you should use the ‘flag’ option above to identify whether a record has been
processed or not (the update may be rejected for individual records if another operator is using
them at the time).
Custom Point No (if applicable)
Enter custom parameter number as advised by your Datafile reseller otherwise leave blank.
The next section allows you to set and use record number ‘slots’ within the update. These ‘slots’
are counters stored against the database and can be used to increase the speed of an update, so
historical records aren’t reprocessed and to speed subsequent follow-on procedures.

Each database has 10 slots that can be used – but note that the standard applications will be using
these slot numbers also (the sales transaction file for example uses slots 1-8 as part of general
processing) so care should be taken when using this option on standard application databases.
Store Highest Record Number Updated in Which Slot (1-10)
Set the slot number to be updated with the highest record processed. Once saved this can be used
in the next prompt as the starting point for the next update run.
Start from Record Number in which Slot Number (1-10)
Set the slot number for which to start processing the update from (in fact it starts from this value
plus ‘1’ to start on the next record). It is usual to set both this and the previous parameter to the
same slot number where no subsequent procedures are to use the same set of records.
Store First Record Processed in Slot Number (1-10)
When running a series of procedures that are going to be reporting/updating the same set of data it
can speed subsequent processes if you record the first record processed on the update into the slot
numbers. This can then be used as the starting point in subsequent procedures.
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Run-Time Prompts
The next section allows three-lines of text that are to be displayed to the operator recording the
procedure that is to be run and show any required warning messages.

The next section of the global update definition controls whether the operator is allowed to make
changes to the update at run-time.

Allow User Changes at Runtime to Above Updates
Set to allow the operator to make changes to the update definition when using the procedure at
run-time.
Save Any Changes
Set, if allow changes, whether the changes made are to be saved and offered by default on the
next update run.

The final section allows you to define criteria that are to be applied to the update as a whole.
Specify Search Criteria
Set up to six lines of criteria that are to be applied to the update definition – no record will be
processed that doesn’t match the criteria specified here. The criteria are defined in the normal
manner.
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Allow Runtime Changes to Search
Set if the operator is to be allowed to change criteria at run-time
Save Any Changes
If the operator is allowed to make changes to the criteria set to save these changes for use on the
next update run.
After the above are confirmed you are prompted:

Respond ‘No’ to save the update definition, ‘Yes’ to go back to the data items to amend the
definition or <Esc> to abandon without saving.

G2 – Extract Records between Database Files
The second global update definition allows you to extract (selected items from) records in one
database and append them to another database.

Extract Data into which Database Number
The database selected within the ProFiler menu is the database records are to be extracted from.
Here you are selecting the database you wish to add the records to. The database you select must
be one of the eight files within the ProFiler application (and can’t be the extract ‘from’ file); <F4Select> is available if required.
Append Records
Set whether the new records are to be appended after existing records. If ‘N’ then existing
records are cleared on the ‘to’ file before the extract begins.
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Next you match the data items to be extracted. The screen is similar to the first update definition
type, however it is simpler definition with you matching the items on the ‘from’ database with
those on the ‘to’ database. Data item must be consistent in type and size.
As with the first update you can define up to 160 entries on the definition, 12 per screen. Once
the screen is completed (either because the 12th item is set or via use of the <End> or <PageDown> key you will be prompted for the entry number to edit next. This defaults to the next
entry but can be amended as required. <Esc> completes the data matching process and moves to
the next section of the update definition.

Item Name to Flag Record as Updated?
Select a data item from the input file, X-type or ?-type, that is to be updated with a ‘Y’ to show
the record has been processed. This is then used, by default, in subsequent runs of the global
update to not process the record again.
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Omit File Lock on Database
When running a global update the system locks out the database preventing other operators
accessing it whilst the update is proceeding to ensure data integrity. As an alternative to a file
lock when a database is in general use you can apply a record lock, the system then proceeds on a
record-by-record basis locking a record, updating the changes, releasing the record lock and then
moving on to the next record. Locking individual records will however increase the time taken to
process the global update.
If record locking you should use the ‘flag’ option above to identify whether a record has been
processed or not (the update may be rejected for individual records if another operator is using
them at the time).
Omit File Lock on Output Database
Only applicable if appending records to the database on the extract this option applies record
locking to the output file as records are added. Note again that this will increase the time the
update takes.
Omit Disk Flushing on Input Database
Only applicable if using record locking. During the update is technically possible for a record to
be changed by another operator in between the system deciding whether a record can be extracted
(based on selection criteria) and then locking it for the update. To compensate the system
‘flushes’ the record from memory and re-reads the record after it has been locked. However, this
increases the time taken for the update as each record is read twice and, depending on the
database being updated from, maybe unnecessary for the update definition (the values that can be
changed not being extracted in this definition). Set to omit the record ‘flush’ as required.
Maintain Links with Other Database
Only applicable if appending records and then only if the ProFiler Plus accessory is use.
When adding records to a database the ‘to’ database may be the detail file for another database.
This option allows you to maintain the master / detail record pointers for two alternate master
databases. If this option is set, at the end of this parameter screen, a pop-up screen will allow you
to define the relationship to both files.
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Link to Database No (1-8)
Select the database which is to be used as the ‘alternate’ master records database. <F4-Select>
shows the list of defined databases.
Input Item for Lookup
Select the data item on the ‘extract to’ file which contains the index value for the alternate master
database – for example, the account code.
Lock Out at Record Level
Set to apply record locks on the alternate master file on a record-by-record basis. Leave blank to
exclusively lock the file.
Link DB: First Pointer
Link DB: Last Pointer
Link DB: Entry Count
Reference the data items on the alternate master file that contain the first/last detail record
pointers to the ‘extract-to’ file. The entry count parameter is optional and would hold the number
of detail records attached. The first/last pointer fields are Y-type (usually six characters); the
entry count is usually an N-type field.
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New DB: Link Recno
New DB: Next Pointer
New DB: Prev Pointer
New DB: Entry Number
Reference the data items on the extract-to file that maintain the record pointers to the alternate
master file. ‘Link Recno’, ‘Next Pointer’ and ‘Prev Pointer’ are Y-type data items (again usually
six characters), and the ‘Entry Number’ is an N-type field.
Copy Down: From / To
This option allows you to define up to twelve copy items from the alternate master file to the
‘extract-to’ file. Data item types must be compatible.
Copy Up: From / To
This option allows you to define up to twelve copy items to the alternate master file from the
‘extract-to’ file. Again data item types must be compatible.
Add: From / To
This option allows you to accumulate values from the ‘extract-to’ detail database to the alternate
master database. Update items are restricted to K, L and M item types.
Subtract: From / To
This option allows you to subtract values recorded on the ‘extract-to’ detail database to the
alternate master database. Again update items are restricted to K, L and M item types.

Notes
After defining the relationship for the first alternate master database a second screen
is displayed with identical options to the above to define any relationship to a second
alternate master database.

Explode Assemblies into Full Detail Records
Again, this option is only applicable when appending records and the ProFiler Plus accessory is in
use.
This utility is of use where the extract-from database contains details for assembly items and you
require the extract-to database to contain details from the components related to these assemblies.
You may use this to generate component requirements for stock ordering (for example).
If this option is set, at the end of this parameter screen, a pop-up screen will allow you to define
the relationship to the assembly and component files.
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Assembly HDR DB No
Assembly DET DB No
Enter the file numbers within the application location of files for the stock assembly and
component databases.
Input Item for Assembly Code
Select the data item on the extract-from database that holds the assembly code to be exploded.
Input Item for Quantity
Select the data item on the extract-from database that holds the quantity of the assembly required.
This is used in determining the quantity required of the component.
Assembly HDR Item: First
Assembly DET Item: Stock
Assembly DET Item: Qty
Assembly DET Item: Next
These parameters ask you to reference the data items on the assembly and component files. On
the assembly file you are asked for the first-pointer, on the component file you are asked for the
stock code, quantity and next-pointer.
Output Item for Stock
Select the data item on the extract-to database that is to be updated with the component stock
record.
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Output Item for Quantity
Select the data item on the extract-to database that is to be updated with the quantity of
component required (input item qty x assembly detail item qty).
Custom Point No / Parameter
Leave as 0 unless otherwise advised.

Notes
This procedure only supports one level of assembly.
The extract-to database can contain many records for each extract-from database –
the standard extract ‘copy’ items will be applied to each of the ‘to’ records.

Custom Point No (if applicable)
Enter custom parameter number as advised by your Datafile reseller otherwise leave blank. (This
parameter applies to the extract definition as a whole as opposed to the above which only applies
to the stock assembly explosion).
The next section allows you to set and use record number ‘slots’ within the update. These ‘slots’
are counters stored against the database and can be used to increase the speed of an update, so
historical records aren’t reprocessed and to speed subsequent follow-on procedures.

Each database has 10 slots that can be used – but note that the standard applications will be using
these slot numbers also (the sales transaction file for example uses slots 1-8 as part of general
processing) so care should be taken when using this option on standard application databases.
Store Highest Record Number Updated in Which Slot (1-10)
Set the slot number to be updated with the highest record processed. Once saved this can be used
in the next prompt as the starting point for the next update run.
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Start from Record Number in which Slot Number (1-10)
Set the slot number for which to start processing the update from (in fact it starts from this value
plus ‘1’ to start on the next record). It is usual to set both this and the previous parameter to the
same slot number where no subsequent procedures are to use the same set of records.
Store First Record Processed in Slot Number (1-10)
When running a series of procedures that are going to be reporting/updating the same set of data it
can speed subsequent processes if you record the first record processed on the update into the slot
numbers. This can then be used as the starting point in subsequent procedures.
Run-Time Prompts
The next section allows three-lines of text that are to be displayed to the operator recording the
procedure that is to be run and show any required warning messages.

The final section allows you to define criteria that are to be applied to the update as a whole.

Specify Search Criteria
Set up to six lines of criteria that are to be applied to the update definition – no record will be
processed that doesn’t match the criteria specified here. The criteria are defined in the normal
manner.
Allow Runtime Changes to Search
Set if the operator is to be allowed to change criteria at run-time
Save Any Changes
If the operator is allowed to make changes to the criteria set to save these changes for use on the
next update run.
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After the above are confirmed you are prompted:

Respond ‘No’ to save the update definition, ‘Yes’ to go back to the data items to amend the
definition or <Esc> to abandon without saving.

G3 – Blank Out All or Selective Records
This option is similar to the option type ‘B-Blank Out All Records’. Where this option is superior
is that you can pre-set selection criteria for the update, enter text for display during the process
and this option can be run within an automatic (Q) menu.

Runtime Prompts Offered to User
This option allows three lines of text that can be displayed to the operator when the global update
option is selected. This text could include instructions on changes required in the selection
criteria perhaps.
Compact and Audit Database after processing
The blank out procedure will remove records within the file but will not free those records for
automatic re-use (where records are usually added at the end of the file). This option compacts
the database so that all free records are at the end of the file. Care should be taken if the database
being updated contains pointer to another file – if so then the compact would render this
relationship invalid and you would need to follow this update with an organise pointers routine.
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Specify Search Criteria
Allow Run Time Changes to Search
Save Any Changes
Set as appropriate to pre-define any search criteria (records are removed that match the criteria),
whether run-time changes to the criteria are allowed, and whether or not to save these changes for
the next run.

G4 – Krunch File, Compacting All Records
Similar to the option type K-Krunch this option compacts the file moving all the spare records
within the database that have been created over time (through deletion) to the end of the file
where they can be re-used automatically when adding records. This option is superior to the KKrunch in that it can be used within an automatic (Q) menu and you can preset text to be
displayed to the operator at run time.

Runtime Prompts
This option allows three lines of text that can be displayed to the operator when the global update
option is selected. This text could include instructions for any follow-on procedures such as
pointer audits that may be required.

G5 – Full Database Audit
This option is identical to the A-Audit a Database option except that it can be processed
automatically within a profiler Q-menu.

G6 – Tidy Index Overflow Area
As you add details to a database with prime or secondary indexes then, if the database is in use by
more than one operator, the system cannot tidy the index automatically. Usually the index will be
tidied automatically when the first operator accesses the database but if in continual use the index
overflow area may become full and require tiding which this option allows.
This option is identical to the I-Index Tidy option except that it can be processed automatically
within a profiler Q-menu. (Note you do not need to run this option if you audit the database as
this automatically rebuilds the index blocks).
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G7 – Rebuild Indexes
Similar to above except this option rebuilds the full index rather than just tidying the overflow
area. This option is identical to the R-Rebuild option except that it can be processed
automatically within a profiler Q menu. Again, you do not need to run this option if you audit the
database.

G8 – Organise Pointers
This is similar to option type O-Organise Pointers but may be personalised a lot more and is
capable of re-organising pointers on files other than the main master file in your current ProFiler
application.

Master Database Number
Specify the file number within the application list of files that is the master file. This is usually
‘1’, although as mentioned previously this global update routine would allow the ability to
organise pointers for files other than the ‘current’ master file for the application.
Detail Database Number
Specify the file number for the detail database.
Enter Own Datafile Item Specification
If organising the pointers against the application master file then you have probably set the
pointers within the Data File Profiles of the application to this detail file in which case you can
leave this options blank to use these settings. Alternatively, if using the update to organise
pointers for another file set this option to allow entry of the pointer link data items.
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Master File: First
Master File: Last
Master File: Total
Master File: Count
Master File: Ent Tot
These inputs ask for data items on the master file. ‘First’ and ‘Last’ refer to the first and last
record numbers for details associated with the master record – item type is usually Y(6). ‘Total’
refers to the accumulation value from the detail file item specified as ‘Value’ and is usually a K or
L-type. ‘Count’ is a Y(6) type item that counts the number of detail records currently against the
master, whilst ‘Ent Tot’ (an N-type field) is the current highest entry added – the difference being
that the ‘Count’ doesn’t include deleted records whereas the ‘Ent Tot’ would.
Detail: Next
Detail: Prev
Detail: Value
Detail: Code
Detail: RecNo
Detail: Ent No
These inputs ask for the data items on the detail file. ‘Next’ and ‘Prev’ refer to the record
numbers for the next and previous detail record associated with the master record – item type is
usually Y(6). The ‘Prev’ value is optional and is only required if require LIFO print/display for a
master/detail screen or report, most application databases do not have a previous pointer. The
‘Value’ item refers to the item to be accumulated to the master record ‘Total’ item and is usually a
K or L-type. The ‘Code’ is the detail item that contains the matching prime-index value of the
master file. The ‘RecNo’ contains the record number for the associate master record and is
usually a Y(6) type and the ‘EntNo’ contains the entry number for the current detail record and is
an N-type field.
Fast Run, Only if No Master Record Number?
Your ProFiler application may add records to the detail file via data interchange or extract
procedures which would not update the pointer chain to the master record. As the pointer audit
may take some time on large detail files setting this option allows you to reduce the time taken by
only updating the pointers for the new records added – those without a master record number. Set
as required.
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Re-Organise in User Defined Sequence
The re-organise arranges the details in the order they were added to the file. Setting this option
allows you to organise in another order – perhaps a date for example. Note that this does not
change the order within the database but instead structures the pointers so that a master/detail
screen or print lists the records in the order specified. Set as required.
Sort Only (Do Not Re-Index)
If set to re-organise then again this can take some time as it rebuilds the full pointer relationship.
Setting this option assumes the existing pointer relation is ‘correct’ but need to be re-organised
only – i.e. all the details are associated with the appropriate master record but you wish to change
the order of display. If set then a third screen allows additional parameters later.
Item (1/2/3)
Size
Ascend/Descend
If set to re-organise in a user-defined sequence these options allow you to define the sequence in
which the details are organised. Select the data items as required, the size defaults to the item size
of the data item but you can reduce this if required, then selected whether the items are to be
sorted in ascending or descending order.
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Ask for Specific Master Record?
Master Items to Display
Only applicable if set to ‘Sort Only (do not re-index)’ above. At run-time if enabled you will be
asked to select a specific master record for which to sort the detail pointers. The Items to display
should be set to allow you to ensure you have selected the correct record.
The next section allows you to set and use record number ‘slots’ within the update though it
would be unusual to use this option on an organise routine – generally you wouldn’t exclude
records. These ‘slots’ are counters stored against the database and can be used to increase the
speed of an update, so historical records aren’t reprocessed and to speed subsequent follow-on
procedures.

Each database has 10 slots that can be used – but note that the standard applications will be using
these slot numbers also (the sales transaction file for example uses slots 1-8 as part of general
processing) so care should be taken when using this option on standard application databases.
Store Highest Record Number Updated in Which Slot (1-10)
Set the slot number to be updated with the highest record processed. Once saved this can be used
in the next prompt as the starting point for the next update run.
Start from Record Number in which Slot Number (1-10)
Set the slot number for which to start processing the update from (in fact it starts from this value
plus ‘1’ to start on the next record). It is usual to set both this and the previous parameter to the
same slot number where no subsequent procedures are to use the same set of records.
Store First Record Processed in Slot Number (1-10)
When running a series of procedures that are going to be reporting/updating the same set of data it
can speed subsequent processes if you record the first record processed on the update into the slot
numbers. This can then be used as the starting point in subsequent procedures.
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Runtime Prompts
This option allows three lines of text that can be displayed to the operator when the global update
option is selected. This text could include instructions for any follow-on procedures such as
pointer audits that may be required.

Specify Search Criteria
Allow Run Time Changes to Search
Save Any Changes
Set as appropriate to pre-define any search criteria (records are excluded from the pointer audit
that do not match the criteria), whether run-time changes to the criteria are allowed, and whether
or not to save these changes for the next run.

Respond ‘No’ to save the update definition, ‘Yes’ to go back to the data items to amend the
definition or <Esc> to abandon without saving.

G9 – Sort A Database
This option allows you to sort the records within a database into a pre-defined order. You
wouldn’t use this option against an application database such as the sales transaction file, or
indeed any database where record numbers are important – say where using the slot numbers in a
ProFiler application.
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You can specify up to four items on which the database is to be sorted, setting individually
whether each item is to be processed in ascending or descending order.

I – Index Tidy
When using databases the system keeps a note of the location of each record in the file by the
prime and secondary indices. When adding records to a file the system keeps a note of the indices
of the new records in a temporary area of the database. At some point these indices are ‘tidied’
into the permanent index blocks – usually on exit or entry into the database when a single user is
accessing the file. This option allows you to perform an index tidy on the database at your own
discretion.

Other than selecting the ‘option type’ and the database to process no further settings are required.

K – Krunch (Recover File Space)
Over a period of time records are added to and deleted from the database and although there are
unused spaces in the file where records have been deleted, there may not be spaces at the end of
the file.
This option removes all spaces and rewrites the active records from the beginning of the file so
that all available spare records are left at the end of the file. Note that on a prime-indexed file this
does not affect the value of the prime-index, but on a file where record number processing is in
use this option will alter the record numbers for some or all records and this may require followon pointer audits etc.

Other than selecting the ‘option type’ and the database to process no further settings are required.
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L – Listings
This option allows several different routines to report on the ProFiler application databases.

For parameter 1 you select the (primary) database to be processed, parameter 2 is the definition
filename for the report.
As with the Data Interchange utility and Global Update definitions several different options are
available for a global update definition and these are listed for you when you first create a new
definition.

As also with Data Interchange and Global Update definitions, once you have selected a report
type then that type is fixed for the definition. If you make a mistake in selecting the definition
type then you need to delete the definition file and allow the system to recreate it, or you amend
the parameter-2 pathname so that a new definition is created.
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L1 – Label Printing
On selection of the label printing option you are first asked to set the page set-up for the label.

Converting a Label
Prior to Release 5.7 labels were designed in a different manner. Whenever you open
an existing label definition that was designed using the old designer you will be
asked to convert to the new layout.

To convert this label to the new layout respond ‘Yes’, to continue using the old
designer respond ‘No’.

ProFiler Labels
The layout for ProFiler has two files – a FILENAME.PFL contains the label
parameter details, and a file FILENAME.INL contains the font settings, line
drawings etc.
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Page Set-up
When a label is first created (or converted) you are asked to enter/confirm selected page set-up
details.
Paper Size – offers a drop-down list of paper sizes available. Select the paper size appropriate, or
select the custom page size as required.
Paper Width / Height – if you select the custom page size you can enter the page size in
millimetres here, if you select a pre-defined paper size these items are set automatically for you.
Print in Landscape – set whether the label is to be printed in landscape. Leave blank to print in
portrait.
Columns Across Document / Lines Down Document – this defaults to values which allow 50
columns across and 10 lines down, or if converting a label as previously defined on the label print
(which typically you would leave these values as set).
These values can be amended up to 255 columns across and 132 lines down. The columns and
line values form a ‘design grid’ on the label with the no of columns set controlling the number of
grid start points across the page, the lines down controlling the grid points down the page (think
graph paper). Text, Image and Lines do not have to start at a grid point but data items do –
increasing the number of columns / grid points across the page gives you more flexibility with
regards to data item positioning. Take care on increasing this value on existing labels as items
starting at a particular column/grid point may overlap if you increase the number of columns.
With regards to the number of lines down, again take care increasing this value on existing labels
as line items may overlap.
Documents Across Page / Documents Down Page – set the number of labels across and down
the page.
Gap between Documents Across / Down the Page – set the gap in millimetres between the
labels across/down the page.
Margins – next you can set, in millimetres, the left, right, and top and bottom margins.
Once you have set/confirmed the margins the label mask is displayed.
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If converting a label then initially the data items are assigned a default font close to how the label
would have printed previously – Courier New. This can be changed through the course of the
label design. If designing a new label the default font is Arial 10 point.

The Label Design Toolbar
Before discussing the specifics of designing a label, you should review the design toolbar. The
toolbar has the options – File, Edit, Tools, Parameters and Format. Each of these (other than
Parameters) offers a list of actions available.


The File menu has options to save the label layout, amend/view the page set-up, preview
the design to the screen, perform a test print of the label, and exit out of the label design
(you will be prompted to save if you haven’t already done so).



The Edit menu has options that are only available when an item on the label is selected.
You can cut an object out of the design, copy an item (except data items), or delete an
item. You can also insert a line above the selected item or delete a line with the selected
item on.



The Tools menu has options to restructure a database, refresh the display, and controls for
whether you show the data items (you may want to switch this off to position text behind
it), whether you show the grid, and whether new text/line/image items are to be positioned
at the start of the grid.



The Format option allows you to set and apply font defaults.



The Parameters option loads the first of the parameter screens available for this label.
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Setting and Applying Font Defaults
As discussed earlier when you first convert a label a font of Courier New is assigned to existing
items – which is similar to how the label would have printed previously. You can amend the
fonts for each item individually but initially you are likely to want to assign a default font for all
items.
To set and apply default fonts select the Format option from the toolbar, choose Font Defaults – a
dialog box will be displayed enabling you to select the font, style and size.
You can scroll up/down the list of fonts, use the mouse to select the required option (once selected
the chosen value will be updated at the top of the list). After selecting the font, select the style
and then the size. You can also amend the colour of the text if required. Once you have selected
the required details press OK.

After selecting the font you can control whether it applies to the text items or the data items on the
label (or both or indeed neither – you might set a default because the next x items you are going to
insert all use a specific font). Tick the options required and click the APPLY button.
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Once you have set and applied the default fonts you can then adjust the font and size of individual
items as required. If you have need to reset all items to the set default fonts then choosing the
Apply Fonts option available from the Format pull-down allows this.

Inserting New Items
To insert a new item position the mouse where you wish to insert the item and press the rightbutton on the mouse (hereafter described as right-click). A menu appears for you to select the
type of item you wish to add.
You can select to insert a text prompt, a data item, some line drawing, box
drawing, or insert a bmp/jpg image.
You can also elect to insert a line on the label at the current position or to
delete a line. The ‘Paste Object’ option (greyed out in the picture on the right)
is active if you have used the ‘Cut’ or ‘Copy’ option from the edit menu
previously.

If you select to insert a Text Prompt a pop-up form allows you enter the text label to be
displayed.

You type the text you require (up to 128 characters). If you click the APPLY button the text is
updated onto the document design in the default font/size. If you wish to change the font select
the FONT button and the font dialog is shown as discussed earlier (you are setting the font for this
item alone).
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To change the colour of the
background to the text
select the COLOUR button
and a colour dialog will be
displayed allowing you to
select from a pre-defined
colour set or allow you to
create up to 16 custom
colours of your choosing.
To define a custom colour,
click with the mouse on the
colour panel display then
move the scroll panel on the
right
to
control
the
luminescence.
Once
satisfied with the colour
select ‘Add to Custom
Colours’ and the colour will be added to the custom colours on the left for selection.
The ‘SNAP’ button is used to position the text item at the centre of a row and at the start of a
column – snapping the text to the grid. The ‘DELETE’ button removes the text.
Once you are happy with the changes select the CLOSE option to update the text label and return
to the label mask. If you wish to abandon click the X button in the corner of the Text Properties
window.
This isn’t all the options available though – if you select the
ACTION pull-down menu, in addition to the button
prompts (with a bit more description) are further options to
reset the font and colour to default settings, save the font
and colour to and set from the palette – this is useful if
making the same changes to several items.
You also have the option to add a border around the text
label, and to right align the text within the label. Finally
you can choose to abandon changes or accept and update
the changes.

If you select to insert a new Data Item then a pop-up form allows you to select the data item to be
displayed.
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To select an item you need to select the category of item and then the print item itself. Drop
down lists are available for each – use the mouse to activate first the category list which shows the
list of databases available for selection (Report Generator only shows the database the report is
based against, ProFiler will show this database and any database within the application that this
database is linked to).

After you’ve selected the database category, the second drop-down list allows you to select the
items to print (up to 16 for each database in ProFiler). The ‘–‘ character as the print item
represents a free item available for you to define. If you select this then the appropriate database
is displayed for you to select a data item from.

Once you have selected the item then the options are available, as with text, to change the font,
the background colour or delete. ‘Snap to Grid’ is not available on data items as data items are
automatically ‘snapped to the grid’.
If you select to insert a new Line – either horizontal or vertical - then a short line is drawn on the
page. This can then be extended by moving the mouse to the end of the line (until the cursor
changes to an arrow) and then clicking with the mouse and dragging it for the length required.
If you select to insert a Box then a small box is drawn on the page. This can be extended by
moving the box to a corner (until the cursor changes to an arrow) and then clicking with the
mouse and dragging it for the size required.
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If you select to insert a new Image then a pop-up form allows you to select the image to be
displayed.

You are asked to enter the image filename (BMP or JPG files only). You can browse for the file
by clicking the ‘?’ icon or pressing <F4-Select>. Images are held in folder ‘DocImage’ created
automatically off the DFCOMP location (usually \DFWIN\DATA).

Although you can browse to other folders from here you can only select to apply images from the
‘DocImage’ folder – if necessary you can copy from another location and paste here via the file
selection browser.
Once you select the image file its filename is returned to the label to be applied. Note that the
image is sized as per the file and cannot be resized within Datafile – you must use an external
package if you need to do this.

Moving, Deleting and Amending Items
You can move an items position by selecting it with the mouse and dragging it to where it’s
required. If the ‘Tools’ option ‘Snap to Grid’ is enabled then all items start in a specified grid
point, if switch this off then all bar data items can be set anywhere within the grid cell.
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You can delete an item by selecting it with the mouse and pressing the <DELETE> key.
If you right-click with the mouse on any item then a menu is available allowing you to change the
properties.
Right-clicking against a Text item allows you to access the
properties in full and allows individual options to amend
the font, set the background colour, add (or remove) a
border, right-align the text, or snap to the grid.
You can also reset the font/colour to default values or save
the font and colour to the palette for application to another
item using the Set option. You can also delete the text item
from here.

Right-clicking against a Data item allows you to access the
properties box in full and allow individual options to amend
the font, amend the background colour, add (or remove) a
border, or to right-align the data item.
As with text you can reset the font/colour to default values,
save/set the font and colour from the palette or delete the
item.

Right-clicking against a Line item allows you to access the properties
in full, snap the line to the grid and to delete the line.
When
displaying the line properties in full a pop-up allows you to set the
width / height in pixels. You can increase the width/height by clicking
the up arrow next to the value, down arrow decreasing the width –
change in size is based on the displayed unit of increment (which can also be amended). The
Snap to Grid option centres the line within the row/column.
Right-clicking against a Box item allows you to access the
properties in full, amend the background (fill) colour of the
box, set/clear round corners, snap the box to the grid and to
delete the box. When displaying the box properties in full
a pop-up allows you to set the width / height in pixels.
You can increase the width/height by clicking the up arrow
next to the value, down arrow decreasing the width –
change in size is based on the displayed unit of increment (which can also be amended). The
Snap to Grid option centres the box border within the row/column.
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You can position items within a box by right-clicking and choose the new option required – if you
click on/near the box border you are assumed to be amending the box though, so if want an item
up against the border insert it elsewhere and move it to the position you want. If you wish to
include lines within a box, perhaps for a column border, then draw the box first and add the lines
afterwards.
Right-clicking against an Image item allows you to access the properties
of the image or to delete it.

Parameters
The parameter screens allow you to amend/add items to be printed, set selection criteria and set
the label print sequence. Firstly, when you select Parameters we automatically display the first
parameter screen. You can navigate between the parameter screens by using the options available
at the bottom of the parameter screen.

The PREVIOUS button, available on all bar the first parameter screen, takes you to the previous
parameter screen. The NEXT button, available on all bar the last parameter screen, takes you to
the next parameter screen. The OK and CLOSE buttons both return you to the label mask. The
ACTION pull-down lists the parameter screens available allowing you to go directly to the
required screen if desired.
In addition to the buttons you can navigate between pages by use of the <Page-Up> and <PageDown> keys. The <End> key will also take you to the next page and the <ESC> key will return
you to the label mask. Note that once you have changed the value of an item then the value is
updated to the definition – if you want to reset it you must either change it back or exit from the
label design without saving.
Data Items to be Printed
Although you would usually set these from the document mask you can also set them here
(setting the font via the font icon on the column number input). In addition a MOVE tick box
allows the print to move it up to the previous item print position if that item was blank (i.e.
allowing you to compress blank address lines).
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Selection Criteria
This option allows you to enable selection criteria to restrict the labels printed. It also allows you
to nominate a field on the main database to pick up a number of copies to print, and to flag back
to the main record that the label has printed.
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Printing Sequence
The final parameter screen allows you to control the print sequence of the labels.

Print Preview and Test Print
You can preview the label to the screen or the printer from the File pull-down menu. Selecting
the Print Preview option shows a full page of labels on screen.
You can use the scroll bars to move up/down/across the preview. <ESC> or clicking the X-close
button returns you to the label design.
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Selecting the Test Print option loads the printer dialog allowing you to send the document to the
printer, spooler or a PDF file.

Save and Exit
The File pull-down allows you to save the document and exit the label design. If you exit without
saving you will be prompted to save the changes – if you respond ‘Yes’ then you save the label
before exiting, if you respond ‘No’ then any changes you have made since the last save are
abandoned.
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L2 – Standard Report Listing
The standard report definition is completed over several screens of parameters.

Screen 1 – General Report Settings

Report Heading Title
Type in the heading for the printed report (it defaults to the menu title you gave the report). You
may use up to forty characters including spaces.
ASCII Printer Control
This asks you to select one of the eight print styles configured via the CONFIG sign-on that the
report is to print against. Typically you’d select ‘1’ for an 80-column report or ‘2’ for a 132column report.
Lines Printed Per Page
Set the number of lines down the page available on the paper (typically 64 or 66 for A4) – the
value entered here should match the number of lines down the page of the ASCII printer control
above.
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Maximum Width of Any Line
Set the number of characters allowed across the page (max 255). Again the value entered here
should match the number of characters across the page as set within the ASCII printer control
selected above.
Report on Continuous Stationery
Leaving blank instructs the printer to stop at the end of each page to allow the operator to insert
another sheet. This option is usually set so that the report sheet feeds automatically and continues
on the next page.
Omit Full Headings on Each Page
The report heading includes the title, report date, item names, etc. and can take several lines.
Setting this option prints a smaller heading on second and subsequent pages allowing more room
for report data to print.
Print Record Entries in Lines From / To
Usually set to be from ‘1’ to a couple of lines less than the page length you can amend these as
required. You might change the starting position so that it doesn’t overlay headings on preprinted stationery perhaps.
How Many Lines Printed Per Record
Usually you print one line per record but you can configure the print of the record detail over (up
to) 9 lines on the report. Set the number of lines required.
Omit Line Column Headings
The report heading includes column titles based on the data item name (although this can be
overridden). Set this option to omit these column headings.
Print Records from a Detail File
Which Detail File Number
If the report is based on the master file then these options are available to allow you to print the
detail records associated with the master. Set if you wish to print the details, if set then select the
database to print details from.
Underline Between Each Record
Set if you wish a line to be printed between each record on the report (if set this will increase the
length of the report and the time taken to print it).
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How Many Blank Lines between Records
On some reports you may wish to leave blank lines between records in order to improve
appearance or legibility. Key in the number of blank lines required.
Specify Selection Criteria
Allow Changes / Easy Mode
Save Changes
Set if you wish to apply selection criteria to this report. When set a pop-up allows you to enter
pre-defined criteria. Criteria is entered as normal, note however that in addition to checking data
items against pre-set values, or against other items within the database record, you can also
compare against the constant database (if configured) by using F5 on the value input.
Once the criteria is defined, set whether you wish to allow changes and if so whether those
changes are to be made via ‘easy mode’ which allows the operator to change the values but not
the items or the condition type.
Finally set whether any changes made are to be saved back to the report definition to be offered
for default on the next run.
Allow a List of Records
As an alternative to using selection criteria, this option allows you to enter a list of records for
print (up to 256).
Sel Master Records?
Allow Changes
Save Changes
Allow List
If the report is based on a detail file then these options allow you to perform selection criteria
against the master file.

Screen 2 – Items to be Printed
This parameter screen allows you to specify the items to be printed and the order in which they
are to be printed.
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DB
The system offers by default the primary database selected for this report (in the initial menu
parameters). You may also print from databases linked to this database – the master file, for
example, or a lookup file. Select the database number required, <F4-Select> is available if
needed.
Dataname
Enter the data item name/number required for printing; <F4-Select> is available to list the data
items if required.
In addition to the items listed are two special items $RECNO (161) and *CALC. $RECNO
allows print of the record number within the report configuration. *CALC allows you to create a
report calculation based on the data items within the selected database.
When you enter a ‘*CALC’ item you are asked whether you wish to show the calculation on each
report line.

Set to show the calculation on each line of report – this allows you to refer to data items.
Alternatively you can show the calculation on the report total lines only, however, this type of
calculation only allows you to total on previous report entry lines.
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If calculating on each line you can specify the calculation as above prefixing the data item number
or constant value number with the operand required – the calculation is performed in the order
entered. <F4-Select> is available to list the data items.

If calculating on the totals you specify the calculation based on the line numbers you wish to be
included. Note that you can only include report entries higher in the list – i.e. if this calculation is
on entry 5 you can only add up entries 1-4. You also have the option to calculate an average
across all records.
Start Position
This always displays as ‘1’ – press <Enter> to start printing from the first character. If you wish
to start printing from another character – perhaps for a date you wish to start printing from the
month position – then specify accordingly. In the date example this would be starting at position
4. As another example an L-type field is 14 characters long – 9999999999.99-, if you know the
value in this item is never going to exceed (say) 1000 then setting the start position as 7 will print
matching the format 9999.99-.
Size
This defaults to the maximum size of the data item selected (less an adjustment for a size starting
position other than 1). As per amending the start position you may not wish the full value to print
so reducing the size cuts off characters from the right of the item on the print. Using the L-type
field as an example reducing the size by 4 omits the decimal places (omitting the decimal point,
the decimal values and the potential minus sign).
Line
For most reports this will default to ‘1’ and can only be ‘1’. If, however, within the initial
parameters you selected to print over more than one line then this option allows you to set on
which line the selected data item is to print.
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Column
This relates to the column on the page where the printing of this data item will start. You should
leave one space between data items – the system will, if not set for more than 1 line, default this
value for you although you can amend if required. If printing over more than one line then this
value must be entered manually. The column number entered cannot be greater than the width of
the report set within the initial parameters.
Heading
The heading defaults to the name of the data item selected although you can overtype if required
to improve reader understanding.
Col-Total?
Set if you require column totals for this item – numeric items only.

Screen 3 – Report Totals
The data items for which totals are required were specified in the previous parameter screen. This
screen allows you to specify when to print these totals.
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Start a New Page for the Final Report Totals
Set to begin a new page before printing the final overall totals, leave blank to print after the final
report details.
Sub-Totals (1/2/3) on Change of Dataname
Start Pos.
Size
When printing a report you may want totals for various groups of records – say a category or
analysis code. Up to three-levels of total are required for you to set. When selected the start
position and size are set for you based on the data item size but, as with the print, you may not
want to include the whole value on the sub-total. For example, if want a total of transactions for
the month you could sub-total on change of the transaction date but set the start position to 4 so
that you only get a total on change of month and not day.
Generally speaking if you set sub-totals you will also want to set a report sequence to be the same
items.
Start a New Page on Change of Item
Start Pos.
Size
Set here, if required, the data item which on change of value you wish to start a new page – for
example start a new page on change of analysis or category code. As with sub-totals you can set
the start position and size to restrict the parts of the data item you wish to check.
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Only Show Sub Total (1/2/3) / Start New Item on Change of Page
These options control whether the data item specified for sub-total/start new page is only to be
printed on change of page and is not to be printed on every line of the report (when set as one of
the list items). Set as required.
Report Usually Run as Totals-Only Format?
If configured for sub-totals then at run-time a prompt allows you to print the report but only the
totals – excluding the individual record detail. Set this option to default to running the report in
totals only mode.
Slots (0-10): Store Highest Record Printed
Report From
Slots are counters held in the database header which can be used to speed the printing of reports
where records are only to be printed once – for example a day book style listing. Up to 10 slots
are available per database; though note that application databases have several slots reserved for
their own use. Set the slot number you wish to store the highest record number that the report
prints in, and, if required set the report from slot (these would usually be the same slot).
Flag Input Records as being processed (Y) – Item Name
Lock Records as Required, Otherwise Lock File
You can use this option to update a data item (?-type) on the database to show that the record has
been printed. Select if required. If updating the database then the file would be exclusively
locked during the report print unless you set to lock records as required (though note that the
report will take longer to run if this set).

Screen 4 – Report Sequence
This option screen controls the sequence in which records are printed. This is the final screen of
the report definition unless you have configured the report to allow print from detail files.
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Which Sequence Type
Select the order in which the report records are to be printed. Options available include:
1.
2.
3.

Record Number Order – items are printed in the order they were entered.
Prime-Index Sequence – if the database has a prime-index you can select to print in this
order.
User Defined Sequence – select to enter your own sequence

User Defined Sequence Options – Item / Size / Ascending
If you have selected to define your own sequence then these options allow you to select the data
items to sort the records upon. It is usual, if you have defined sub-total items, to define the report
sequence using the same items.

Screen 5 – Detail File Printing Options
Only applicable if report based on file 1 of the ProFiler application and the Screen 1 General
Parameters set to allow printing of detail records.
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Start New Page for each Master Record?
Set to start a new page after the detail records for each master have been printed.
Omit Print of Master if no Details?
Set to omit the print of the master record were it has no detail records to print.
Number of Blank Lines before Details
Set the number of blank lines to leave after print of the master record before print of the detail
records. Up to nine blank lines can be left.
Omit Detail Item Headings
As with the main report items the system will print column headings, usually based on the data
item name, for the detail report items. Set if you wish to omit these headings.
Print Details in Last-in-First-Out?
Details are normally printed in the order they were added, select to reverse this. Note however
the Master/Detail relationship must be defined to use the ‘Previous Pointer’ if this is required.
Maximum Number of Details Printed
Set if you wish to restrict the number of detail records printed for each master – 0 means that all
detail records are printed.
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Specify Search Criteria
Allow Changes
Save Changes
These options allow you to define the criteria for detail records you wish to include on the report.
In addition you can set whether the operator can change the selection criteria at run-time and also
whether these changes are to be saved as the default for next time.

Screen 6 – Detail Items to Print
This parameter screen allows you to specify the detail items that are to be printed on the report.

This procedure is similar to that of the master items discussed earlier – selecting the database to
print from (which defaults to the detail file but you can print master or lookup items also), the
data item to print. You also can set the start/size of the item printed for when you do not wish to
print the item in full, and the column on the report at which it is to print. Finally you can set the
column heading to be shown. Note that the special calculation items are not available for detail
items and nor are the options for totalling value items.

Completing the Report Definition
After the final screen of parameters (Screen 4 if not printing detail records, otherwise Screen 6)
you are asked whether you wish to go back and make any changes.
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Respond ‘No’ to update changes and exit from the definition, ‘Yes’ takes you back to screen 1 of
the report definition and you can use <ESC> to abandon any changes made and return to the
menu.

L3 – Report Listing with Output Database Updating
This report, also commonly known as the ‘Sort & Slot’ report, is in some ways a combination of
the standard report listing previously discussed and the global update option to extract between
database records.
Standard reports may become complicated if you require sub-totals only; for instance a month-bymonth analysis of sales performances, sub-divided by product group. This report option allows
you to create a new file which is effectively a summary of information for an existing file. In this
example the summary file would contain a record for each sales person / product group with a
data item for each month for the full year. The report could then be run monthly, summarising the
transactions from the sales invoices for each sales person / product group and showing the details
updated. A separate report can then be run as required on the summary database.

Screen 1 – Introduction
The first screen has no parameters; instead it displays a summary of the procedures required in
configuring this report definition.
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Screen 2 – Update Parameters

Which Database Number to be Updated
Select the database number, from within the applications location of files, which is to be updated.
Omit Printing of the Report Listing
The report printed as part of this update is based on the input file whereas you may be running
this procedure to create a report on the output file in a following procedure. Set this option to
omit the print of the report listing if not required.
Only Update Output if New Record
Set to only update the output file if a new record is to be created.
Create New Records
If Merge, Create New if No Match
If Create, Erase Existing Records
The update of the output file may take the form of creating new records (setting the first prompt)
or updating existing records (leave the first prompt unset). If updating the existing file then you
can set to create new records if there is no record available to update (setting the second prompt).
If creating new records you may want to erase any existing records in this file (setting the third
prompt) or leave blank to append the new records to the output file.
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Only Copy = Items if Creating New Record
Copy items set later can copy directly from the input file to the output file replacing the existing
value or, when copying numeric values, can be added or subtracted from/to the existing value on
the output file. Set to only copy the = (replacing) items on creation of a new output record.
Update at Sub-Total Level
Leave blank to update the output file for each input record (subject to usual selection criteria
options). Set to update the output file for each subtotal (as set on the report definition) on the
input file.
Input Data Item for Output Prime Index
Reference the data item on the input file that is to be used as the output file prime-index (used for
determining whether to create a new record or update an existing record).
Use System Slot for New Index Created
Input Item for Slot Ref
As an alternative to creating a new index based on an item on the input file you can create based
on an incremental reference set on a slot number. You can set either the slot number (1-16) to be
used against the first prompt or, alternatively, reference an input on the input file that contains the
slot reference to use. Note that if using a slot reference an output record would be created for
each input record (or sub-total if set), and new records would be created (no match/merge).
Audit the Updated Database when Complete
Usually set when using an indexed (either prime or secondary index) output file.
Update Database Item-No for Date Added
Update Database Item-No for Date Updated
These options allow update of the input record with the current date when it is used to either
create or update an output record.
Allow Item Updating to be by an Offset
Prompt for “Offset Number” this run
Highest Offset Number Allowed
Offset from Data Item Number (not keyboard)
When analysing values into a summary file you will often want a separate total for each month /
period. For example if analysing turnover for a particular salesperson you might want total sales
for January, February, and so on. This option allows this facility.
To update by offset set the first parameter. The second parameter allows for input of a keyboard
prompt, offered to the operator at run-time, to ask for the offset to be used on this run – i.e. ‘Enter
period number to update’. The third parameter asks for a maximum offset allowed (if offset value
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used is greater than this then the set highest offset is used in processing). The fourth parameter
allows, as an alternative to prompting the operator for the offset, the referencing of a data item on
the input file to take the offset number from.

Screen 3 – Update Copy Items
Here the items to be updated are specified, a maximum of 32 items can be defined. For each item
you need to enter the data item on the input file to be copied, the operation to be carried out (=, +
or -), the item on the output file to be updated and whether this item is to be updated on an offset
or not.

From-Item
Select the item on the input file that is to be copied. <F4-Select> is available. If updating on a
sub-total level you can enter $REC-COUNT for the total number of records that are being
updated.
Oper
Set how the input value is to be processed:
=
+
#

Copied directly to the output file replacing any existing value.
input value is added to existing value in the output file
input value is subtracted from the existing value in the output file
when updating at sub-total level update item on output file from last n records on the
input file (where n is number of records set on the update parameter screen).
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Update Item
Select the item on the output file to be updated. <F4-Select> is available. If to be updated on an
offset basis then reference the first in the consecutive range of data items that are to be updated.
Offset
Set to Y if this item is to be update on an offset basis. If the offset value is 1 (or 0) then the
selected item is updated, if 2 then the next item on from the selected data item is updated, and so
on.

Note
The remainder of the specification matches that of the Standard Report Listing
discussed earlier. Remember though that the sorting / subtotal items would usually
be set based on the input data item you are using as the output prime index.

L4 – Statement Printouts (Page per Master Record)
As the name suggests, a statement print is similar to that of a statement within the sales ledger;
each page contains a header, detail records, and footer. The header contains information from the
master record (i.e. the account detail), the detail contains information from the detail file (i.e. the
transaction detail) and the footer contains more information from the master record.

Note
The Statement option is only available when the ‘menu’ definition is created against
the master file (file 1) or a specified detail file.

When first selected a blank design screen is displayed but to begin the design you need to access
the parameter screens available off the main toolbar.
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General Statement Parameters – 1

Report Title
Pre-set with the menu description used when creating this option you can overtype the title here.
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Which Printer Control Set
Select the printer style to use (1-8). Usually 1 is a standard 80-column report, 2 is a 128-column
report.
Number of Lines Down On Statement
Width of Each Line (Max 128)
Set the number of lines down and with column width of the statement. Note that these values
should match that as set against the selected print style.
Lines Where Transaction Entry Starts
Lines Where Transaction Entry Ends
These prompts refer to the first and last line entries where the detail records are to be printed,
above the start point is the ‘Header’, and below the end point is the ‘Footer’. If more detail
records are to be printed that can be within this range a second page is printed (and so on).
Print Statement Entries from Detail Database No
Enter the Database Number from the application location of files for the detail database to be
processed within the statement.
Omit Print of Statement if No Active Details
Omit print of statement for a master record if no detail records are to be printed.
Print Detail Entries in Last-In-First-Out Order
Set to print details in reverse order - latest first. Only applicable if PREV-POINTER option
configured within the Data File Profiles.
Size of Values (3-10) – i.e. 5=99999.99, 7=9999999.99
Set the number of significant figures to be printed for numeric data items.
Specify MASTER Criteria
Allow Changes
Save Changes
These options allow definition of selection criteria on the master file for records to be processed.
Also set whether changes can be made by the operator at run-time and if these changes are to be
saved and offered as the default criteria next time.
Allow a List of Records
Set whether, at run-time, the operator will be able to select the prime-index values of the master
records to be processed (max 100).
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Specify DETAIL Criteria
Allow Changes
Save Changes
These options allow definition of selection criteria on the detail file for records to be processed.
Also set whether changes can be made by the operator at run-time and if these changes are to be
saved and offered as the default criteria next time.

General Statement Parameters – 2

Continued Over Comment / Line / Col
Continued From Comment / Line / Col
Specify the text to be printed on the statement when the detail printed is sufficient to allow 2 or
more pages per master record – i.e. ‘Continued Over’, etc. Also specify the printing position for
these text items.
Print the “Date Printed” on Line / Col
Set print position for the date the statement was printed on line / column.
Print the “Statement Page” on Line / Col
Set print position for the page number of the statement on line / column.
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How Many Lines Printed for Each Detail Record (1-5)
Although usually printed on one line you can set up to five lines to be printed for each detail
record.
Number of Blank Lines between Details (0-9)
Set number of lines to be left, if any, between print of each detail record on the statement.
Omit Detail Lines after First One if Blank
If printing detail entries over more than one line (perhaps to include extra description details) then
set this option to suppress these lines where no detail is set to be printed.
Flag Master Records As Being Printed – Item
Lock Records as Required (Otherwise Lock File)
The first option allows you to select a Y/N flag item on the master record to be updated as ‘Y’ if a
statement is printed for that account. If set then the second option asks whether you wish to lock
individual records as they are updated or whether you wish to lock the entire file. Locking
individual records takes more time and may skip a record on print if unable to obtain a record
updating lock, locking the entire file speeds this up but does mean no other users can use that file
during the print.

Master Items to be Printed
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This parameter screen allows for the selection of items to be printed from the Master (and linked
lookup) files. You select the DB No (F4-Select is available), the item number (again with F4Select if needed), and then specify the line / column at which the item is to print.

Detail Items to be Printed
This parameter screen allows for the selection of items to be printed from the Detail (and linked
lookup) files. You select the DB No (F4-Select is available), and the item number (again with F4Select if needed). You can then specify the line (within the detail block) where the item is to be
printed – if more than one line per detail record configured, followed by the column number.
Finally you can set up to four items which are omitted from print if the value matches that of the
previous entry.

Sequencing Options
The final parameter screen allows you to configure the sequence the master file records are
processed and thus the order the statements are printed in.
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Available sequence types are:
1 – Record Number
2 – Prime Index Order
3 – User Defined Sequence
If you select type ‘3 – User Defined’ then you have the option to choose up to four data items
from the master file to sort the print on – specifying the size to sort (usually accepting the default
size of the data item) and setting whether the item is to be sorted in ascending or descending
order.

Text Labels and Line Drawing
To enter text labels and titles on the statement design and to draw lines you use the initial display
screen. Text is entered by positioning the cursor where you want to begin and using the keyboard
to type the text, to delete text use the space bar to ‘overwrite’ existing text. Lines are drawn by
selecting Line Mode off the tool bar and then using the mouse and hold down the left-mouse key
and draw the line (vertical or horizontal) required. To revert to entering text, select Text Mode
off the tool bar.
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L5 – Summary Totals (Single Page Report)
A totals report will produce a single page report consisting of free format text and totals
accumulated from a single database. This type of report is very useful for making top level
presentation summaries of your data. Each total printed is based upon its own data item and can
have its own selection criteria – the total value, record could and average value can be printed.
Design of a totals report is divided into three operations. The first is the standard text labels you
wish to see on the report. Secondly you can define the general parameters for print and page
settings. Finally you can specify the totals that are required for print on the report.

Text Labels and Line Drawing

To enter text labels and titles on the statement design and to draw lines you use the initial display
screen. Text is entered by positioning the cursor where you want to begin and using the keyboard
to type the text, to delete text use the space bar to ‘overwrite’ existing text. Lines are drawn by
selecting Line Mode off the tool bar and then using the mouse and hold down the left-mouse key
and draw the line (vertical or horizontal) required. To revert to entering text, select Text Mode
off the tool bar.
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General Parameters

Report Title
Pre-set with the menu description used when creating this option you can overtype the title here.
Which Printer Control Set
Select the printer style to use (1-8). Usually 1 is a standard 80-column report, 2 is a 128-column
report.
Number of Lines Down On Document
Width of Each Line (Max 128)
Set the number of lines down and column width of the document. Note that these values should
match that as set against the selected print style.
Size of Values (3-10) – i.e. 5=99999.99, 7=9999999.99
Set the number of significant figures to be printed for numeric data items.
Print Negative Totals with Brackets
Set to print negative totals as ‘(100.00)’ rather than ‘100.00-‘
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Print the “Date Printed” on Line / Col
Set print position for the date the report was printed on line / column.
Print the “Report Comment” on Line / Col
Set print position for the run-time report comment on line / column.
Specify Search Criteria
Allow Changes
Save Changes
These options allow the entry of selection criteria that applies to the report as a whole, as well as
setting whether the operator is allowed to make changes to the criteria at run-time, and whether
any such changes are saved as the new default.

Report Totals Specification

The initial parameter screen shows the list of totals already defined for print. The first 14 items
are shown and up to 66 items can be defined.
Selecting ADD, CHANGE or DELETE asks for the entry number you wish to process – enter as
required – and then a parameter screen is displayed for that entry.
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Data Item Name
Select the data item to be totalled (<F4-Select> is available), or if you wish enter *CALC to basis
the total on a sum of selected other total items on the report.
Selection Criteria to be Met
Enter up to three lines of criteria to be applied when calculating the total – say ANALYSIS equal
to XXXXXX. You select the data item (<F4-Select> is again available), the match type (EEquals, N-Not Equal, C-Contains, X-Not Contains, B-Blank, R-Range, G-Greater or Equal, and
L-Less Than or Equal), and then the value to be matched.
Note that if using *CALC this option does not apply.
Calc from Entries
If *CALC entered as the data item then you are allowed to enter the calculation required from
other entries. For example +1 /2 takes the value in total item 1 and divides it by the value in total
item 2. The calculation can be made of up to ten parts.
Print Total Value Line / Column
Print Record Count Line / Column
Print Average Line / Column
Set the print positions, as required, to print the total value for the entry, the record count, or the
average value.
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Once these details are set you are returned to list to add, change or delete another entry. Once
parameters have been completed select the CHANGES-COMPLETE button to return to the
document template. Once this complete choose the File pull-down and select ‘Save and Exit’.

L6 – Analysis, Totals Only Report
This type of report is a cross between the summary totals report and the standard report listing
allowing totals per analysis type and a percentage share also.

Screen 1 – General Report Parameters

Report Heading Title
Type in the heading for the printed report (it defaults to the menu title you gave the report). You
may use up to forty characters including spaces.
ASCII Printer Control
This asks you to select one of the eight print styles configured via the CONFIG sign-on that the
report is to print against. Typically you’d select ‘1’ for an 80-column report or ‘2’ for a 132column report.
Lines Printed Per Page
Set the number of lines down the page available on the paper (typically 64 or 66 for A4) – the
value entered here should match the number of lines down the page of the ASCII printer control
above.
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Maximum Width of Any Line
Set the number of characters allowed across the page (max 255). Again the value entered here
should match the number of characters across the page as set within the ASCII printer control
selected above.
Report on Continuous Stationery
Leaving blank instructs the printer to stop at the end of each page to allow the operator to insert
another sheet. This option is usually set so that the report sheet feeds automatically and continues
on the next page.
Omit Full Headings on Each Page
The report heading includes the title, report date, item names, etc. and can take several lines.
Setting this option prints a smaller heading on second and subsequent pages allowing more room
for report data to print.
Print Record Entries in Lines From / To
Usually set to be from ‘1’ to a couple of lines less than the page length you can amend these as
required. You might change the starting position so that it doesn’t overlay headings on preprinted stationery perhaps.
How Many Blank Lines Between Prints
This report will normally print totals on consecutive lines. Use this value to specify the number
of blank lines between each report entry.
Analyse Item Number (Sort & Subtotal)
Select the data item which this report is going to analyse based upon – i.e. an analysis code,
salesmen code etc.
Ascending / Descending Sequence
Set whether the analysis totals are reported in ascending or descending order.
Specify Search Criteria
Allow Changes
Save Changes
These options allow the entry of selection criteria that applies to the report, as well as setting
whether the operator is allowed to make changes to the criteria at run-time, and whether any such
changes are saved as the new default.
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Screen 2 – Items to be Printed

DB
The system offers by default the primary database selected for this report (in the initial menu
parameters). Confirm the database number required, <F4-Select> is available if needed.
Dataname
Enter the data item name/number required for printing; <F4-Select> is available to list the data
items if required.
In addition to the items listed are three special items $RECNO (161), *CALC and *PERC.
$RECNO allows print of the total number of records that match the analysis item value. *CALC
allows you to create a report calculation based on the other report items, and *PERC allows you
to report the percentage of the total value of a data item is down to a specific analysis value (i.e. if
analysing turnover by salesperson then the percentage of turnover each salesperson is responsible
for)
When you enter a ‘*CALC’ item you are asked for the report entry numbers to be included.
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This calculation is based on the totals so you specify the calculation based on the line numbers
you wish to be included. Note that you can only include report entries higher in the list – i.e. if
this calculation is on entry 5 you can only add up entries 1-4. You also have the option to
calculate an average across all records.
When you enter a ‘*PERC’ you are prompted for the data item you wish to report the percentage
of.

Start Position
This always displays as ‘1’ – press <Enter> to start printing from the first character. If you wish
to start printing from another character – perhaps for a date you wish to start printing from the
month position – then specify accordingly. In the date example this would be starting at position
4. As another example an L-type field is 14 characters long – 9999999999.99-, if you know the
value in this item is never going to exceed (say) 1000 then setting the start position as 7 will print
matching the format 9999.99-.
Size
This defaults to the maximum size of the data item selected (less an adjustment for a size starting
position other than 1). As per amending the start position you may not wish the full value to print
so reducing the size cuts off characters from the right of the item on the print. Using the L-type
field as an example reducing the size by 4 omits the decimal places (omitting the decimal point,
the decimal values and the potential minus sign).
Line
For this report the line number must always be ‘1’.
Column
This relates to the column on the page where the printing of this data item will start. You should
leave one space between data items – the system will, if not set for more than 1 line, default this
value for you although you can amend if required. If printing over more than one line then this
value must be entered manually. The column number entered cannot be greater than the width of
the report set within the initial parameters.
Heading
The heading defaults to the name of the data item selected although you can overtype if required
to improve reader understanding.
Col-Total?
Set if you require column totals for this item – numeric items only.
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Once the report items are defined this completes the report entry. As usual you are prompted:

Select ‘No’ to save the changes, ‘Yes’ to begin the definition process again, or press <ESC> to
abandon the report without saving any changes.

L7 – User Defined Reports
User defined reports are one of the most powerful and flexible types of report with a large number
of parameters and permutations available. Essentially the definition consists of building blocks
which the report processor joins together to create the actual report. Building blocks consist of
page headers and footers, master file blocks, detail file blocks, and sub-total and total blocks.
Any of these can be one or more lines in length and are called printing blocks.
As well as defining printing blocks, we also define the conditions under which they are to print.
For example, the first header and footer blocks may be different to subsequent ones; a master file
block may print in (say) three completely different ways depending on what type of master record
it is; different types of detail record may print differently depending on certain data within them.
The report definition, therefore, includes a series of control blocks which define how to print
blocks, followed by the printing block (if any) associated with it.
An example ProFiler user-defined report definition is shown below, as it appears on screen when
designing the report. Within the design area are control blocks which have a name preceded with
a $ sign. These show as coloured blocks – nothing on the control block itself actually prints – this
line controls how to print its related block below.
The set of lines between control blocks is the printing block which prints each record (subject to
configuration) as defined in the control block immediately above it. You don’t need to specify
blank lines between blocks for formatting or readability purposes as these are defined by the
control blocks. If you delete a control block in a definition, the printing block immediately below
it is also deleted.
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Starting a New Report Definition
When you create a new definition file, and select the User Defined Report type you are taken into
the General Parameters section of the report. Each time you open the report after this you will be
taken directly to the print mask.

General Parameters
The General Parameters control some of the basic structure requirements of the report – defining
the page size (lines down / characters wide), etc. Some of the parameter options change, or are
omitted, depending on whether the driving database of the report is defined as a master file, a
detail file or an independent file.
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Report Name
Type in the heading for the printed report here – the name you gave in the menu option is offered
as the default name. You can print the name you give here directly onto the report as a constant
(see below).
Which Printer Control Set
This refers to the sets of print styles already set up for the printer under the CONFIG user sign-on.
The print styles defined are shown on the F4-Select key. Key in a number, between 1 and 8, for
the print style you require.
Number of Lines Down on Page
This represents the full length of the page. The maximum number is 132 but usually this is set to
64 or 66 lines (note that this should match the lines down of the print style selected).
Width
This represents the width of the page. The maximum number is 255 characters but you are likely
to restrict this to either 80 or 132 characters (again matching the characters width as set in the
print style). Generally speaking the wider the report the smaller the text detail will be printed.
Report on Continuous Stationery
Leaving blank instructs the system to pause the print after each page to allow you to insert another
sheet of paper. This option is usually set to automatically sheet feed.
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Landscape
If printing to a Direct Windows alias then this option will automatically select the landscape print
orientation – leave blank for portrait print.
Report normally sent to S for Screen Enquiry
If set the default print device for the report is the screen.
Prompt No of Copies per Rec Printed (e.g. Labels)
There are occasions when you may want to produce multiple copies of the same page – e.g.
delivery notes, packing notes, action letters, labels and so on. This option allows you to specify at
run-time how many copies you require.
It is usual for this option to be used where the report prints a page per record – repeated blocks of
text on a single page would be an uncommon requirement. One particular use allows you to print
a user-defined report to label stationery (a single label being a page). This could offer you greater
flexibility over the standard label type of report – allowing use of accumulators. However, only
one label can be printed across the page with this option.
If you wish to prompt for more than one copy of each record as it is printed then select this
option. You will be asked for the number of copies as part of the report preamble, unless you
have also chosen the “allow list” option (see below) in which case the number of copies to print is
asked for each individual record chosen.

Note on Copies
When defining report items, there are two items that you may wish to print for each
record. You are able to print, via the Report Constants, the current copy number and
the total number of copies being printed for this particular record.

No of Copies Taken from Data Item Number
As an alternative to specifying the number of copies at run-time you can ask that the number of
copies be taken from a data item in the record itself. This allows you to print a different number
of pages or labels for each individual record. Enter the data item which holds the number of
copies (if select an item which includes decimal places – i.e. K type – then the decimals are
ignored). This option could be used if printing labels for delivered goods – one label per
individual item ordered.
Or Save As
This option allows you to nominate a data item on the record which will be updated with the
number of copies printed for later enquiry.
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Duplication Test Print – Only Print Duplicates
This is a powerful feature to check for duplicate records in the file. If you select this option you
are asked for some extra parameters to test for duplicates. Note that, if selected, the report only
prints records which are duplicates of each other.
Applications such as mailing list management systems
need a technique to discover and erase any duplicate
records in a file. A user-defined report provides the
first step in the process, printing and marking
apparently duplicate records.
First the records are sorted into a sequence which
allows the process to check if any adjacent records have
exactly the same information in the fields concerned.
You can ask that duplicate records are marked, so a
later process can delete the marked records. If you
have chosen this option then the pop-up on the left is
displayed asking for some specific parameters.
Item / Truncate
Specify here up to five fields which are to be examined to see if they contain the same
information – only if they contain the same information are the records printed.
The longer a field the more chance that a typing error or extra text will mask duplicates. For
example a surname might be “Huntington-Smythe” in one record and “Huntingdon Smyth KCB”
in another. You can tell they are probably the same person but the computer would reject the
match – if you truncated the field to some 10-12 characters they would match. Leave the truncate
option as zero if you do wish to compare the whole field.

Note
Only alphabetic and numeric characters are compared – spaces and punctuation
marks are stripped out. Alphabetic characters are also treated as single case. This
helps in that “32, St. Martin’s Road” will match against “32 ST MARTINS ROAD”.

Unless you separately define a report print sequence for this report (see later) then the file is
sorted by the five comparison items you specify here. If you define a separate report sequence
then it should include the items specified here or you are unlikely to find duplicates.
Flag 2nd+ Duplicates with
The procedure can also flag the second and further duplicates with the value of a given item if you
complete the final parameters. For example, if the file has a prime-index you could define an
extra item in the file to hold the value of the prime-index of the first record in a group of
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duplicates. A subsequent global update could then delete all records which had a non-blank or
non-zero value in this item.
OR Missing?
As an alternative to a duplicates check you may wish to check for missing items. Say you import
sales transactions from another system into Datafile you may wish to look for missing invoice
numbers in the import file which may indicate a problem with the file. Selecting the option gives
a pop-up with further parameters.
Item
Select the item you wish to search for missing references
within – note the data within this item must all be the
same length. This item must also be set as the primary
report sequence item and defined within the selection
criteria as a range check (where you define the first and
last value expected – i.e. REF range 000105 to 000366)

Size
Select the size of the item to check, for example if the REF was an X(10) field but the value being
checked is only six characters enter 6 here.
Allow Range of Records Printed (if Prime Index)
This option adds to the report preamble the option to select the first and last of a range of records
to be printed – say a range of account or stock codes, or a range of order references – separately
from the usual selection criteria.
Allow Totals Only
This option adds to the report preamble the option to ‘Report Totals Only’ allowing the report to
be printed showing the totals only (omitting the $RECORD and $DETAIL blocks) to provide
summary information but also allowing the report to print the detail when required.
Allow List of Records Selected
This option allows, at run-time, the option to select the records – by record number for a nonprime-indexed file or by the prime-index – the records to be processed on the report (<F4-Select>
will be available when ‘pick’ items are defined within the Data File Profiles).
1 Rec Only?
If selecting a list of records to report set this option if only one record is to be processed for any
single report.
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Item to Flag Input Records as Being Processed
Option to reference a data item, on the driving (main report) file, to be marked as updated when
the record is processed on the report. This allows for the use of selection criteria to ensure that a
record is not processed more than once or a check to see that the record has been reported. The
flag data item can be either a ‘?’ type (in which case it is updated with ‘Y’) or a ‘D/E’ type date
item (in which case it is updated with the date the report was run).
Slots?
Slots are counters held in the database header which can be used to speed the printing of reports
where records are only to be printed once – for example a day book style listing. Up to 10 slots
are available per database; though note that application databases have several slots reserved for
their own use. Setting this option gives a pop-up with two parameters.

Set the slot number you wish to store the highest record number that the report prints in, and, if
required set the report from slot (these would usually be the same slot).
Lock Records as Required (Otherwise Lock File)
Set to lock records on a record-by-record basis rather than locking out the entire file. File/records
will be locked only if set to flag records as processed or writing back to the file in other means.
Note locking on a record-by-record basis is slower than locking on a file basis.
Read Which Detail Database (Master File reports only)
If the report is based on file 1, the master file, you can include records from an associated detail
database within the report. Enter the file number for the detail database here (<F4-Select> is
available if required).
Omit Print of Master if no Details (Master File reports only)
Set to omit the main file record from being processed / printed if it has no detail records – for
example on a statement style report this would allow you to omit the account if it has no
transactions.
Print Details in Last-In-First-Out (Master File reports only)
Set to print the detail records in reverse order (latest first). Note this option is only applicable if
the Data File Profiles have the ‘PREV-POINTER’ option configured.
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Maximum Number of Details Printed (Master File reports only)
This allows the option to restrict the number of detail records printed on a report (max 999). For
example, if printing a contacts summary you might restrict this to the last 10 contacts (assuming
printing details in LIFO order above).
Selective Detail Records
Allow Changes
Save Changes (all Master File reports only)
Set these options to define selection criteria for detail records to be printed, whether to allow the
operator to change the criteria at run-time, and whether to save any such changes as the new
default.
Selective Master Records
Allow Changes
Save Changes (all Detail File reports only)
If the report is based on the detail file then these options are available to allow selection criteria
based on the master file. If the master record does not match the defined criteria then the
associated detail records will be omitted.
Allow List (Detail File reports only)
In addition to selection criteria to select master records this option allows the operator to key in
the prime-index of the master record (e.g. the account code) of the details they wish to print.
Maximum Records per Page
Maximum Records per Report
These two options allow you to restrict the number of records reported either on a page-by-page
basis or on the report as a whole.
Sum Item
When printing a report the totals are only available after all the records have been printed. In
some cases, such as when you wish to calculate the percentages of a total, you need the total value
before the record is printed. This option allows you to nominate one item on the main report file
to be totalled and available throughout the report print via the Report Constants.
Note for this item to be available the report must be set to be sorted in a user-defined sequence.

Page Set-up / Converting a Report
If creating a new report (or updating an older style user-defined report) then before displaying the
print mask you will be prompted to convert to the new style report. Whilst the new style report
does not have a WYSISYG designer at present it does allow for the control of print fonts for text
and data items. Select to convert the report as required.
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If you elect to convert you are asked to confirm the Page Setup details.

Paper Size
This option offers a drop-down list of paper sizes available. Select the paper size required or, if
not listed, select the Custom page size and define your own.
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Paper Width
Paper Height
If you select a pre-defined page size these are set automatically for you, if you select a custom
page size you can key in the page size (in millimetres) required.
Print in Landscape
Set whether the report is to be printed in landscape, leave blank to print in portrait.
Columns Across Document
Lines Down Document
This defaults to the values previously defined on the report (or if a new report to 132 columns
across / 66 lines down). If converting a report you would typically leave these as set.
The values can be amended up to 255 columns across and 132 lines down. The columns and line
values form a ‘design grid’ on the report with the number of columns set controlling the number
of grid start points across the page, the lines down controlling the grid points down the page
(think graph paper). Text and data items must start at a grid point.
Left Margin
Right Margin
Top Margin
Bottom Margin
Set the page border, in millimetres, as required.

The Report Design Toolbar
Before discussing the specifics of designing a user-defined report you should review the design
toolbar. The toolbar has the options – File, Edit, Tools, Parameters and Controls. Each of these
offers a list of actions available.


The File menu allows you to save the report layout, amend/view the page set-up, preview
the design to screen (with fonts applied) or to a printer and to exit from the report designer
(you will be prompted to save if you haven’t already done so).



The Edit menu allows you to insert and delete lines from the report.



The Tools menu allow you to restructure a database, refresh the current display, switch
between line and text mode, suppress the data item display (you may want to temporarily
switch this off so that you can enter text easily behind the item), define links to MS Office
(Excel), configure CSV/TXT file generation, print the report definition and hide/display
the report navigator.



The Parameters option allows access to the General Report Parameters, define selection
criteria and report sequences, plus define accumulators and accumulator constants.
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The Controls option allows you to insert, delete, replicate, move and change control
blocks and also allows you to define the fonts available within this report.

Designing a Report Definition
The process is in essence straight-forward, you generally design the report in two steps.


Create control blocks for each section of your report



Define what is to print in each printing block

Essentially you can type whatever text you want to print on the report into the defined print
blocks on the screen, and use the <F4-Key> to drop data items on to the report. The screen shows
a window on the report and you can move the screen using either the navigator displayed on
screen and use the arrow keys or the mouse to move the cursor to where you wish to enter text /
display a data item.

When the report mask is first displayed on a newly created report a screen such as above is
displayed where the only control block entered is the $END. You insert control blocks above this
position by either:



Using the mouse to right-click on an existing control and choose one of the options, or
Select the Controls pull-down off the main toolbar and choose one of the options here.

Taking these actions offers a number of options for the control block.
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Insert Control allows you to insert a new control above the current active
control (i.e. where the cursor is currently). Delete Control allows you to
delete the current control block and is associated printing block. Change
Control allows you to change options on the current control.
Move Control allows you to move the current control and printing block
from its current position to another, and Replicate Control allows you to
copy a current control and printing block as another.
The Print Properties and Background Colour options allow print formatting sections for the
current control and printing block.
The Controls option off the main tool bar offers much the same
options except that Change Control also allows you to change the
current ‘type’ of control and View Control displays the additional
settings on the current control.
The Font Settings option allows you to define the default font and the
fonts to be used on this report.

Inserting a Control Block
When you select to insert a new control block you are asked for the type of control you wish to
insert. Options available include:
$HEADER
This control block is printed, if specified, at the top of each page and is used for the print of report
titles, report dates, any selection criteria used, etc. Sub-options available allow for:


FIRSTONLY – this control block is printed for the first page only but omitted from
subsequent pages. You might do this as you need to print a large amount of detail on the
report but don’t require this repeated on each and every page.



OMITFIRST – this option can be used in conjunction with the above in that you have a
large $HEADER which is printed on the first page only and then a smaller $HEADER is
printed for each subsequent page.



BLANKBEFORE – ‘prints’ a set (defined by the operator) number of blank lines before
print of the control block (you may do this on a $HEADER if printing on headed
stationery for example).



BLANKAFTER – ‘prints’ a set number of blank lines after print of the control block



SKIPBEFORE – skips to a set line on the report page before printing the current control
block.
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SKIPAFTER – skips to a set line on the report page after printing the current control
block.



INCCOUNT – only available if the application uses a constant db this only allows you to
increment a counter field each time this current control is printed (the counter is usually a
N-type or Y-type data item) and could be used, for example, as a reference number for a
day-book style report. When you select this option the system asks which counter and this
corresponds to the data item on the constant file you wish to use.



CLRCOUNT – this option resets a counter on the constant file back to zero when this
control block is printed.

$MASTERHEAD
Only applicable if the report ‘driving’ file is a detail file. This option allows you to design a
section of the report in which ‘master’ information is printed. For example, if designing a
statement style report this could include the account name and address details. If a page break
occurs when printing the record detail then the $MASTERHEAD is reprinted (after the
$HEADER detail) on the next page.
The sub-options available on this control include the BLANKBEFORE, BLANKAFTER,
SKIPBEFORE, SKIPAFTER and INCCOUNT / CLRCOUNT options. These work as above.
$SUBHEADER
This control block allows you to design a ‘title’ section of the report for the following details. For
example, say you were listing sales invoices for salesperson and the report was grouped to list the
invoices for each salesperson in turn. You could use the $SUBHEADER block to print the
salespersons name and other details about them before showing the breakdown of the sales
invoices they have recorded.
You can have multiple $SUBHEADER blocks breaking on different items – it would be standard
practice to define the report sequence items (discussed later) in the same order as the break items.
Several sub-options are available, some of which were discussed above, but in addition the
following options are available:


PAGEBEFORE – starts a new page before printing this control block



PAGEAFTER – starts a new page after printing the control block



BREAK – the most important option for a SUBHEADER block (and mandatory). This
asks for the data item on the driving file for which the SUBHEADER is being printed – i.e.
the salesperson on our example above – the SUBHEADER is printed each time this value
changes. You would normally define this item as one of the report sequence items also (so
that like records are reported together).
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EACHPAGE – this option, if set, reprints the SUBHEADER block if a page break occurs
when printing the records for this group.



TEST(1-3) allows entry of a condition which must be true before the sub-header block is
printed. If more than one condition is applied then all must be matched. When defining
the condition you are first asked for the data item to test (this is usually an item on the
driving file but occasionally you may wish to select an accumulator item (see later) or a
constant item to test. Next you are asked for the Comparison Type – whether the check is
to be Equal, Not Equal, Greater or Less than another item/value – before being asked for
the Value. If the value is a data item <F4-Select> is available to choose, otherwise if
specific text then enter the value in quotes – i.e. “1.00”

$RECORD
This control block prints for each valid record in the driving file and shows the main data being
reported. You can have multiple $RECORD blocks on a report and each block is processed (and
printed) before moving on to the next record. Were the driving file is, for example, the master file
you may have a $RECORD both before and after the detail block. Alternatively you could use
TEST conditions so that different details print depending on the data involved.
Several sub-options are available and the majority have been discussed earlier but in addition are
options for:


TEST(1-3) allows entry of a condition which must be true before the record block is
printed. If more than one condition is applied then all must be matched. When defining
the condition you are first asked for the data item to test (this is usually an item on the
driving file but occasionally you may wish to select an accumulator item (see later) or a
constant item to test. Next you are asked for the Comparison Type – whether the check is
to be Equal, Not Equal, Greater or Less than another item/value – before being asked for
the Value. If the value is a data item <F4-Select> is available to choose, otherwise if
specific text then enter the value in quotes – i.e. “1.00”



NOPRINT allows the control block to be processed but omits print of the actual block.
You typically use this option when saving or clearing items within the report
accumulators.



FLAG allows you to record a value back on the record currently being printed – you might
record a reference number on a day-book style report back to the transaction.

$DETAIL
This control block is only available in master / detail style reports where the report is based on file
1 (the master file) and the general parameters of the report definition defines the detail file to be
used. You can have multiple $DETAIL blocks using test conditions to control which blocks print
based on the detail record content. The $DETAIL blocks are repeated until all (appropriate)
details are printed for the current master record.
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Several sub-options are available for this block including TEST(1-3), PAGEBEFORE,
PAGEAFTER, BLANKBEFORE, BLANKAFTER, SKIPBEFORE, SKIPAFTER and NOPRINT
which have been discussed above.
$SUBTOTAL
This control block prints when a break occurs and at the end when all records have been printed.
It is generally used to print total information for a section of records – perhaps total sales and
costs for a salesperson. You can have multiple $SUBTOTAL blocks (up to 20) but if more than
one specified then the order in which they are defined becomes important – if a break occurs for a
sub-total then all defined sub-totals before it will also print. $SUBTOTAL blocks are usually
defined in the reverse order of the report sequence.
Several sub-options are available including the mandatory BREAK option which controls when
the sub-total prints (on change of value in this item). Additional options include TEST(1-3),
PAGEBEFORE/AFTER, BLANKBEFORE/AFTER, and SKIPBEFORE/AFTER which have
been discussed above.
$MASTERFOOT
This control block is only a problem when the report is based on a detail file. It is printed at the
bottom of each page in the same way as the $FOOTER discussed next when the page becomes
full but it is also printed when the value of the master code changes – i.e. when the next record to
be printed from the driving file has a different master. Note that you would typically have two
$MASTERFOOT blocks – one with a CONTINUATION attribute set, one without so you can
have a different footer where the detail continues on the next page. If a $MASTERFOOT prints
then any $SUBTOTAL blocks defined will print before this.
Control blocks available include:


CONTINUATION – if set the control block is only printed where a page break occurs and
the next page will continue printing records from the driving file relating to the same
master code. If not set the control block is printed on change of master code.



PRINTAT – specifies the line number on the page that the control block is to print at.

$FOOTER
This is printed at the bottom of each page when a page break occurs. The line at which it prints is
determined by the PRINTAT attribute. You can also control whether the footer prints on the first
page only, or have different $FOOTER blocks for first/last page and the other pages.
Attribute options available include FIRSTONLY, OMITFIRST, OMITLAST and PRINTAT
which have been discussed earlier.
$END
This is the control block that signals the end of the report block and is inserted automatically for
you.
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Defining Report Items
Setting the control blocks defines the structure of the report; the next stage is to insert the text and
data items you wish the report to contain.

Text Labels and Titles
You can insert a text label by positioning the cursor with the mouse and then simply type the
details you require. To clear text you can press the delete key but this moves all text items on this
line one character to the left, more commonly you would use the <SPACE> character to clear
(provided you are in OVERTYPE mode).
When entering new text if the INSERT mode is active then any existing text to the right of the
cursor moves one position to the right for each character entered, if not active then any existing
text is overwritten. The status line at the bottom of the screen shows whether INSERT or
OVERTYPE modes are active and you can switch between the two by pressing the INSERT key.
Line Drawing
To insert lines you need to swap from text mode to line mode using the Tools pull-down option.
Once in line mode then use the mouse to click the starting position and then, holding down the
left mouse button, drag the line vertically or horizontally to when you want it to end.
To change the length of an existing line, shorter or larger, click the line so it becomes active (turns
blue) and then move the cursor to the end of the line (the mouse pointer icon will change) and
then, holding the left mouse button, drag the line shorter or longer as required. To move a line,
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select it with mouse so it becomes active and then drag it using the mouse to where you want it to
be. To delete a line, select it with the mouse and then press the <DELETE> key.
Data Items
To insert a data item you can either move the cursor to where you wish the item to be printed and
press <F4-Select> or right-click the mouse at that position. When selected a pop-up lists the
available categories from which an item can be selected.

The categories available show all the application databases plus “Report Constants” and
“Accumulators”. If you choose an application database, or the accumulators option, then the file
structure is shown so that you can choose an item from it. If you move to the end of the file
structure an extra item *CALC allows you to create a special calculated field. If you choose the
“Report Constants” option then a list of possible constant items is offered from which you can
select an item.
Whatever you select a shaded block will appear at the cursor position representing the item
selected and the print properties for the item are displayed.
The print properties are typically in two forms – depending on whether the item being printed is a
value or not. For text and items such as dates you are prompted with the following:
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Print in Full – set to print the content of the data item in full. For text items (such as X or Y type
data items this has no impact) but for Date items or Table / Constant type data items then this has
an effect on what is printed. For a Date field (D/E type) then if set to ‘Print in Full = Y’ then the
date is printed as text description – i.e. 25th December 2007 – whereas if set to ‘Print in Full = N’
then the date is printed as digits – 25/12/2007. Similarly for a Table (T type) or Constant (C type)
data item then ‘Print in Full = Y’ prints the descriptive associated with the table/constant whereas
‘Print in Full = N’ prints the content of the data item.
Offset to Print From – defaults to ‘1’ and is usually left as such to start printing the content of
the field from the beginning. Sometimes however you may only be interested in a selected
portion of the field – i.e. for a date you may only be interested in the month/year but not the actual
day so that setting the offset to ‘4’ starts the print at the month portion.
Size to Print – controls the number of characters from the starting point that is to be printed. This
defaults to the maximum size of the print item and will, if increase the offset position, reduce
accordingly but you can override this if required to make the print shorter if trailing information is
not required.
Omit Printing – this option allows you to omit printing of the set item. You may ask why you
would place an item to print but not wish to actually print it (!), this however relates to the next
parameter which allows you to save the item value into an accumulator where it may be totalled /
manipulated as required.
Move to Accumulator – the accumulator ‘file’ is primarily used for total items but you may often
move text or date items into this file for use in flagging back to the main reporting file.
When adding a value data item considerably more print properties are available.
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Print in Full – primarily on value items this controls whether any leading spaces are to be
‘printed’ when the value is printed. Usually this is left as ‘Y’ so that decimal points align when
reading down the report. In addition you could set this parameter as ‘B’ so that instead of printing
‘0.00’ when a value is 0 the print is omitted instead.
Full Format Printing – only applicable if set to print in full, this option is typically only used
where the user-defined report is creating a TXT or CSV file for interface with another system –
perhaps a BACS update. When set for full format printing the value is printed as a 22-character
data item (subject to other settings) with 16 significant figures, the decimal point, 4 decimal
places and the potential minus sign.
Omit Decimal Point – only applicable if using full format printing this option omits the decimal
point from the full format value – i.e. prints the 16 significant figures followed by the 4 decimal
places and the potential minus sign.
Offset to Print From – operates the same as discussed above when printing text/date items the
offset defaults to ‘1’ to start printing from the first character but can be increased as required. It is
more common to increase the offset on value items so that the size of the item printed is reduced
by omitting the leading ‘blank spaces’ – i.e. a L-type data item covers 14 characters – 10
significant figures, the decimal point, two decimal places and the potential minus sign but if the
maximum value held is in the thousands then printing the first 4/5 characters can be wasted space
to be omitted on a particularly detailed report.
Size to Print – controls the number of characters from the starting point that is to be printed. This
defaults to the maximum size of the print item and will, if increase the offset position, reduce
accordingly but you can override this if required to make the print shorter if trailing information is
not required.
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Omit Printing – flag to omit print of the item. This is used when the item has to be used in an
accumulator but is not required for printing in its own right.
Append ‘-‘ if negative – if the size to print is set so that any potential minus sign would not be
printed (perhaps you’ve omitted the decimal places) then this option allows you to add the
negative sign at the end. If size to print would include the minus sign then this option is N/A.
OR print ‘-‘ at start – again if the size to print is such that any potential minus sign would not be
printed then this option allows you to prefix the value with the minus sign.
Print Leading Zeroes – where a data item has less significant figures than is set to print a blank
space is usually printed. This option allows a 0 to be printed instead.
Add to Accumulator – allows selection of a data item on the accumulator ‘file’ which the current
data item value is to be added to.

Accumulator Items
When printing an item from the accumulator ‘file’ an additional prompt asks
‘Zeroise/Clear After Print’ which if set will reset the value to zero/blank after
printing the item. This becomes particularly important when using these items in
$SUBTOTAL blocks when you wish to clear the value after printing the first subtotal so that the next record block begins again at zero.

$SUBTOTAL Items
When printing an item within the $SUBTOTAL you will be prompted ‘Display or
Total’ – if printing a text data item or an accumulator you would usually respond
with ‘D for Display’ as this prints the value from the last record processed (in the
case of a text data item) or the current value of the accumulator. When printing a
value item then D-display again prints from the last record processed but it would be
more common to respond T-Total so that the total value for all records processed for
this $SUBTOTAL block is printed.

*CALC Fields
As mentioned earlier when printing from a application database or the accumulator
file the final item after the database structure is *CALC which allows you to design a
free-form calculation based on the current record. The calculation is defined as per
the standard database options – i.e. +D11 *D15 /C1 etc.
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When printing a *CALC item within a $SUBTOTAL or $TOTAL block then two
additional print parameters are prompted. Firstly you are prompted ‘Average
Calculation by Number of Records’ respond ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as required. The
calculation is performed for every record processed and the total added to that for the
previous record. This option then divides this accumulated total by the number of
records processed to achieve an average value for all records printed rather than a
total.
Secondly, you are prompted ‘Recalculate at Totals Level’. As mentioned the
calculated result is accumulated for each record and printed in the $SUBTOTAL or
$TOTAL control block. However, if the calculation is being used to calculate (say)
a profit margin percentage then adding this value up would be meaningless. Setting
this option performs the calculation based on the accumulated totals of the
component parts.

Once all the print parameters have been set you are returned to the report mask.
To move a data item on the report select it with the mouse and then drag to where it is required
(note you cannot move an item between control blocks). To update the properties of a data item
right-click it with the mouse. To delete a data item from the report select it with the mouse and
press the <DELETE> key.
Report Constants
The report constants are one of the categories of data items available when inserting a data item to
report and include:













Date (8-DD/MM/YY, 10-DD/MM/YYYY) – prints the date the report was run. If printed
‘in full’ then the date is printed as per 25th December 2005. Otherwise the date is printed
as 25/12/05 or 25/12/2005 depending on whether the size to print is 8 or 10 characters.
Page Number – prints the current page of the report
Report Name – prints the name of the report as entered in the General Report Parameters.
Break Value – can be printed within the $SUBHEADER or $SUBTOTAL control blocks –
this option prints the current content of the set control block ‘break’ item.
Report Comment – allows print (and prompt at run-time) of a user entered report
comment.
Record Number – can be printed within the $RECORD or $DETAIL control blocks – this
option prints the record number of the current record being printed.
Total Records – can be printed within the $TOTAL block this option prints the total
number of (main file) records processed in this report.
Sub Total n Records – prints the total number of records processed for the $SUBTOTAL
control block.
Total Copies – if report configured for label print and multiple copies within the general
parameters this prints the total number of copies of the label that are to be printed.
Copy Number – and this prints the current copy number.
User Id – prints the user-id of the operator who printed the report.
Time HH:MM:SS – prints the time the report was printed.
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Company Code – prints the three-character code of the currently active Datafile company
Company Name – prints the name of the currently active Datafile company
Total Pages – only applicable if the report total item is defined within the report General
Parameters this option prints the total number of pages printed on the report.
Total Value – again only applicable if the report total item is defined, this is the total sum
item of this value for the report as a whole.
This Page Value – and this is for the current page (these items are usually printed in the
$HEADER block).
Main Selection Criteria n – prints the selection criteria (entry 1-6) used when processing
this report.
Sub Selection Criteria n – prints the selection criteria (entry 1-6) for any detail records
processed in this report.
Multi-File Set – if the ProFiler application configured to use the Multi-File Set options
then this prints the current file set id.
Application Code – prints the three-character ProFiler application ID
Application Name – prints the ProFiler application name
User Name – prints the user name of the operator who printed this report
Line Continuation Marker – only applicable if configured for output to disk (i.e. create a
CSV file) this allows you to define an output over more than one line on the UDR but to
create a single line on the output file.
Set Default for Accumulators – allows for the initialisation of accumulators with default
values. Whilst a ‘data item’ is displayed on the mask no value is printed.
Set-up Extra Lookup Links – where the main file (or detail file) allows lookups to another
file then you can print data items from that lookup within the control blocks. Screen
actions allow you to define multiple lookup items to the same file but the report can only
report from the lookup file in relation to the lookup item defined within the Data File
Profiles of the application. This option allows you to switch the lookup item to another
main file (detail file) item and subsequent print items from the lookup file within the
current control block are printed based on this lookup.

Accumulators
Accumulators proved a very powerful way to carry out arithmetic functions within reports. Once
accumulators have been defined, the can be printed and manipulated anywhere within the report
definition itself.
Up to 160 accumulators can be defined and used for any one report, and the technique is to treat
them as thought they were a separate file definition (though in this case the ‘file’ has only one
record). Accumulators are defined via the Parameters pull-down menu off the main toolbar
within the report design.
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You create the accumulator ‘database’ items as you would a standard database – press <Insert> or
<Enter> against an item, enter the data item name label, select the item type and then define size /
other attributes as you would a standard data item. Once complete press the <ESC> from the list
to return to the report mask.
Any time a value is defined to print on the report, it can also be added into one of the
accumulators. Accumulators can also be printed at any time, and their values added into other
accumulators at the same time. The option also exists to zero an accumulator immediately it has
been printed to allow for the manipulation of accumulators in sub-totals (i.e. print the total for a
group of records, then zero it to start accumulating for the next group).
Using the technique of an extra database definition the accumulator ‘database’ also allows 100
constant values associated with the accumulators to hold specific values used in calculations.
Accumulator Constants are also defined off the Parameters pull-down menu.
Depending on the report requirements you may only rarely need to use accumulators, since userdefined reports cater internally for the accumulation of printed values at sub-total and total levels.

Selection Criteria
This option, available off the Parameters pull-down menu on the main toolbar, offers the standard
selection criteria options against the ‘main reporting file’ for this report.
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The standard parameter options are available.
Apply Selection Criteria To This Report – allows definition of up to six lines of criteria for
printing/processing records from the main reporting file. Note that if allowing changes and you
wish one or more lines to be ‘fixed’ then after setting whether a criteria line is mandatory or
optional a pop-up parameter asks whether you wish to ‘Prevent User From Changing This At
Run-time’ which you can set to Y or N as required.
Allow Changes to Selection When Run – set whether the user can amend the criteria when
running the report or not. If set to allow changes then a pop-up asks whether these changes are to
be made in ‘Easy Mode’ only. If set then only the matching values can be entered by the
operator, the data item names and condition types can not be amended (the full criteria options
can still be accessed though via the F7-Option key).
Save Any Changes Made To The Selection – set whether any changes made by the user at runtime are to be saved back to the report definition so they are offered as the default criteria next
time the report is run.

Report Sequence
This option, again off the Parameters pull-down menu, allows you to define the sequence the
records are printed / processed in. You may print reports in any sequence you want by defining
the sorting sequence on the main reporting file by naming up to four items to use as sort keys.
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If you are using sub-totals on your report then the report sequence is very important – you
typically would define the sequence in the reverse order as your sub-total break items.
Which Sequence Type – Three options are available, setting to ‘1’ prints the records in record
number order (the order they were entered), setting to ‘2’ prints the records in prime-index order,
whereas setting to ‘3’ allows you to define your own sequence.
Item / Size / Asc or Desc – If using your own sequence they you can select up to four items from
the main reporting file to sort the report upon, <F4-Select> is available to select the item. The
size option defaults to the size of the data item but you can reduce this if you only wish to sort on
the first X characters of the item. Finally you set whether the sort sequence for this item is
processed in ascending or descending sequence.

Setting Default and Allowed Fonts
The ProFiler designer allows for the setting of a default font and a further 16 fonts that can be
applied to the report design. This is achieved through the ‘Font Settings’ option available on the
Control pull-down.
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If no default is set then a font of Courier New 10 point is applied during print preview and at runtime.
To update the default font or create a new font application highlight the entry and double-click (or
click the UPDATE button or press the <ENTER> key).
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Description
Enter the description of the font to be used. You might use this to describe the areas the font is to
be used – ‘Report Title’, ‘Column Headings’ etc. For the default font leave this as set.
Alignment
Set the alignment to be used for text and data items the font is applied to. Select from Left, Right
and Centre. Each text and data item starts and finishes at a particular column, left alignment
ensures starts print at the start column, right alignment ensures ends print at the end column and
centre alignment centres the text / data value within the start and end column positions.
Exceptions: Right Align Numerics
Even when left aligning text and data generally it would be usual to right align numeric values so
that the decimal points on data aligns correctly for ease of reading.
Exceptions: Don’t Split Text
When printing text, the system interprets a gap of two or more columns between text items as
being separate text labels, this can cause larger gaps between words than you’d like when printing
continuous text. Setting this option treats all the text within the defined area as one continuous
block – you would normally set this for report title areas but usually would be left unset.
After confirming the parameter details the font dialog is displayed for you to select the font, font
style, size and colour to be used.
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Select the font and attributes required and then click the OK button and then on return to the font
entry details press OK to save the entry and return to the font list.
From the font list you can select to define / update another font or use the OK button to return to
the report design. The Enquire button displays where in the report the highlighted font is used, if
the font is unused then the system will offer to delete the entry at this point.

Applying Fonts to Control Blocks / Selected Areas
The designer allows for the application of fonts to a control block as a whole or to defined areas
within the block. To apply a font right-click on the control block and select ‘Print Properties’.

The Print Properties block only applies to the selected control block and you define up to ten
separate font areas. Any area within the block left undefined applies the default font.
Font No
Select, via <F4-Select> if required, the font to be applied. You can, at this point, use the <F7Option> key to define a new font entry.
Text
Data
Set as required whether the font is to be applied to text and/or data items within the set area.
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Left
Right
Top
Bottom
Define in Column (left/right) and Row (top/bottom) positions where the font is to be applied. If
leave values as zero then this font will apply to all items within the control block overriding the
default, although this in turn can be overridden by a font entry that is applied to a particular
region. Note that the Top/Bottom row entries relate to rows within the control block and not the
row overall. When on the document mask the system will show the current control block row
number in brackets within the status line.

Applying a Background Colour
To apply a background colour to a control block right-click against the control block and select
‘Background Colour’.

The current colour is displayed within the pop-up form and you can amend this by clicking the
COLOUR button.
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You can select one of the predefined basic colours or create up to sixteen custom colours that can
be used as the background. Note that custom colours are defined for the report as a whole (i.e.
only sixteen per report not per block). Once selected click OK to return to the Background
Colour form (which will have the selected background colour displayed) and then click OK to
apply to the control block.
Note that the background colour is applied to the control block as a whole (no defined regions)
and that data items and text labels are applied as transparent items upon this.

Tools / DB Restructure
When defining a report you may find you need to restructure a database being reported on – to
add or change a field you need in the report perhaps. Selecting this option asks for the database
you wish to restructure. Enter the pathname for the required database and press <Enter> - the
standard database restructure options are available. Once the restructured database is updated
then you are returned to the report definition.

Tools / Refresh
This option refreshes the current display.

Tools / Hide Data
This option suppresses the display of the data item blocks, this can be useful when designing the
report and placing text / lines behind items.
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Tools / Link to MS Office
This option allows you to set either the $RECORD block(s) or a $SUBTOTAL block to be output
to Microsoft Excel.

Allow Output to Excel at R-Record or S-Sub-Total Level – set to ‘R’ or ‘S’ to output the data
items within the selected control block to Microsoft Excel.
If Sub-Total Level, Then Specify Which Level – you may have more than one sub-total. Set
the sub-total block, from 1-20, that is to be output.
When outputting a control block to Microsoft Excel only the data items are output (no text labels
or lines etc). Each data item is updated into its own cell – the order of output is each line in turn
from left-to-right. If outputting at the $RECORD level and you have more than one $RECORD
block then each block is its own row in Excel.

Tools / Report W.P. Disk File
As an alternative to outputting to Excel this option allows you to output the report to a TXT or
CSV file. Apart from the output file itself the primary difference is that the whole report is output
using this option and the report is usually structured for the output – i.e. if creating a CSV you
specify the data item, followed by a comma, then another item and so on.
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Specify the Full Pathname of the Data File to be Created – enter the pathname of the file to be
created. You can use a filename of CONSTnnn.CSV to pick up the filename from a field on the
constant file; alternatively you can use UUUUUU to replace the characters with the user-id.
Allow Above Pathname to be Confirmed at Run-Time – set to allow confirm of the path by the
user at run-time (note if using the special functions these will be in the path to be confirmed – the
user-id/constant data item will not be replaced prior to the confirm).
Output A Control-Z at the end of this file – set to output an ‘End-of-File’ character at the end
of the output file.
Omit Spaces Around “,” delimiters in this file – often a text data item will have space at the
end of the field, or a numeric item will have space at the start as the content of the item doesn’t
fill the available size. Setting this option removes these spaces from the output file.
Web Style – similar to the above but removes spaces within quote marks around data items.
Automatically Load Word Processor With This Report – not used to much nowadays but this
option allows you to load the created report within the internal Datafile Word Processor for
editing.
Margins for Word Processor – Left / Right – set the margins to be used if the report is loaded
within the Datafile Word Processor.
Automatic Default to Printer Number – set to output the report to a specific printer within the
Datafile printer list (use 99 for Disk Spooling). Leave at 0 to offer the current default / last used
print device.
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Output Numbers with Starting Negative – when creating CSV files it can be desirable to output
any negative numbers with the ‘-‘ sign at the start of the value rather than the end. Set if required.

Tools / Hard Copy Definition
This option outputs a report containing the printed text and the control blocks. It is similar to the
Print Preview and Print options available off the File pull-down menu.

Tools / Hide (Show) Navigator
This option disables / enables the Navigator pop-up which allows you to scroll around the report
page using the mouse rather than the keyboard.

Save and Exit
Once the user-defined report design is complete you can use the Save and Exit options on the
‘File’ pull-down menu to exit from the report designer.

M – Menu
This option allows you to call one ProFiler menu from another. You can define up to 99 menus’
per application but only the first menu, the MASTER menu, is called automatically, each of the
other menu’s have to be called from another menu on a tree-type principle (see diagram below).
To configure a menu call you use the option type M for Menu and then for Parameter 1 enter the
name of the menu to be called (<F4-Select> is available for when the menu already exists). If you
enter a menu name that doesn’t exist you will be prompted if you wish to create the menu at this
point.
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O – Organise Pointers
This operation is similar to an audit, except that instead of checking a single file in isolation the
re-organise pointers option checks the relationship between the main and one of the detail files in
your application. In the Data File Profiles / File Links section the pointers from the master file to
the detail file were specified and whilst these are maintained automatically if detail records are
added within screen actions in the application this option can be used to build new pointers, as
well as checking existing pointers, when records are added outside the system.
When using the O-Organise option you specify against Parameter 1 the file number of the detail
file whose links to the master file are to be checked.

P – Program
The P-Program option, only available for Premier systems, allows the call of a standard routine
within the standard application programs. Note, though that this procedure would exit the
ProFiler application completely and would not return automatically to the same menu (unless all
options are called from a D03 menu).
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When specifying the P-Program option you specify the program name against Parameter 1 – i.e.
SL.EXE for Sales Ledger, PL.EXE for Purchase Ledger, and so on (a full list is available on <F4Select>). Against parameter 2 you specify the four digit parameter number of the application
required. The PREMIER.DFD file contains a list of the parameters available and could be
accessed from the Install / DB-Records option on the main toolbar where available.

Q – Batch Run of a Menu
This option works like option M (menu) except that the menu to which it chains is processed
automatically in the order the options were entered. For Parameter 1 you specify the menu to be
processed automatically (<F4-Select> is available if required).
Some routines, such as Data Interchange or Global Updates, when run will require exclusive use
of files but you may not wish to run a multi-stage procedure if by the time the exclusivity required
action is run the file(s) can not be locked. For Parameter 2 you can enter a string of file numbers
that are to be exclusively locked when the Q-Menu procedure beings – i.e. ‘12’ would exclusively
lock the first two files.
In addition, as the procedures are run automatically then, on selection of a Q-menu procedure at
run-time, the system will pause to ask for the printer for any printed reports that may be created.
If you specify ‘SP’ against Parameter 2 then any reports are automatically spooled, if you specify
‘XP’ then the current ‘default’ printer is assumed.

Screens on the Constant File
As reports and global updates are processed automatically without pausing to enter selection
criteria it can be useful to set-up as the first action in a Q-Menu a screen based on the application
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constants database. This screen, configured to only allow access via the U-Update action, is
loaded automatically and, on save, the constant file is updated and the system continues with the
run. The data items stored in the constant file can be used as the ‘check value’ in selection criteria
within reports and global updates by using the <F5> key on the value input.

Calling Other Programs
As mentioned above IF you call an ‘outside’ DF program then the ProFiler application is exited to
run the procedure and does not return. If, this action is the last routine required on the Q-menu
then this is fine, but if further procedures need to be run then you need to add some additional
settings to the parameter 2 setting of the P-Program call.
Firstly, the external routine has to be run automatically – this is achieved by adding an ‘A’ to the
four digit parameter number (note only selected routines can be run in this manner).
Secondly, you need to add the call details of the ProFiler application parameter you wish to return
to – this parameter must be the beginning of another Q-Menu. This is achieved by adding
‘&AAA\M\O’ to the end of the parameter number where AAA is the three-letter application id, M
is the menu number you wish to return to and O is the option number on that menu that calls a
further Q-Menu.

R – Rebuild Indexes
This option is similar to an audit, but the system only checks active records in the file (as far as
the last record so far used). Thus if you have used 519 records in a file defined for 20,000 records
the rebuild is much quicker than the audit routine.

S – Screen Actions
This option allows you to design screens for adding, updating, deleting and viewing records.
Parameter 1 prompts for the data file number (1 to 8) the screen is to be based upon. Parameter 2
asks for the filename for the screen definition layout.
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After confirming the menu details you will be prompted to update the screen definition or, if
doesn’t already exist, to create the definition. If updating an existing screen definition then you
are taken directly to the screen design, if creating a new layout you are asked to set the General
Parameters first.

General Parameters / Screen Design Features

NB: If updating an existing layout the General Parameters are available from the Parameters pulldown menu on the main toolbar.
Title – The title is displayed at the top of the screen when the option is in use and should therefore
provide sufficient information so that the person operating the system is aware of the sort of
screen they are currently using. The title defaults to that of the menu description added on first
creation.
Select Master Record – only applicable if the screen design is for a detail database. If set then
on selection of the screen the operator is asked for the prime-index of the master record (for
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example the account code) and then all the records for that account are displayed and you can add,
update, view or delete records for the master code as configured. If not set then you select the
action you wish to use and are then prompted for the record, usually via the record number on
detail files, you wish to use and all records are available regardless of master code.
Number of Screens – the screen definition can be configured over 9 screens of information. Set
the number of screens required.
Conditional Screens – if using more than one screen then the second+ screens can be set so they
only display on a set condition. If set then a pop-up asks for the data item to check which, if true,
means the screen is displayed. If using a Y/N item then a ‘Y’ means the screen will display, other
items would be based around whether the field is blank/zero or not (if blank/zero then screen is
not displayed)
Lines to Reserve for Master – if the screen design is based on a detail file, regardless of whether
selecting by master, the top n lines can be configured to display details from the associated master
record. Typically you use 3-5 lines for the master but can be set from 0-10.
Allow Which Access Features to Records – the next section asks which actions you wish to be
available on this screen. Options available include











Add – allows adding of records via this screen
Update – allows updating of records via this screen
Delete – allows deleting of records via this screen
View – allows viewing of records via this screen
List – allows listing of records via this screen
Replicate – allow the option to copy an existing record as the basis of a new record
Search – allows the use of selection criteria to find required records
Change Ref – only applicable if screen based on a prime-indexed database this option
allows operator to change the ‘unique key’ reference associated with the record – i.e. the
account code.
Pick – similar to ‘List’ in that displays a list of records on screen subject to selection
criteria but then allows use of other actions against that list – i.e. you can update or view
the record and are then returned to the list.
Hard Copy – allows print of a report against the selected record.

Allow Which Items to Access Records – records may be accessed via the record number or, if
defined for the database, the prime-index. You generally set one or the other, and the system will
default to the ‘correct’ setting when the screen is created – basically if the file is prime-indexed
use this otherwise record number.
Ignore Sel – this option allows you to hide records from selection (either via entry of the record
number / index code or via <F4-Select>). When selected a pop-up asks you to enter the condition
for which records are hidden/ignored (if record matches the condition it is hidden). The pop-up
asks for the data item to test, the condition (equal / not equal) and the value. As a similar option
exists within the Data File Profiles – which applies to all access to the database within the
application – this option asks whether this condition is to be applied in conjunction with the
‘standard’ ignore feature. If not set then this condition replaces the general condition.
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General Parameters / Screen Design Features (2)
If the screen design is against file 1 which is configured as a ‘Master’ file for the application then
a second screen of parameters is available to allow link to screens based on the detail files.

Allow Zoom From Master Record to Detail Records – You may want the ability to go from the
screen of a main file to look through the records on a linked detail file which belong to a given
main record. If more than one detail file exists you can define zoom links to each as required. Set
this option if required.
Link To – shows the names of the other application files within the application.
Pathname – only applicable for actual detail files this option asks for the definition filename for
the screen design to be based on the detail file. If using the sub-file items (see next input) then the
pathname should include last two characters as ‘??’
Sub-File Item – only applicable if using ProFiler Plus Features this option allows selection of a
T-Table or N-type analysis item on the detail database. The system will then offer to filter the
detail records based on the content of this field and then load a specific screen definition relating
to this value (1-99).
Max – if not set the maximum analysis code is 99 otherwise set as required.
Only Lock ‘U’ Status When In Zoom – when updating a record the record itself is exclusively
locked to prevent other operators changing values on this record. This option, applying to the
Zoom action to the associated details, omits the exclusive lock on the master record when
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updating details and instead uses a ‘U-Use’ lock. This means that one operator can access the
detail records of a master record at the same time as another operator is accessing them.
Alternative Key for Zoom Action
Alternative Prompt for Zoom Data
If the zoom option is active then the menu offers ZOOM as the action to update the detail records
together with the shortcut key of Z. These options, used in conjunction, allow entry of an
alternative shortcut key code and description – i.e. D – Details (although if use this Delete should
not be enabled on this screen as the shortcut keys would clash).

Note
If ‘Zoom to Detail’ options are configured then on exit from this screen design the
system will offer to create/update the detail screen(s). If more than one detail screen
linked then each is offered in turn.

Screen Design
After setting the general parameters (for new definitions) the screen mask is then displayed for
you to design your entry screen. If updating an existing screen this is displayed for you
immediately on entry to the definition.

The screen is based around a grid 16 lines down and 80 columns across and you can add data
items, text labels, column lines and borders as you require. If the definition is set for more than
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one screen then <Page-Down> allows you to move to the second and subsequent screens, <PageUp> moves back up through the screens.
Text Labels – to add a text label you position the cursor where you wish the text to begin – either
by using the arrow keys or the mouse – and then type the text required. If text entry is in
OVERTYPE mode then entered text would overwrite any existing text, if in INSERT mode then
any existing text would be moved to the right (and deleted if moves past column 80). You can
switch between modes using the INSERT key and the current text input mode is displayed on the
status line. To clear text then make sure you’re in OVERTYPE mode and use the space bar, or
alternatively <F2> clears all text to the right of the cursor, <F3> clears all text on the current line.
Text labels currently display in the designer in a fixed pitch font, at run-time the system will use
the set ‘text items font’ defined within the Font Settings facility on the Window pull-down menu
on the main toolbar.
Screen Border – to add a border around the screen select the BORDER option off the Tools pulldown menu on the main toolbar. To remove the border you need to select the LINE MODE
option off the Tools menu, highlight a border line with the mouse and then hit the <DELETE>
key before repeating for the other three lines in the border. To move back in to text entry mode
select the TEXT MODE option off the Tools menu.
Lines – to draw lines on screen you need to select LINE MODE off the Tools pull-down menu
and then, using the mouse click the mouse button (LEFT) where you wish the line to start and
then, keeping the button pressed, drag the mouse to the left/right or up/down to draw the line.
Note that lines must be either horizontal or vertical. To extend / reduce the length of a line
highlight the line with the mouse and move the cursor to the end of the line so that the cursor
changes to a left/right arrow (for horizontal lines, up/down for vertical) and then click with mouse
and drag to increase or reduce size as required. To delete a line, highlight and then hit the
<DELETE> key. To move back to text entry, select TEXT MODE from the Tools pull-down
menu.
Insert/Delete Screen Lines – to insert a new line on screen (any items on last line deleted) press
<F5> or use the option on the Edit pull-down menu. To delete the current line (adding a blank
line to the end) press <F6> or use the option on the Edit pull-down menu.
Data Items – to update a data item on screen you position the cursor where you wish the item to
begin and then press either <F4-Select> or right-click with the mouse. If the database the screen
is based upon is a detail file or allows lookup to other files then you will be presented with a list
of the databases available to select from – press <Enter> to select the database and display the list
of items (note that if place an item from master/lookup database then this is view-only in nature).
If the database the screen is based upon does not have any lookup databases or master file then the
system displays the list of data items available immediately.
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Once the list is displayed you scroll up/down and then press <Enter> against the item you wish to
display.

Depending on the item updated on to the screen you may be asked some additional parameters.
If the item is a text input (or date etc.) then you will be asked to select if the item is view-only (no
user input allowed), upper case input (any letters are forced to uppercase) or is a mandatory input
(text must be entered).
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If the item is a numeric input then you will be asked the view-only, upper case input, and
mandatory parameters but also a prompt numeric adjust where you will be asked for a + or –
character. It would be usual to leave this blank so that the value entered is the value stored within
the data item. If set to ‘+’ then any entered value is added to the existing content of the field – i.e.
if value is 10 and you enter 5 then the value stored is 15. If set to ‘-‘ then any entered value is
subtracted from the existing content of the field. Also note that 0 is not a valid input if the field is
mandatory.
If the item is view-only by nature – it’s from a lookup database, or is a calculated field type, or is
a ‘pointer’ field – then no additional parameters are prompted for.
After setting the parameters you will be asked if you wish to apply any ‘Special Actions’ to the
item. These functions allow additional features to the input item and are discussed in the next
section.
Once the parameter settings and any special features are set then the data item is updated on to the
screen layout as a white box. You can move this item by selecting it with the mouse and dragging
to the required position. You can delete the item (off the screen only!) by selecting it with the
mouse and then pressing the <DELETE> key. If you wish to change the parameters or special
actions associated with a data item select with the mouse and either press <F4-Select> or rightclick with the mouse.

Data Item Sequence
When using the screen at run-time the cursor moves through each item in a set
sequence. By default this sequence is set for you when you insert items on the
screen using the guideline that the system assumes items are entered down the screen
and then left to right – i.e. column 1 / line 5, column 1 / line 10, column 2 line 7, etc.
If your design operates on a different principle to this you can manually adjust the
data item sequence via the Sequence option on the Tools pull-down menu. When
selected this lists the items on screen in their current sequence. To change the
sequence of a particular item scroll down to it’s entry and press <Enter>, a second
list will display the remaining data items and you can select which item it is ‘after’ in
the cursor sequence.
If you wish to reset the sequence to the default sequence at any point select the ‘Auto
Sequence’ option on the Tools pull-down menu.

Data Item Special Actions
As mentioned above when adding/updating settings for a data item on screen various special
actions are available that relate to this item. These allow control of whether values are
greater/equal than a set value, default the item to a set value on add, etc. Up to three special
actions can be set against an item (although some actions cannot be used more than once on an
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item or may clash with others), for each you select the action, the value and whether it is
mandatory or not.

Actions available include:


= - Default. If set the action to ‘=’ then the data entered in the ‘value’ input will be
offered as the default value when adding records.



E – Equal. If set the action to ‘E’ then at run-time the value entered in the item must
equal that set in the special action ‘value’ otherwise you cannot move past this field.



G – Greater. If set the action to ‘G’ then at run-time the value entered must be equal or
greater than that set in the special action value.



L – Less. If set the action to ‘L’ then at run-time the value entered must be equal or less
than that set in the special action value.



N – Not Equal. If set the action to ‘N’ then at run-time the value entered must not match
that set in the special action value.



T – Tax Code. If set to ‘T’ then at run-time this field offers <F4-Select> to select a VAT
code from the company VAT table. The value option is left blank usually but can be set
with a data item number, if set then the tax rate is updated automatically into this item.



V – Validate. This allows the link of this item to a condition set for the item (within the
Application Profile / File Conditions). These offer the same options a Greater-Than /
Less-Than / Equal / Not Equal but also allow the system to display a message if the
operator inputs in error rather than just beep. For the value input you set the condition to
be applied (<F7> to view).



C – Conditional. This option also allows link of this item to a condition set against this
database (but not necessarily the same item). In this case the item is only input if the
condition is met. If not met the input is skipped. If set for conditional input a pop-up asks
for the condition number to be applied (<F7> to view), whether the data item is to be input
if the condition is matched (TRUE) or not matched (FALSE), whether any existing value
is to be blanked/zeroed if the input is skipped, and what any default is to be if the input is
to allow entry.



F – Format. This option, applicable for text fields, allows you to specify a format that the
text must be entered in. This uses the standard formatting codes used throughout the
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system – A-Upper case Letter, 9 – Number, X – any character or U – any character but if
letter forced to uppercase. Maximum format size is 12 characters or field size whichever is
smaller.


P – Price/Matrix. When entering sales orders or invoices you can have up to nine bands
set for a stock item, with each customer having a set price band. In addition a discount
matrix function allows setting of a specific price or discount for a combination of account
and stock codes. Where orders / invoices are entered through ProFiler this function allows
you to set prices/discounts in the same manner. Note this action option would usually be
set against the ‘Which Price’ field in use.
When using this option a pop-up asks a series of parameters:
File No for Stock File – set the file no within the profiler application of the stock/product
file (mandatory)
File No for Matrix File – set the file no for the matrix file (optional if only wish to use
price lookup)
This File: Account Code – set the item number on the current file that contains the sales
ledger account code.
This File: Account Group – optional unless using discount matrix and account groups, set
the item number on the current file that contains the account group
This File: Stock Code – set the item number on the current file that contains the stock /
product code.
This File: Stock Group – again optional unless using discount matrix and stock groups, set
the item number on the current file that contains the stock group
This File: Quantity – optional unless using discount matrix and qty breaks, set the item
number on the current file that contains the order quantity.
This File: Which Price – set the item number on the current file that holds the which price
(1-9, or M-Matrix)
This File: Discount % - optional unless using discount matrix, set the item number on the
current file that holds the discount percentage rate.
This File: Price – set the item number on the current file that is to be updated with the item
price.
This File: Date – optional unless using the discount matrix and expiry dates, set the item
number on the current file that holds the order date to be compared with any matrix expiry
date.
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Stock File: First Price – set the data item number for the first price field on the stock /
product file.
Stock File: Last Price – set the data item number for the last price field on the stock /
product file. Price items must be a consecutive range of a maximum 9 items.


Q – Quick Forms. If recall the F-Forms option discussed earlier in this manual this
allowed entry of a ‘stock order list’ which could be updated against a flat file record (all
the items on the order updated into one record). This option controls the update of these
items and allows selection of the quick form to be used.
When using this action a series of additional parameters are available:
Form Code – Set the form code to be used for this feature. <F4-Select> is available to
view the defined forms.
Form Action (L/C) – Set whether the input is to only lookup the form code (L) or whether
it’s to lookup the form and copy the details of the form into the record (C)
Save Form Title in Item Number – set the item number on the current file that is to be
updated with the form title.
From Code Item – set the data item number on the current file that is to be updated with
the ‘stock code’ from the first entry on the quick form.
To Code Item – set the data item number on the current file that is to be updated with the
‘stock code’ from the last entry on the quick form. Code items must be consecutive within
the current database.
From Qty Item – set the data item number on the current file that is to be updated with the
‘order qty’ from the first entry on the quick form.
To Qty Item – set the data item number on the current file that is to be updated with the
‘order qty’ from the last entry on the quick form. Qty items must be consecutive within
the current database.
From Desc Item – set the data item number on the current file that is to be updated with the
‘stock description’ from the first entry on the quick form.
To Desc Item – set the data item number on the current file that is to be updated with the
‘stock description’ from the last entry on the quick form. Description items must be
consecutive within the current database.



U – Lookup. This option allows you to define a lookup to a Datafile database that is not
within the applications list of files. Primarily intended for status code lookups where only
the lookup code is verified it does allow up to ten copy items from the lookup file to the
main record. On entry of this option you are prompted for:
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Look Up Pathname – enter the name of the database you wish to use. You can enter a new
filename here by entering the filename and then selecting the CREATE option (this would
allow for the creation of a ‘status’ code type database).
Format – enter the prime-index format for the lookup database (i.e. AAAA, AA999, 9999,
or UUUU, etc.)
Auth to Create New – set the authority level required to create new lookup records when
this option is in use at run-time. Leave blank to not allow creation of new records.
F4-Select Items – specify up to five items from the lookup database that will be listed
when records are displayed via F4.
Copy Items from look up to main file – here you can specify up to ten copy items from the
look up file to the main record. Usual rules apply with regards to copying between
identical / compatible item types.
NB: The MAINTAIN button available at the bottom of the screen allows creation of new
records within the lookup database (prime-index and data item 2 only)


Z – Zoom. Where the data item is a (Data File Profile set) lookup item then this option
allows the <F7-Option> key to view a screen from the lookup file based on the currently
entered lookup value. Note that this is a view-only screen and no data can be edited.



X – Special Action. This action allows additional specialised items as follows. Note that
references to FFF and TTT are asking for data item numbers.
101 FFF TTT – makes TTT an n-type date (YYMM) from text in FFF. For example a date
of 26th January 2007 becomes 0701 in an N-type field. 101 action should be referenced
against the FFF data item or an item shown/processed on screen prior to the TTT input (if
shown).
102 FFF TTT – applies current value as a percentage of FFF to make TTT. For example
if FFF was 50, and you enter 5 as the current value (i.e. the item the 102 action is specified
against) then the TTT item is updated as 2.5.
103 FFF TTT – makes TTT as D-type Date (DDMMYY) from text in FFF. For example a
date of 26th January 2007 becomes 260107 in a D-type date field. 103 action should be
referenced against the FFF item itself or another item shown/processed on screen prior to
the TTT input (if it is shown).
104 FFF TTT – copies FFF to TTT. Copies value entered in FFF to TTT. 104 action
should be referenced against the FFF item itself or another item shown/processed on
screen prior to the TTT input. If you specify A after the TTT item (so 104 FFF TTT A)
then the copy item is only actioned when adding a record. If you specify B after the TTT
item then the copy is only actioned when TTT is blank/zero.
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105 FFF TTT – copies FFF to TTT and negates if KLMJ type. This copies the value
entered in FFF to TTT but will, if data item type is the numeric K, L, M or J types negate
the value so 5.00 would copy as 5.00- and 6.00- would become 6.00. As with the 104 item
you can use the A / B modifiers so that only copies when adding a record or if TTT item is
blank. 105 action should be referenced against the FFF item itself or another item
shown/processed on screen prior to the TTT item.
106 FFF TTT – adds value in FFF to current TTT value. For example if enter ‘5’ in FFF
this is added to whatever value is in TTT currently. Specify 106 special action against the
FFF item itself or any other item prior to TTT item.
107 FFF TTT – adds value in FFF to current TTT value but if TTT results in a negative
value updates as 0. Specify 107 special action against the FFF item itself or any other item
prior to TTT item.
108 FFF TTT – subtracts value in FFF from current TTT value. Specify 108 special action
against the FFF item itself or any other item prior to TTT item.
109 FFF TTT - subtracts value in FFF to current TTT value but if TTT results in a
negative value updates as 0. Specify 109 special action against the FFF item itself or any
other item prior to TTT item.
110 FFF – allows calculation of decimal value where FFF is an n-type factor. Primarily
intended for use with time calculations so that FFF item contains 60 and, in the K/L type
field the 110 action is set against, you can enter ‘10+30’ and the value will be updated as
10.50.
111 FFF ABCDE – on lookup action ignore records (i.e. prevent selection) if item FFF on
lookup file is equal to the text string entered (ABCDE). This action has now been
superseded by the ‘Ignore Lookup’ options available in the Data File Profiles lookup
definition. Special action 111 should be specified against the lookup item itself.
112 FFF ABCDE – this is the reverse of the above and ignores the records where the value
doesn’t match the text string entered.
113 FFF TTT – updates current item with content of FFF unless zero in which case
updates from TTT instead. Action should be specified against the item being updated.
114 – stock price lookup. This is superseded by the ‘P-Price Matrix’ option discussed
earlier.
115 FFF TTT. This option is superseded by the U-Lookup option in that it allows up to
five status code characters (FFF – an X1 type field) to be used which then populates an
associated description (TTT – an X15 type field). The special action should be specified
against the FFF data item. The status codes and associated descriptions are specified
within the ‘Special Custom Features’ section of the Application Profile as custom strings
11-15. Here you specify the code followed by the description i.e. A=Active, P=Print, etc.
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121 FFF TTT. This is similar to action 111 in that it ‘hides’ records in a lookup database
based on content of a field, but instead of a text string being used as the filter item the
content of a data item (TTT) on the current file is used instead.
122 FFF TTT. This is similar to 121 except that ‘hides’ the records that don’t match the
field instead.
123 FFF TTT. On a screen based on the master file (file 1) this allows the current value, if
changed, to be copied to all detail records linked to the current master record. FFF asks for
the file number (002, 003, etc) of the detail file in the ProFiler application list of files and
TTT is the data item to be update. You specify the 123 action on the master screen against
the item you wish to be copied.
124 – special action for custom use (no general application).
125 Lnn FFF TTT – this action allows you to define an additional lookup against a file
which already has a lookup relationship defined. Lnn asks for the file number of the
lookup file as set in the application list of files (L02, L03 etc). You can optionally set FFF
and TTT to action a copy item from the lookup file (FFF) to the current file (TTT).
Special action should be set against the lookup code.
126 – Acts as a duplication check and warns if the current value is used in any other
records (add action only). It is recommended that the data item is set as a secondary index
on large files.
127 FFF – In some ways superseded by the multiple file set option this action allows you
to change a database used in the profiler application in relation to a value on the current
record. Database pathname as specified must contain 00 as part of the filename. The
content of FFF, set as a two-digit Y-type field, will be used to replace the 00 part of the
filename and open up this database instead – performing any lookups etc against this file.
128 FFF TTT – Copy from lookup database and copy value into TTT, relative to date item
FFF. This special action uses a lookup database and copies a value from that item to
another. However the copy item is relative to a date table on the lookup record. The table
can have multiple entries but each entry will be a pair of date and copy-value (table dates
and values must be consecutive ranges). Based on a date on the current record the system
will select the appropriate value from the lookup database records ‘date table’ and copy the
value for the closest (current or earlier) date to the current record’s date. The 128 special
action should be specified against the lookup item.
129 FFF TTT – Set current item (must be ?-type) to N if FFF is less/equal TTT, otherwise
set to Y. Special action must be defined against the ‘?’ data item.
130 – No longer applicable. Previously this option forced the re-display of a calculated
field after any change to it’s components but this happens automatically now.
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Toolbar Options
Various options are available on the Toolbar to assist with screen design.
File Menu
The File menu allows options to save and exit from the screen design – separate options allow
you to ‘Save and Continue’ which saves the current definition but stays within the design, ‘Save
and Exit’ which saves the screen definition and returns to the menu and ‘Abandon Changes’
which exits from the screen design without saving changes.
Edit Menu
The Edit menu allows options to insert / delete screen designs.
Tools Menu
The Tools menu allows various functions.









DB-Restructure – allows changes to current and other databases. Often when designing a
screen you may need to add a new field or change an existing field (maybe field length)
and this option allows this without exiting the screen design process.
Refresh – refreshes the current screen display
Sequence – as discussed earlier this option allows you to change the sequence the data
items are presented to the operator for confirm/amendment when using the screen at runtime.
Border – draws a border around the current screen
Line (Text) Mode – switches the current design mode from line drawing to text entry and
vice versa.
Hide (Show) Data – switches between displaying and hiding the data item labels on screen.
Can be useful when designing the screen to temporarily remove the labels from display.
Clear Lines – allows option to delete a range of lines on screen without moving the
remaining lines up
Auto Sequence – sets the data item sequence automatically based on the current design
(using the same column / line sequence discussed earlier)

Parameters Menu
As well as the General Parameters option discussed earlier this option allows additional
parameters relating to the screen design which are discussed in the following section(s).

Optional Features
Three screens of parameters allow a series of configuration options for your screen design.
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Pick Display Order Latest First – the PICK option, if enabled in General Parameters, lists the
records in the database for selection and review. Setting this option displays the list in LIFO
order.
Allow Delete if Any Details – applying to screens designed against a Master file this option
enables the use of the delete action to remove any record which has associated details. Normally
if set the following parameter should be set also (otherwise you will end up with ‘orphaned’
details)
Delete Detail Records Too – if allowing the deletion of a Master record when there are details
this option, if set, would allow the deletion and automatically delete the detail records also.
Replicate Detail Records As Well – if the Replication option is enabled within the screen
General Parameters against a Master file this option asks if you wish to replicate any associated
detail records also (this option is not applicable if using prime-indexed detail databases).
Increment Reference When Adding
Use System Slot (0-System)
Automatically Accept Next Ref
These three options all interrelate and ask whether the prime-index of this file is to be maintained
as a (primarily) numeric sequence of incremental references. Setting the first option enables the
ability to maintain a numeric reference (note the prime index format must be wholly numeric or
with numeric structure at the end – i.e. 99999 or AA99999).
The second option asks for where the last reference is held and to confirm the reference. If set as
zero the last reference is unique to the screen design, otherwise it can be set to a value from 1-16
which relate to the DFCONST.DEF entries for last references (accessed via the Configuration
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Options menu) and these references can be shared between multiple ProFiler screens and
applications.
The final parameter ‘Automatically Accept Next Ref’ asks whether the next reference is to be
automatically accepted or, if left blank, whether it is to be offered to the operator for confirm and
possible amendment.
Pause Screens When Adding – if using multiple screens then when the final input item on a
screen has been input/confirmed then the system moves to the next screen automatically. Setting
this option allows the screen to focus on the NEXT button so that the operator selects when to
move to the next screen.
Show All Screens Before Delete – if using multiple screens this option forces the display of all
screens to the operator before offering the delete action for selection.
Disable Detail Lock (Del) – when deleting a Master record with associated details the system
requires an exclusive lock on the application files. This option, if set, keeps a U-Use lock on the
files and only exclusively locks the master record being deleted. This option should be set only
where access to the detail file (for adding / updating records) is via this ProFiler screen definition.
Auto Add Next Detail Record No – if using a non-prime indexed file then the system asks for
the record number when adding a detail record. If set this option automatically selects the next
free record number when adding records, pausing to confirm ‘Add the Next Record OK’ giving
you the option to <ESC> and abandon if required.
Prompt Before Tidying Index – if adding records to a prime index file then the system has an
‘overflow’ area in which new records are recorded before being tidied in to the index fully. This
overflow is limited based on the prime index size. When the index becomes full the system must
tidy it so that more records can be added but if a ‘exclusive’ lock on the file cannot be achieved
this cannot happen. This option asks that even if an exclusive lock can be achieved the system
should not tidy automatically but instead prompt the user to do so. There is however no real need
to enable this option unless the extra overflow blocks are in use on a database. These allow a
‘reasonably’ unlimited number of records to be added without tidying the database index and, if
the screen is based on a extremely large file such as (say) a batch codes file, then if the system
does tidy the index on its own it can take some time in which that file is exclusively locked.
Default Action e.g. A-Add – this option asks for the default action for this screen of the options
enabled. Keys allowed include A-Add, U-Update, etc.
Allow F7-Add When Zoom – the Zoom action allows you to add/update/enquire upon the detail
records associated with a master record. This option allows you to, when prompting for the
master prime-index, to press <F7> to switch to the add mode to add a new master record. If (say)
you are adding call logs then you will primarily be adding to an existing customer (master) record
but occasionally you may have to add a new customer. This allows a quick tool to switch
between options when staying within the one action.
Auto Zoom After Add into DB No – if screen is based against the master file and the General
Parameters have one of more linked detail screens then this option asks if you wish to
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automatically move to one of these screens after adding a master record. Set the DB No (2-8) that
corresponds to the detail file required.
OR Enter Hard Copy Action – the hard copy action allows printout of various defined forms or
letters related to the selected record. This option asks, as an alternative to accessing the detail
database, if you wish to offer the print of the forms instead.
Allow Add / Update Automatic Mode – this allows the add action, on entry of an existing
prime-index code, to update the record rather than rejecting the code and requiring the operator to
exit this action and select another.
Auto Hard Copy After Update – similar to the parameter above this allows selection of the hard
copy forms and reports after updating a record.
Set User-Id in Item for Add/Update
Set System Date in Item for Add/Update
Set System Time in Item for Add/Update
These six prompts allow you to reference data items on the current file that are automatically
populated with the user-id of the operator who added/updated the record and the date/time at
which is was added/updated. Any or all of the items can be set as required, plus you can dual
reference the same field for the ‘add’ and ‘update’ action.
Remember Any Items When Adding
Remember Any Items When Updating
If set then, at the end of this first parameter screen, a pop-up will allow you to nominate which of
the items on the current record are to be remembered when adding/updating (separately
configured) records in continuous session.
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Set All – mark all items to be remembered. Unlikely to use this to literally set all to be
remembered (as shouldn’t remember prime-indexed or pointer fields) but could use this to
set all and then switch off manually those that aren’t to be remembered.
Set On – pop-up asks for field numbers to be remembered. Press <Esc> to exit pop-up
Set Off – pop-up asks for field numbers to be switched off from being remembered.
Again, press <ESC> to exit pop-up.
Manual Setting – takes you on to the screen to switch on/off items as required.
Up / Down – each screen displays 48 of the possible 160 items within the database. Use
these options to switch the data items displayed.
Exit – completes the remember settings.

If Detail, Don’t Lock Out Master - If screen based on a detail file then this option can be set to
omit the exclusive record lock on the master record when viewing the details. This should be
used in conjunction with the next option.
Use Transaction Lock on File No – When adding transactions to (say) the sales ledger within
the applications then the system doesn’t exclusively lock the account but instead places a ‘U-Use’
lock and then, when adding transactions, the transaction file is placed in a ‘W-Wait’ lock
temporarily whilst the account is updated. This allows other users to be adding transactions on
the account at the same time.
When using a detail file off an application file, such as the contact file off the sales ledger
accounts file in the DEM application, then you can apply the same principle to prevent an
exclusive lock of the account record when adding/updating contact details. The application would
need to include the application transaction file (i.e. the sales transaction file) in its list of files and
this file number would be referenced here. When adding, updating or deleting records in your
‘contact’ file the system will place a ‘W-Wait’ lock on the transaction file at that point.
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If Delete Detail, Reset Entry No’s – if screen based on a detail file and using entry numbers then
if delete a detail that entry number is left ‘unused’. This option resets the entry numbers on
subsequent detail lines to maintain a continuous sequence.

Auto Generate Reference On Add
Initial Value of Reference
Increment Reference from Offset
Size
This option, superficially, similar to the increment option on the first page but differs in that in
allows options to restrict the range of the prime-index that is incremented and doesn’t rely on the
trailing characters of the format being numeric thus it allows codes such a F/00001MP which the
first feature does not. To increment set the first parameter on, and define the last reference. To
set the range to increment set the offset to the first character position of the range and set the size
as the number of characters from that point to be included.
Allow Selective Pick
Omit Sel Prompt
Pre-Set Criteria
Start from Slot No
Allow Changes
Save Changes
These options relate to the Pick option that lists records from the database and allow selection
criteria to be used to filter the pick list. The first option enables the use of selection criteria at
run-time when select the pick action. The second option omits the ‘Use Selection Criteria’
prompt and displays the criteria input screen automatically. The third option allows the ability to
pre-define the criteria to be used.
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Start from Slot No allows you to use one of the database ‘counter’ fields to set the starting record
point for the pick list, ignoring earlier records. You might do this to speed the listing procedure
up when the database contains earlier irrelevant records.
The final options, applicable if pre-set criteria, provide options that allow the operator to make
changes to pre-set criteria at run-time and to save any such changes.
Use Alternate Pick Items
Pick Items 1-5
The pick list displays, by default, the items defined within the Data File Profiles for that database.
This option allows you to set an alternative five items to be displayed instead. The system will
display all items set, regardless of size, provided that the ‘Edit Pick’ option is not in use – in
which case the limit is 80 characters less the edit pick item itself (plus 1 character for each item
shown). The record number or prime-index is automatically included in the list (subject to the
next parameter) so it does not need to be separately defined.
Omit Rec-No/Prime Index in Pick – omits the display of the record number or prime index from
the pick list display.
Default Action After Pick – the Pick action lists the records but to process any specific action
(update/view/delete) you need to select that action. This option asks for the default action to be
highlighted on first display (system then remembers last selection in continuous entry)
Sort Records before Pick
Sort On
Asc/Desc
The pick list is generally displayed in the order entered (or in LIFO sequence). These options
allow you to set a user-defined sequence as the order the records are displayed in.
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Allow Edit Pick List
Pick Edit Item
This option allows you to nominate one item from the database that be edited from the pick list by
scrolling up/down the record list and typing in the required value. Typically used for Y/N fields.
Show Pick Items on Mast/Det Screen – when using the PICK action this option allows the
system to display column headings of the data item name for the items shown.
Allow Change of Pick/Edit Items – this option, when enabled, allows the operator to change the
pick/edit items displayed at run-time.
Selective Items for Replicate
Selective Detail Replicate
If the replication option is allowed then all details, except indexes and pointers, on the record (and
detail records if appropriate) are copied. These options, if enabled, allow you to control which
data items are copied when replicated. On completion of this screen a pop-up will allow control
of the items to be copied.
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Set All – mark all items to be replicated. Unlikely to use this to literally set all to be
replicated (as shouldn’t replicate prime-indexed or pointer fields) but could use this to set
all and then switch off manually those that aren’t to be replicated.
Set On – pop-up asks for field numbers to be replicated. Press <Esc> to exit pop-up
Set Off – pop-up asks for field numbers to be switched off from being replicated. Again,
press <ESC> to exit pop-up.
Manual Setting – takes you on to the screen to switch on/off items as required.
Up / Down – each screen displays 48 of the possible 160 items within the database. Use
these options to switch the data items displayed.
Exit – completes the replicated settings.

Set Flag ‘New-Ref’ when Replicated – applicable when the database is prime-indexed this
option flags the index of the newly replicated record back to the original record being copied.
Allow Transfer to Another Master – applicable for detail database screens this allows the
option to move a detail record from one master to another.

Addition / Deletion Criteria
Here you may specify one data item on which a particular condition must apply if a record is to be
added, deleted or updated when using this screen definition.
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Four conditions can be defined and the screen actions that can be used against each condition are
shown (A-Add, U-Update, etc.) For each condition you select the data item (<F4-Select> is
available as usual) the operation or match type and the value to be checked.

Extra File, Record Lookup and Updating
This option amongst other actions allows extra copy items from the Data File Profiles.
Copy Master / Detail
Applicable only for screens based on the main file this screen allows for the definition of up to 20
data items from the master file to (a nominated) the detail file.
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Add Detail / Master
Sub Detail / Master
Copy Detail / Master
Applicable for screens based on the detail file each option allows ten items (20 on the copy
option) to be updated from the detail file to the header file. Whilst the Copy option is a straight
copy of the item in a detail file to the master, the Add and Sub options will (in relation to
numbered items) copy the value and add to or subtract from the nominated item on the master file.
Each copy item can be controlled so that the copy can be only actioned on an ‘Add’, ‘Update’ or
‘Delete’ action. If a value field is added/subtracted on an update action then the change in value
is used and not the original value.
As an example if accumulating a value total from the detail file to the master file then you would
define the copy item in both the ‘Add’ and the ‘Sub’ screens. The ‘Add’ screen would be set to
copy the value on add and update actions, the ‘Sub’ screen on the delete action
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Extra Lookup
This option allows you to define up to ten additional lookups from the database the screen is
based on to other databases within the application provided a lookup relationship is already
defined between the two databases in the Data File Profiles.

For each lookup you specify the database being looked up to, the item number in the screen file
being looked up from and whether the lookup is mandatory or not. You can also define up to ten
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copy items from the lookup file to the screen database plus each copy item can be set to be
‘forced’. A ‘forced’ copy is actioned if the lookup item is simply confirmed whereas ‘normal’
copy items would only be actioned on add or if the lookup record selected is changed.
A further option allows the system to blank the ‘copy to’ items if the lookup item is blanked.
Extra Pointers
The Extra Pointers option can be used where the screen database is a detail file of another
database (within the ProFiler application file list) and allows the maintenance of pointers between
this file and the ‘alternative’ master file.

Here you are asked for the file number to be linked to before being asked to nominate the pointer
fields themselves. See the Data File Profiles section for more details on these prompts.
Copy to Lookup
This option allows the definition of a series of copy items from the main screen database back to
one (nominated) of the lookup databases defined from this file. Up to 10 copy items can be
defined.
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Items to List
This option allows the definition of up to ten items to be listed from the database when using the
LIST action at run-time. The LIST action displays this information but it cannot be edited or
updated in any way but can be used as an enquiry tool.
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Additional options allow you to set whether the record number is included within the list, and
whether the records are listed in record or prime-index sequence.

Hard Copy Definition
The Hard Copy definition allows (up to) eight forms to be printed containing selected data from
the current database record. If the report is based on a master record then any associated details
can also be listed.
It is more usual, on a Premier system, to use the option to link to a user-defined report defined
elsewhere on the menu as this allows greater flexibility in design (and more items from the record
being reported).

For each hard copy definition you enter:







Title – report title to be presented to operator (if more than one report) for selection.
Definition – definition filename to be created for the hard copy definition. If Premier, you
can enter a link to a user-defined report that will be offered for print instead. You link to a
UDR by setting the definition name as AAA/M/O where AAA is the application id, M is
the menu number and O is the option number on the menu. If link to a UDR the remaining
options are not applicable.
ASCII – asks which print style (lines / width definition as set in CONFIG) to use for this
document
Lines Down – asks for the lines down on this document (should be set as per print style)
Allow Change – allow option to change the document structure at run-time. You may do
this if the document is structured as a letter and you want to amend the text detail.
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Output to WP Format – allows the document to be printed to the Datafile internal Word
Processor and edited here.

If linked to a hard copy definition a pop-up parameter, prior to designing the document, will ask if
you wish to list records from a detail database – set as required. If yes a follow-up question asks
which detail database to use. After confirming these details the hard copy definition is shown.
If linked to a user-defined report a pop-up parameter asks if you wish to use the reports predefined selection criteria (if any). Reply as required.
If linked to a hard copy definition then you are prompted if you wish to change this definition. If
yes the document definition screen is shown.

You design the document in the same way as you designed the screen earlier – typing text on
screen, <F4-Select> to pick up data items, and switching between line/text modes to draw lines.
Note, if showing detail entries, you should leave a space for these but you do not position these
items here. Instead on save of the document a pop-up is shown for configuration of the detail
print items.
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Line to Start Listing Detail Records
Line to Stop Listing Detail Records
Set the line numbers on the document where detail records are to be listed. Detail records are
printed as one line, one after another. If more details are available that room specified to print
then second(+) pages are printed.
Item Number/Name
Column
Print in Full
Here you can select up to ten items from the detail database to be printed and set the column
number it is printed at. Print in Full relates to number fields and controls whether leading
‘spaces’ are printed (usually Y so that the decimal point on columns of values align).
Once these details are entered you are asked to save the details and returned to the hard copy
definition list.

T – Table Updating
This option gives the operator the ability, at run-time within the application, to amend the table
values for a given database (i.e. updating the analysis code descriptions used). As usual you
specify the database you wish to maintain the tables for as Parameter 1. Parameter 2 is optional
and allows you to select a data item from that database which restricts the table analysis records
that can be maintained to just the range used by that item.
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U – Update a Database on Screen
This option allows update of all the data items within a database (similar to the DataFiler options
to Update Database Records) on a screen. Each screen lists 16 items from the database and
subsequent screens display the remaining items. No validation is available for lookup items etc
nor are any file relationships maintained. The ‘U’ action is mostly used to maintain ‘status code’
databases or as part of any ‘Installer’ routines you may define in the application.

W – W.P. Facility
This option allows you to design a page layout to include details from database records. This is
typically used for printing letters etc. A complete page is printed for each database record
processed. With options to output data for mail merge into Microsoft Word this option is of
limited use nowadays due to presentation concerns with the lack of formatting options available
within this option.
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When defining the document you set ‘Parameter 1’ as the database number to be used and
‘Parameter 2’ is the filename that will hold the definition.

The document is presented as a series of lined items where you can type in the text as required.
Three special ‘command’ characters are used for specifying what items are to be requested at runtime, printed from the database, or formatting characters to be sent.


Requesting Keyboard Data – command words preceded by an ! allow the system to
prompt for text to replace that value on all documents. Say, for example, you have a
command ‘!TODAYS-DATE’ imbedded in the document, the system will then pause at
the start of the run and ask for the data that is to replace this text on all documents – i.e. the
date to be printed. The ‘!’ must always be preceded by a space (unless at column 1 of a
line) otherwise the command is interpreted as text and you should leave no spaces in the
text being replaced.



Inserting Data Item Values – command words preceded by a $ allow for replacement of
the text with an equivalently named item in the database. Say you are printing address
details then if the fields are NAME, ADD1, ADD2, etc. then you would enter $NAME,
$ADD1, $ADD2, and so on. When printed on the document these text entries are updated
with the values from the current record. (Note you can use the data item number also – i.e.
$2 will be replaced with the content of field 2).
In addition to the $ symbol the % symbol can be used which has some different effects. If
used for a numeric data item then leading spaces are printed (with the $ sign they are not),
but if used with a text item then any trailing spaces at the end of the text are omitted.
Finally if used with a table item or constant item then $ will print the table/constant
number whereas % will print the table description / constant value.
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Sending Control Characters – the final option allows use of the & character to send
ASCII printer commands to output some limited formatting. You need to know your
Printer control codes (and some printers will no longer have these). As an example the
ASCII codes sent to some Epson printers to output subsequent text in bold would be
&27&69 separating each individual code with the ampersand character.

Once the letter layout is complete then press <ESC> to begin the process of saving the layout.
The first additional parameter asks for the order which documents are to be printed.

Set the sequence type to ‘1’ for record number order or ‘2’ for prime index order. If set the
sequence type to ‘3’ you can define your own sequence by selecting the data items to sort on and
whether the sort is processed in ascending or descending sequence.

Allow Re-Edit At Run Time – set to allow the operator to change the letter at run-time.
Specify Selection Criteria
Allow Search to Change at Runtime
Save Any Selection Changes
Set if wish to process letters on a selective basis plus whether any run-time changes are allowed to
the criteria and whether any such changes are saved for default next time.
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Once these settings are confirmed you are asked to save the definition.

X – Custom Point (if applicable)
This enable the user to specify where the ProFiler application is to link with a custom
programmed routine. Further instructions would be supplied with the documentation for your
custom routine.

Y – Change Application
This option allows a menu action in the ProFiler application to swap to another application.
Parameter 1 asks for the three-character application id to be swapped to. Note that exit from this
application reverts to the menu not to the calling application.

Z – System Status
This option allows the user to see a list of all the database files used in the application showing
the number of records reserved and the highest record in use for each file. Parameter 1 here
would ask whether you allow the user the option to expand the files for each database – this is not
required as much with the auto-expand settings available within the location of files.
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Configuration Options
The Configuration Options menu allows you to set ‘Recall Standard Text’ entries for the
application, to set the parameter file suffixes and to set/clear an application password.

Recall Standard Text Entries
Recall Standard Text allows you to assign a word or phrase to a specific key combination (such as
<Shift> + <F1>) that when pressed is automatically updated into the current data item. This can
speed up data entry when the same phrases are repeated time and again.
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Up to fifteen phrases can be entered and these are available for update into text items throughout
the application.

Disk File Suffix Codes
When creating ProFiler menu options the ‘Parameter 2’ input often asks for a filename for the
definition file to be created. Filenames are created in the 8.3 format and ‘Parameter 2’ asks for
the first part of this filename, the ‘Disk File Suffix Codes’ are the second part. This option is only
rarely changed and is only available for legacy systems where the original suffix codes were
different from our current defaults.

The various file types accessed through the application are listed here followed by their current
suffix code.
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Set Application Password
Clear Application Password
These two options work in conjunction with each other to set a password on the ‘design’ side of
the ProFiler application preventing other operators from making modifications to the set-up.
The ‘Set’ option asks you to enter a password to ‘lock’ the application, the ‘Clear’ option asks
you to re-enter this password to ‘release’ the application.

Update System Wide References
Unlike other options discussed in this menu this option is not restricted to a specific ProFiler
application but instead is system wide (although optionally restricted by company). It allows the
use of up to 16 sequence codes which can be accessed through the screens in a ProFiler
application for prime-index references or global updates to set a sequence number. In fact these
references can also be used by the system at large for aspects such as SOP document numbers or
Batch/Serial codes.
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When entering sequence codes you should ensure that the value entered matches that of the
format required – including any leading zeroes.

Create Application Data Files
Where your ProFiler application contains base files and live files then the ProFiler design uses the
base file structures when defining the options. If you have specific live file pathnames (no
wildcards) then this option allows you to create the ‘live’ databases when the application is ready
to be run.

When selected the screen displays the files defined for the application and asks, for those files
with both a base and live file defined, the number of records to be reserved. You enter the records
for each file and then, at the end of the screen, the system will begin the file creation process.

Database Utilities
The Database Utilities menu provides options to create and restructure application databases, to
set and maintain table and constant values, to print the database definition, perform various
special database functions, and to extract data from one file to another.
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Create New Database
Use this option to create a new database to your own design. It is worth spending a little time
thinking about the information that you wish to store, and the form in which you want to enter and
retrieve information.
No long-term harm is done if you do not get your design correct first time, since it is easy to
restructure a database (one of the other options on the above menu). A few notes beside you
whilst you create the new database will help to ensure that you do not omit anything.
There are four main stages to the design of a new database:





Define name and date format
Define data items
Define the indexing structure and file size
Reserve space on disk

First give the pathname of the database you want to create. Use the <F4–Select> to check on
existing databases. If you choose a name that already exists, you are warned, and asked if you
want to overwrite it.
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Define Name and Date Format

Title - Enter a descriptive file title here, up to 30 characters in length. This database name will
appear in the headings of all reports printed using this database. It is not the same as the database
pathname.
Date Format - You are now prompted to specify the date format to use within this database. The
UK date format in the form DD/MM/YY as shown above is displayed. This represents two
characters each for the day, month and year. For example, the UK date of 29th September 1996 is
printed and entered as “29/09/96”. In fact you have a choice of two other formats for dates used
with this database:



MM/DD/YY (This is the date format used in the USA)
YY/MM/DD (This is sometimes used in Scandinavian countries)

The format that you specify here must be used throughout this particular database whenever data
is entered into a date item.
Auth-Level – This prompt asks for the authority level that must be set as a minimum against the
user before they can access this database. Authority levels run from 0-9 where 0 is the highest
authority and 9 the lowest.
You now go to the next stage in which you define all the individual data items to be held in the
records of this particular database.
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Define Data Items
During this second stage you specify the data items that make up the record in this database.
Each definition screen allows you to specify of up to 16 data items, to a maximum of 160 data
items per record. The list of data item types you can use are shown at the bottom of the screen for
reference.
You must enter a name for each data item; define the type of data that is to be held in that data
item (alphabetic, numeric, date type, etc.); and in some cases provide additional information such
as the length of the data item.
When designing the record layout, you may wish to leave some data items unused to make the
input screen easier to read. This does not affect either the size of the record or the amount of disk
space required for the database.
If you key <Escape> during the data item definition screen you are given a number of options
concerning the database design, including the options to abandon the database, or to complete the
definition — see Database Definition Options below.
Data Item Names
Data item names can be up to 13 characters long. Try to use a descriptive alphabetic name for
each data item. This makes it easier for a user subsequently to know what data to enter here. For
example, a data item that will be used to hold a date of birth can simply be called DATE-OFBIRTH. Note that both capital (upper case) and small (lower case) letters may be used in the
name, but it is recommended that you use capital letters throughout.

Note
Although numbers and some special characters may be used within a data item
name, you should not use just a number as a name. In many places elsewhere in
Datafile Software you are asked to enter either a data item name or number, and
clearly it will not be able to interpret that you want data item number 7 or the data
item called “7”!
It is recommended that you do not leave a space in a name; use a hyphen or
underline between words. Many options, including particularly word processing
against a database, cannot recognise a name that has spaces within it.

Data Item Types
Data items fall into one of five categories: free-format data items, numeric data items, date data
items, calculated data items, and table look-up data items. See Configuration Guide appendix D
for a full description of the data item types.
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Data item types are described using single letters (upper or lower case may be used here, but are
translated to capital letters). For some the maximum length of the data item must also be
specified, whereas for others this is implied by the data item type.
Free Format Data Types
X

Y
?

Free-format data item, up to 64 characters in length. Used for names, address lines, and
other descriptive information. Key X for this item type, and give the maximum number of
characters to be reserved for this data item under Text Size.
Free-format numeric data item, up to 8 digits, input validated as being numeric only. Key
Y for the item type and specify the number of digits under Text Size.
Accepts only Y or N, or it may be left blank. Key the item type as “?”. No size is required
here since a single character is used both to store the value in the record and when
displaying the data item.

Numeric Data Types
J
K
L
M
N
R

Numeric, holds values between ± 9999,999,999.9999
Numeric, holds values between ± 999,999.99
Numeric, holds values between ± 9,999,999,999.99
Numeric, holds values between ± 99,999,999.9999
Numeric, holds values between 0–9999
Numeric, holds values between ± 99,999,999.999999

Key the item type, (J, K, L, M, N or R). Size is not needed here since the system stores these
numbers in compacted form in ten-character data items (J, L and M types), six-character data
items (K type) or two-character data items (N type). Note that ‘R’ items cannot be used in
calculated fields or be totalled.
Date Types
D
E

This represents a date in the format already specified (see above). Key D. Again, no size
is required, as the date is stored economically in two characters.
This represents a date in the format already specified (see above), except that the year is
held as a four-character field. Key E. Again, no size is required, as the date is stored in
four characters.

Note — Year 2000
The D-type date assumes that dates lie between the years 1925 and 2024. In the
longer term you should change files to E-type dates, but in the shorter term you can
continue to use D-type dates for almost every use. The main exceptions are people’s
dates of birth, where you know that some are older than 70 years, and for (say)
retirement dates, or leasehold completion dates, where you know that these may fall
beyond the year 2024. In these cases use E-type dates rather than D-type dates.
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F

Forecast date. This allows forecasting by adding a number to a date (D-type or E-type) or
comparing the system date to a date item already defined. Both the relevant data items
must have been specified previously in the record. There are eleven different types of
forecast, with different types of result:












Forecast type D – to the date (Base) add a number of days (Plus) and show the
output in the standard date format defined for this database
Forecast type E – as for forecast type D above, except that the year is always shown
with four characters, not two
Forecast type W – to the date (Base) add a number of weeks (Plus) and show the
output as YYWW — year and week number in the year
Forecast type M – to the date (Base) add a number of months (Plus) and show the
output as YYMM — year and month
Forecast type A – compare the date (Base) to the current system (today’s) date and
give the result as the number of days since the base date to today
Forecast type 1 – compare the date (Base) to the current system (today’s) date and
give the result as the number of years since the base date to today. If less than a
year, the answer is zero. If between 1 and two years, result is 1
Forecast type 2 – compare the date (Base) to the current system (today’s) date and
give the result as the number of months since the base date to today, ignoring any
years. The result is always between zero and 11
Forecast type 3 – give the day of the week for the date (Base) in the text form
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY etc. (capital letters)
Forecast type 4 – give the day of the week for the date (Base) in the text form
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday etc. (capital and lower case letters)
Forecast type 5 – give the day of the week for the date (Base) in numeric form 1 for
Sunday, 2 for Monday, 3 for Tuesday, etc.
Forecast type 6 – to the date (Base) add a number of weeks (Plus) and show the
output as just the week number in the relevant (differs from type W). Week 1 is
always the week in which 1st January falls

Note
Forecast Date Types ‘W’ and ‘6’ base the week number on the week starting January
1st in any given year. If you always wish to start the week count on a given day (i.e.
Sunday or Monday) you can do this by appending characters to the data item name.
If the name is appended ‘-1’ then the system will calculate the week number from the
first Sunday of the year, if you append ‘-2’ the system will use the first Monday, and
so on.

Key F for the data item type; and input the values for forecast Type, Base and Plus, keying
<Enter> after each value. For example, “Type D Base 11 Plus D12” would take the date
found in data item 11, and add to this the number of days found in data item 12, displaying
the result in the usual date format. Note that the number of days to be added usually comes
from an N-type number item; if it is taken from, say, an L-type item, the decimal places in
that item are ignored. Instead of using the value in a data item for “Plus”, the value of a
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constant can be used — to use the value in constant number 5, type “C5”. The use of a
negative constant value will have the effect of calculating backwards from the base date
rather than forwards.
Calculated Data Types
*

Calculated Item. No data is entered or stored for this data type, since the program
calculates the contents from the formula that you specify. You may key up to five
elements in the calculation, specifying for each element the operator; either D for data
item or C for constant (see below) plus the data item number within the record, or
constant number.
The data items used must exist as prior-numbered items in the database, must be numeric
(excluding Y/R-types), but can themselves be calculated items. In addition, you can use
a ?-type item in a calculation. If the value of the ? item is Y, then the calculation treats
the value as 1, otherwise the calculation treats the value as zero.
For example:
+ D12 / D3 * D14
...takes the value to be found in data item 12 (which must therefore be one of the numeric
data item types), divides this by the value of the third data item, and multiplies the result
of this by the value in the 14th data item. Complex calculations can be achieved by
defining data items to hold intermediate values, and using these in a later calculation
Instead of using the value held in a data item as a term in the calculation, you may
specify one of the 100 constants held for each database (see below). Thus, if you had
stored the value “12” as the tenth constant, you could specify /C10 in your calculation.
This would be the same as dividing by 12, and is necessary because you cannot specify a
constant value in a calculation in any other way
Two special calculation types use “#” and “@” as operators. The former sums a set of
consecutive items in the file; the latter supplies an average of such a set. For # and @
functions, specify the first and last data item numbers to be included, prefixing with # or
@ followed by D plus the data item number. The data item numbers used for the start
and end of the range must relate to numeric data items. All numeric items of any type
(except Y/R types) within the inclusive range are used by the program to calculate the
result.
e.g.

# D12
@ D23

# D22
@ D46

All numeric items of any type (except Y/R types) within the inclusive range are used by
the program to calculate the result.
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In addition, for Diamond and Premier systems, there are a number of special terms that
may be used with the calculation, all of which start with “!C”. These are fully described
in the Configuration Guide appendix D.
%

This is similar to a calculated item (*) but the result is multiplied by 100 and shown with
a percentage sign. The facilities of # and @ may not be used, however. Key the data
item type %. Specify the elements of the formula (up to five) as described for * type
items above.

&

Grouped Items. Up to three items can be grouped to make a larger item (up to a
maximum of 64 characters). Only data types X, Y, C, N, T, ?, & and = may be grouped
together. Specify the data item name; the item type; and then each of the data item
numbers, keying <Enter> after each one. No storage space is used for this data item
type.
A common example of the use of a grouped item is to set up three X type items for
TITLE, INITIALS, and SURNAME, and then specify a grouped item for FULLNAME.
For example:
4
5
6
7

TITLE
INITIALS
SURNAME
FULLNAME

X(8)
X(10)
X(20)
& 4 5 6

Mrs
JE
Smith
Mrs J E Smith

A separator (such as a full-stop) may be specified, or left blank if none is required. You
cannot subsequently key any information into the FULLNAME data item, since the
program automatically puts it together for you.
A grouped item may optionally be “fixed”. This means that the second and third
components of the grouped item always begin in the same position, instead of starting
immediately after the separator. The default is not fixed. Suppose, for example, that a
serial number consists of a product code, a date code and a sequential number in a
database. Records in a database might look like this:
Product

Date

Number

Combined (fixed, separator /)

A425
B7
C64

JULY
JULY
AUG

0353
1423
1567

A425/JULY/0353
B7 /JULY/1423
C64 /AUG /1567

The effect of the fixed group in the example, using / as a separator, is that JULY is
always in the same position within the grouped item, whether the first item has one, two,
three or four characters. It therefore becomes feasible to select on the grouped item on
the basis of JULY in positions 6–9, which would not be possible if the group were not
fixed.
=

Sub-item. This type of item is the reverse of a grouped item in that it can be used to
break down the elements of a data item into smaller data items. You specify the data
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item number, the offset (the character at which to start copying), and the number of
characters to be copied. You can specify not only text (X-type and Y-type) data items,
but also the K-, L-, M-, J, *- and %-type numeric items.
For example, suppose data item number 7 holds a reference code where the first three
characters denote the area and the last 6 characters denote a membership number
separated by an oblique, in the form LON/123456. Other data items can be defined to
separate out these elements:
Data Name

Type

Definition Comments

AREA

=

713

MEMBER

=

756

Data item 7, starts at position one, three characters
long
Data item 7, starts at position five, six characters
long

Table Look-up Data Types
T

Look-up table of descriptive values. Up to 9999 table entries of up to 32 characters each
can be stored for any database. The table becomes a part of the database itself. An
example of the use of a table is to give standard descriptions to records in a database
without having to key the description in every time. A table value of “2” could call up
the description “Petrol fuelled farm implement” for example. This saves considerable
time and space where sets of standard descriptive data are required for a database, and
ensures consistency when you want to analyse the database by this data item. You can
search on the value “2”, and know that you will get a definite match — no chance of
missing a record because someone misspelled “Petrol”.
Key T for type; and then specify the range of table entries to be used in this item, for
example: 15 - 35.
Several data items in one database may be defined to use tables. Each may use a
separate range of table numbers, or share a range with other data items.

C

Look-up table of constant values. Irrespective of the number of records in the database,
up to 100 numeric values can be stored in a separate look-up table associated with each
specific database.
Values may be in the range -300.00 to +300.00, and may be used to store (for example)
currency exchange rates, or the rates of VAT. These constants can be used as terms in
calculated data items (see data item type * above).
In addition, a data item can itself be defined to use these constants. Thus, a data item
defined as C-type can take a value between 1 and 100, to represent the constant table
number. The value of that data item for printing purposes is then that of the associated
constant, rather than the number entered. If the value in the constant table is changed,
then any use of this constants table entry within records automatically uses this new
value.
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For example, the %age rate of commission, COMM-RATE, payable to an agent could be
defined as a C-type item. If the number “14” were entered, then the rate of commission
payable would be the value found in the 14th entry of the constant table, and not the
value “14%”. It is easier to change just a set of constants if the commission scale
changes, than to go through all the agent records changing a value in each.
Key C as the item type; and then specify which range of entries from the constant table is
to be used in this data item. As with table entries, more than one data item may be
defined as a constant table look-up, and data items can share ranges of constants.

Completing an Item Definition Screen
As you complete the sixteen data item on the screen you are asked:

If you answer ‘NO’ you are returned to the top of the screen so that you can make amendments to
the information displayed. Note that you can use the upward and downward arrows to move
between items to do this.
If you answer ‘YES’ or ‘CANCEL’ (or if you <Escape> from the question) you are asked:

A reply of ‘YES’ takes you forward to the next screen to allow you to continue to define more
data items. A reply of ‘NO’ takes you to the final steps in defining your database profile, as
described under Data Items are Complete below.
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Database Definition Options

The third stage in the definition process concerns the structuring and size of the database. The
screen shown above is displayed when you key <Escape> from within a Define Data Items
screen:
Display the Last Screen Again - This simply returns you to the top of the screen on which you
were working.
Return to the First Screen - This takes you back to the first of the item definition screens, which
show data items 1–16. From there you can use the next option to advance to each subsequent
screen.
Go to the Next Screen - This puts you at the start of the next item definition screen. If you have
yet to define any items in the data item range covered by this screen, then it is blank.
List Datanames to the Screen - This can be helpful in a complex database to remind you which
items you have already defined. It is a quicker substitute for returning through the item definition
screens. You may use the <Page Down> and <Page Up> keys as well as the up and down arrow
keys to review the database structure so far.
Enquire Record Size Status - This shows the following parameters for the database:


Number of data items specified so far. You may define a maximum of 160 items



The record size so far. The maximum size of a record is 2048 characters (represented by
the sum of the record size, not the printed size — numeric items take less space in the
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record than when they are printed). This is of value if there is a danger that the maximum
record size might be exceeded


Number of records per block. Records are written into and read from blocks that are 1024
characters long (for the technically-minded, data is physically written to disks in 512character blocks, and we use a multiple of this for our purposes). The number of records
per block is of little interest, except that the more records that fit into a block, the faster the
subsequent processing of the file



Unused characters per block. If the number of records does not exactly fit into a block,
then the spare space at the end is wasted. In these days of cheap storage, this may not
matter. However, if a record were to take 513 characters, then 511 characters would be
wasted in each block. Even the most profligate of us would probably want to see if we
could not save a character somewhere in our record design, so that we could pack two
records per block!

Data Items are Complete - This asks some final questions about the database preparatory to
committing the definition to the disk. If you <Escape> from the first question on this screen, you
are asked if you want to abandon the database.
The name of your database shows in the top heading, and the size of the record you have designed
(in characters) and the number of records per database 1024-character block, are displayed against
points numbers one and two on this screen.

Each database block contains an exact number of records, so if your record size is 100 characters
long, there will be exactly 10 records per block, with only 24 characters wasted at the end. The
maximum size of a record is in fact two Datafile blocks, i.e. 2048 characters. If a record is
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defined to be between 1025 and 2048, then two Datafile 1024-character blocks will be required
for each record.
Now come some questions you must answer: Note that you can return back to the database
definition process during these questions by using the <F7–Option> key.
Prime-index Dataname - You may specify a prime index by entering the data item name or
number, and <Enter>. You can use the <F4–Select> key to choose the item you want to use. A
prime index provides a means of accessing records very quickly and it must be unique for each
record. If no prime index is required simply leave this blank. For a prime index you may use data
item types X (though only the first 16 characters can be used for the index  32 in Premier
systems) Y, D, C, N, and T. Do not use an item such as a surname as prime index — it is unlikely
to be unique!
Secondary index (1)
Secondary index (2)
Either one or two secondary indexes may be specified if required. These provide fast access to
records, but the information held in the items need not be unique. For example, you may wish to
access records by a data item SURNAME where the surname of several records in the database
might be identical. Data items X, Y, D, C, N and T may be used here.
If secondary indexes are not required, just press <Enter> over the blank items. Again, you may
use the <F4–Select> function to choose the data items you want.
Access by relative record number - It may or may not help you to access the records in the
database by their record numbers, but you can make this choice here. Record numbers are
sequentially allocated by programs when new records are added. If you have no indexes at all,
you must use the record number, of course.

Note
Datafile Software distributes application master databases without record number
processing. It is usual practice to leave off record number processing for databases
that have a prime index, since you are unlikely ever to want to know the record
number of records in such a database.

Number of records to be reserved - You must specify the maximum number of records you
expect to hold in this database. Should you subsequently need more space, then use the Expand
Number of Records option below to achieve this. Enter the number of records you require in the
database, and key <Enter>. The number of bytes (characters) required to reserve the database on
disk is shown.
Once the above settings are updated you are prompted:
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If you reply No, you are returned to the start of this screen to make any changes you want to
make. If you reply Y, you are then asked:

No returns you to the data item definition stage, so that you can make further changes. If you
reply <Escape> to the above question, you are returned to the Database Definition menu without
writing the database to disk, thus abandoning it.
Yes to the above question now writes your database to disk. This may take a short while. It is an
automatic process during which the space necessary for the database records and any indexes
defined is reserved on disk. If there is insufficient room on the disk, the program alerts you with a
message. You can either return to make the database smaller by specifying fewer records, or else
abandon it altogether. As the space is reserved, the percentage of the process displays in the lower
right-hand side of the screen. Once this reaches 100%, your new database is ready.
Apply Advanced Features to this Database (Premier only)
Premier systems allow you to apply some extra parameters to this file, known as Advanced
Features.

If you respond ‘N’ the database creation is complete, if respond ‘Y’ a series of further options are
available.
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Add New Records: User-Id / Date / Time - Here you may specify three items into which to put
the user name, date and time when a record is added into the database.
Extra Selection Items - A Datafile Premier option allows you to add up to six further items onto
the <F4–Select> key to look up a record. These are not indexed, and the search is sequential
through the file. The two secondary indexes must both be used before you can use this feature.
Extra Overflow - In a multi-user system where many people are adding records to a primeindexed database, the index overflow area is likely to need tidying more frequently, which can
hold up processing. To avoid this, define some extra overflow blocks (set to 2 to activate), so that
the index will not need to be tidied until the system can gain exclusive access to the files.
Only Tidy From System – When using extra flow blocks the ‘overflow’ will keep getting bigger
until an exclusive lock can be achieved and the index can be tidied. The bigger the overflow the
longer the tidy will take. If a file, such as a batch code file, adds thousands of records per day this
can mean that the system may tidy an index at an inconvenient time for this pause (say at 4pm
when trying to finish deliveries for the courier). Setting this option prevents the tidy occurring
when an exclusive lock is achieved unless the user SYSTEM achieves the exclusive lock.
Generally this item should only be set where a night-time process is configured to tidy/audit the
file.
Fast Indexes - This is a special facility, active in ProFiler only, whereby two independent
databases are kept to hold the secondary index data for fast retrieval. Reply Y here to set on a fast
index for a particular secondary index. You must separately create the fast index files themselves.
The purpose of this feature is speed up secondary indexes searches on large files. Secondary
indexes use an area within the file definition to hold a copy of the secondary index item for every
record in the file. This area is then scanned sequentially when looking for matching items. This
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is why we can allow for the occurrence of a search argument anywhere in the index — “office” to
find “Office Products, as well as “Karslake Office Supplies”, for example. It is fast, but can still
take a noticeable amount of time for larger files — more than 500,000 records, say.
The fast index feature works through another database for each index, to hold solely the
secondary index item and its associated prime index item. The secondary index item is made the
prime index on this file, which makes a lookup very fast indeed.
Note the following points about fast secondary indexes:







A fast index file structure must be exactly two items – a prime-index as item ‘1’ and a
secondary index as item ‘2’. The prime-index is equal to the secondary index in the main
file, the secondary index equal to the prime-index value in the main file.
A fast index file must have exactly the same number of records as the main file
The main file must have a filename of seven or fewer characters
A fast index file must be created in the same sub-folder as the main file
The name of the secondary index is the same as the main file, suffixed with “2” for the
first secondary index, and “3” for the second secondary index
You should enable the index overflow blocks for each secondary index file

Fast indexes are maintained dynamically, and are recreated from scratch when the main file is
audited. You must do an initial audit on the main file when you first set up a fast index
For example, a fast lookup could be attached to the second of the two secondary indexes (POSTCODE) of the main file called MEMBER.DFD. The second database thus has just the two items,
POST-CODE as its prime index, and MEMBER-ID as the second item in the file. The index
filename is MEMBER3.DFD.

Note
Note that fast searches only work for a “starting with” type of search. A “contains”
search must still read through the secondary index in full, and makes no use of the
fast lookup file. It is not worth constructing fast secondary indexes if you usually
use “contains”.

Name and Address - This defines the first and last of a block of items that can be given special
treatment in the applications. If defined in the file, then in applications such as the sales ledger,
you can use the <F5–InsLn> and <F6–DelLn> keys to insert a line in the block, moving the
current and subsequent lines down a line; or delete a line in the block, moving the ones below up
a line.
Once complete you are asked to confirm the above details are OK and, if Yes, you are returned to
the menu.
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Create a New Database from Existing
This facility allows you to create a new database identical or similar to an existing database. It is
often quicker to create a new database using an existing one as a model. This saves you having to
type in the details all over again, and lets you concentrate on thinking about the changes.
First you are asked for the database to be copied in the usual way — you can use the <F4–Select>
key to find the full pathname.
If the database you choose has tables, you are asked:

If you want to use the same table values in the new database, reply Y to this question, and the
table values are saved in a temporary file until you come to create the new database at the end of
the process.
Now you are asked for the filename of the database you wish to create. This is done in the usual
way, including the use of the <F4–Select> function key. If the database already exists you are
warned, and can either take the decision to overwrite the existing database by replying Y, or
abandon the process by replying N.
From this point the process is exactly as described above for creating a new database, except that
the details specified for the database that you are copying are shown to you. These details can be
accepted, amended by overtyping, or deleted by using the <Space> bar to blank out an entry.
Note that the editing keys such as <F2–Clear End>, <F3–Clear>, <F5–Insert Line> and <F6–
Delete Line> are all available for you to use during this process. You can also use <Page Up>
and <Page Down> to move backwards and forwards through the definition.

Restructure a Database
This lets you either amend the database name / formulae or to restructure an existing data base
and then automatically copies the data across into the new database structure, optionally leaving a
copy of the old database on disk with a different file suffix (OLD rather than DFD). If you only
change data item names, or add to or change calculated items in the file, then in fact the file does
not need to be copied  this information is just changed in the file header block.
Firstly you are asked whether you wish to restructure the database.

If you choose ‘No’ you are taken into the ‘Amend Database Names / Formulae’ processes. If
‘Yes’ you are taken into the Database Restructure options.
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Amend Database Names/Formulae
This facility lets you change any of the following aspects of an existing database:






The database descriptive name
The date format used for the database.
Any data item name
The data item numbers used in the formulae in *, %, F, & and = type items
The range specified for C or T type items (but note that you cannot increase the size of the
tables overall

Note
If you want to add, delete, or re-arrange data items within the database, you must use
the Restructure a Database option.

The process asks for the database you wish to amend and then takes you into the process
discussed in ‘Create New Database’ earlier but limited to the options above.

Restructure a Database
First you must specify the database in the usual way, using the <F4–Select> key to give the
database pathname. After selecting the database, the present database structure is shown in a
window, allowing you to scroll up and down in the usual way.
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At the cursor position you may use one of the following keys:







<Escape> to complete or abandon the database restructure.
Up and down arrow keys, <Page Up>, <Page Down>, <Home> and <End> to reposition
the cursor on a data item in the file structure
<Insert> or <Enter> to insert a new item when the cursor is at a blank item
<Delete> key to remove the data item at the cursor position
<Enter> if you wish to make a change to an item (whether change its name or its
specification)
<F4–Select> to add, change, or remove any of the indexes, or (in Premier systems) change
some of the advanced features

As you make a change, this is noted against the item as “change”, “insert” or “delete”. You can
look at the original database structure with the <F7–Option>, which overlays the modified
structure with the original structure for you to review.
If you change or insert a data item, you can use the <F4–Select> key to choose one of the data
item types from a window of the possible types. Once you’ve chosen a data item type, then you
may also be offered the <F4–Select> and <F7–Option> keys to help you to complete the item
parameters — for example, with the *, %, = and F-type items that depend on other data items for
their values.
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Ending the Restructure Process
You end the restructuring process by keying <Escape>. You are shown a summary of the changes
you have made, together with the indexes that now apply to the database, as shown below:

The possible actions are:
Update Database with Changes - This option takes you on to complete the database restructure,
including any data re-organisation that is required, as described below.
Abandon New Database Structure - This option abandons any changes that you may have
specified to this database and returns you to the menu from which you made this choice.
Continue Restructure - This option puts you back into the restructure window so that you can
make further changes to the database structure.
Update Database with Changes - If choose to update the changes made some additional parameters are
prompted.
Extract existing data to the new database structure - If you want to restructure the data to match the
new structure, reply Y. If you reply N to this question, then a new database to the new structure is
created, with the same size as the old database, but with no data in it.
Copy table entries from old to new database - For databases that use table entries, this question
determines whether or not to copy the table entries from the original structure to the new.
The restructuring now takes place, by creating a new database whilst still preserving the old
database file. When complete you are asked:
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If you reply N, then the original database remains in place, with its suffix changed from “DFD” to
“OLD”. Reply Y, and the old database is deleted.

Maintain Table Entries
Use this option to create or amend the table entries reserved in a database. As usual you are asked
to specify the database pathname, and may use the <F4–Select> key to help you choose. Once
selected you are given the menu shown below.

Update Table Values
Table descriptions are changed within a window that lists the table entry numbers and their
descriptions. The total number of table entries defined for the database is shown.
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You are prompted with the first table entry number but may change this via the SELECT button.
You then scroll up/down the present analysis value (a text string up to 32 characters in length)
which can be edited in the usual way. Key <Enter> to move to the next table entry.
Note that up to 16 entries can be displayed within the window, after which the screen moves to
allow edit of the next 16 entries. You need not display all the table entries if you have only a few
to change. By using the SELECT option you can change just those that need changing. To clear
a table entry blank out the text associated with it.
When you have made all the changes you want to the table entries select SAVE.

Print Table Descriptions
Use this to print a copy of the table entries for your reference. First you are asked:

Reply ‘Yes’ to print the table entries double spaced; ‘No’ to print them single spaced. You are
then asked:
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The complete range of table entry numbers is displayed. You can accept this by keying <Enter>
against each, or may overtype either or both.
After confirming these details you are asked for the print device before the table report is printed. At the end
you are returned to the Table Maintenance menu.

Enquire Where Tables Used
This option displays every item in the database that is defined as a table (type “T’) giving its data
item number, its name, and the table range specified.
Return to the Table Maintenance menu by keying <Enter> or clicking the OK button.

List Table Values to the Screen
Use this for a quick list to the screen of the table descriptions. You must specify the range of
table entry numbers that you wish to display, keying <Enter> after each (you are prompted with
the full table range defined for the database). The entries are displayed in a list and you use the
scroll bar or <page-up> and <page-down> screens to move up/down the list.
Press the EXIT button to return to the Table Maintenance menu.

Maintain Constants
Every database has a table of 100 constant values that you may use within the database structure
(see also Configuration Guide appendix D DataFiler Data Item Types). The purpose of the
Constants Maintenance facility is to allow you to modify these values. Note that all values are
held as zero until modified.
On selection of this option you are asked to confirm the database you wish to use before being
offered the Constant Values Maintenance options.

Constant Values Update
Enter the values for each of the constants numbers you wish to use. For whole numbers, the
decimal point and decimal places may be omitted. Note that constants can only take values in the
range ±300.00.
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At any point <Escape> asks “Are the above details OK?” N returns you to the screen for more
changes, whilst Y returns you to the Constants Maintenance menu for the application. <Escape>
from the above prompt to abandon any changes made.

Print Constants
This option allows a printout of the set 100 constant values for the database.

Enquire Where Constants are Used
This option displays the data item number, name, and type of all data items that either have been
specified as type C, or where a type C value has been used in a formula (types *, & and F).

Print Database Definition
This option documents your database structures for your files. First choose the database whose
structure you wish to print. You then specify the printer required to print the report.
The printout gives full details of the database and includes:
Header block




the database pathname
the number of records reserved for the database structure and the number of records in use
the size of individual records in characters
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the number of disk sectors reserved for the database definition
the number of disk sectors reserved for the item specifications
the number of disk sectors reserved for the prime index. If no prime index is defined, then
this is zero
the number of disk sectors reserved for the first secondary index. If no such index is
defined, then this is zero
the number of disk sectors reserved for the second secondary index. If no such index is
defined, then this is zero
The number of disk sectors reserved for the table entries required for this database. If no
tables were specified, then this is zero
The number of sectors reserved for the data itself —this excludes any memos associated
with this database — see also Configuration Guide
the total number of disk sectors reserved on disk for this database
The total number of characters (bytes) reserved for this database

Data Items - Each data item is listed showing:







its number in the sequence 1-160
the name you have given to each data item
the type of data item
the number of characters that this data item will need to print in full on reports
the number of characters within the record needed to store this data item
for calculated-type fields, the definition of the calculation —see above and Configuration
Guide. Since values are determined “on the fly”, no space is taken in the record. Only the
definition takes space in the header to the database

Perform Direct a Database Function
This option allows access to selected database functions without having to set them up as menu
options within the ProFiler application. This allows for routines required on a one-off basis. On
selecting the option a list of functions available is displayed.
“A” - Database Audit. Performs a database audit on the selected database.
“B” - Blankout All Records. Erases all records from the selected database (selection criteria can
be set)
“C” - Update Constants. Allows access to the Maintain Constants feature discussed above.
“E” - Expand Data Base Size. Allow expansion of the no of records reserved for a database.
“G” - Global Update. This routine allows options to automatically replace an item on a database
by blanking it, replacing with keyboard entered text, or by copying data from another item (on the
same database). In addition, a separate option allows the ability to recalculate a numeric value –
perhaps increasing a stock price by 5% (multiply by 1.05) etc. Routines can be run against the
database on a selective basis.
“I” - Tidy Index. Tidies the index block(s) on the selected database.
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“K” - Recover Unused File Space. Compacts the database to remove the blank (deleted) records
leaving free space for additional records at the end of the file.
“R” - Rebuild Index. Rebuilds the index block(s) on the selected database.
“T” - Update Table Entries. Allows access to the Table Maintenance options discussed above.
“U” - Update Database. Allows options similar to the U-Update action that can be defined on a
ProFiler application including add, update, view, list and deletion of record routines.
“$” - Save Record Number As Item. This option allows you to save the record number of the
database record into an item on that database.
“&” - Make Lots of Blank Records. This option allows the creation of blank records within the
database (this allows the creation of a large database file without needing to actually manually
add or import the records).
“@” - Prefix Prime-Index Values. This option allows the ability to insert text at the start of a
prime-index. This is typically used for the insertion of location codes into the stock code primeindex, or for inserting a 0 at the start of sales/purchase order references.
“#” - Poke DFCONST.DEF N-types. This option allows update of the DFCONST.DEF system
wide references.
“+” - Insert Text Into Any Item. Allows for the insertion of new text into any X-type data item
on the database. Again, may use this to insert a location code at the start of the stock code. You
can additionally though control the position in the text field where the text is inserted.
“=” - Poke Database Control Numbers (1-10). Each database has 10 control numbers or slots
which can be used when performing Global Updates or Report Listings (for example). This
option allows maintenance of these control numbers.
“-“ - Replace Text In Any Item. Allows for the replacement of text characters in any X-type
data item.

Extract Between Databases
This facility lets you copy records from one database to another — either all the records in the
database or just selected records. The records may be copied in their entirety or just certain data
items copied to create the new records.
You are offered three variants of the extract:




Record-to-Record
Compact File
Append Records
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The first choice creates a new database using exactly the same record numbers as the records in
the database from which they are copied. Physically the “new” database must already exist, albeit
with no records. If there are any existing records in the new database, then first these are all
removed.
You might use this option if (for example) you were re-structuring an application master database,
and did not want to follow that with an application Audit Pointers option on the transaction
database  a necessity if the records in the master database were given new record numbers.
The second option again creates a new database — removing all existing records, if any. The
difference over the first option is that records are “compacted” in the new database  that is, they
are written consecutively from the beginning, leaving no gaps, even though the original database
may have gaps of unused records. If the new database is an application master file, then you will
need subsequently to Audit Pointers from the Controls & Audit Manager chapter of the
Application Manager.
The third option is used where you want to add the records from one database to those already
present in another. Records are added to the end of the second database in sequence, and no
account is taken of the record numbers from the first database. In addition, no check is made on
whether or not any duplicate records will result.

Note
If you want to merge records from one database into another where duplicates may
exist, then you should use other methods. If the files have prime indexes, then use
either the data interchange program to export from one database into an ASCII file,
and then import it into the other, or use the ProFiler application generator. If the
files do not have prime indexes, then you may need to combine the two files, and use
the sorted report facilities of Report Generator or ProFiler to help you identify
duplicates. In fact ProFiler has special facilities (in user-defined reports) to mark
duplicates for removal.

Whatever type of extraction is performed, the steps are very similar. They include:





Specify the files and records
Automatically match data items to be extracted
Change or accept the data item matches
Perform the required extraction
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Specify the Files and Records
Specify the database name in the same way as usual (you may use the <F4–Select> function key).
The first database specified is the one from which you will copy records (source); the second
database is the database to which you will copy (target).

Yes allows you to select the records to copy from the source database. The standard selection
criteria screen is offered here. If you reply No, then all the records in the source database are
copied.

Automatically Match Data Item Names
The system now matches all data items that have exactly the same names in both the source and
target files. The match status screen shown below is then displayed.

This shows the total number of items on each database, the number of those that match by name
between the two files, the number of items that do not get extracted because they are calculated in
some way (types *, %, F, & and =), and the number of unmatched data items. (Note that
extraction into calculated item types is not necessary, because the value of these items is
calculated by the program only when accessed. You may copy a calculated field into a number
field, however.)
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Change or Accept Data Item Matches
You can now edit the data items that are copied from the source database into the target database.
Some data items may not have the same name, but you need to match them up. You may not
want to copy across all data items, even though they match by name. Here you can either edit all
matched items, edit only the unmatched items, or to accept the matching as it now stands. You
take this last choice once you have made any changes that you wish to make, and are ready to
extract.
Edit All Data Items Matching
If you take this choice, the left side of the screen displays the data item numbers, names and types
of 16 data items in the target database starting at the first entry. The right side of the screen
displays the items in the source database that have been matched to copy into the target database.

To change or set the source item, press <Enter> or <Down Arrow> to move to the item you wish
to amend, and then select the data item by either keying in the name/number of the item or you
may use the <F4–Select> as required. If you do not wish to copy a data item that has been
matched by the program, delete the data item name using the <Space> bar or <F3–Clear>
function.
At any point, <Escape> returns you to the Match Action menu.
Edit Only Items Not Matched
This choice is similar to the Edit All Data Item Matching option described above, except that only
target data items that have not yet been matched are displayed.
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As they have not been matched, the source entries are blank. Use the <Enter> key or the upward
and downward arrow keys to reach the target item against which you wish to match. Key in the
data item name or number and press <Enter> — again the <F4–Select> key may be used to find
the source data item you want.
Accept Matching and Continue
Use this option only when you are happy that the matching is as you require it to be. If you have
chosen either of the Copy options above and the target database already has some records in it,
you are asked:

If you reply No or <Escape> to this, you are returned to the Extract menu. If you reply Y to this,
however, you are now asked:

You can still <Escape> at this point to abandon the extract and return to the Extract menu. If you
key <Enter>, the extraction process now starts. During the extraction the number of the record
being processed and the number of the record being written are displayed. At the end, <Enter>
returns you to the Extract menu.
If the target database has a prime or secondary index you are reminded that you must audit the
database following this routine.
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Chapter 3
ProFiler Plus
Profiler Plus is an application accessory that provides additional features to Profiler reports and
screens, primarily providing additional database lookup options, it also provides utilities for
linking reports to the Sales and Purchase Ledgers.
Some ProFiler Plus features have already been discussed as they come up within the definition
options. These include:




An option to maintain links with another database on a global update ‘extract between
databases’
An option to explode components into full detail records based on the assembly code
(again using the extract global update routine)
An option to link to a specific detail screen based on the content of an N/T data item on
the detail database.

In addition to these options the remainder of this section discusses the other features that are
available.
To apply any of these Plus features then the application needs to be configured to use Profiler
Plus. This is achieved via the ‘Application Profiles’ option ‘Specify Custom Features’.

Set this prompt to ‘Yes’ and then press <Enter> through all options on subsequent parameter
screens (no details need changing) – the Profiler application is then ready to configure the ‘Plus’
features.

Copy Items from Lookup Databases (9901)
This feature provides an additional 48 copy items from a lookup database within ProFiler screens.
Within the screen design press <F7-Option>, select ‘Parameters’ and then the option ‘Extra File /
Record Lookup and Updating’ followed by the option ‘Custom Points’.
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Set the option number ‘9901’ as the custom point number and leave the suffix blank. You will
then be prompted to change the ‘Extra Look Up Copy Items’ definition – respond ‘Yes’ to this.

Extra Copies from Look-Up Database No (1-8) – here you select the database number, as listed
in the Profiler applications ‘Location of Files’ for the lookup file. Note a pre-existing lookup
relationship, as defined in the Data File Profiles, must exist between the file the screen is based
upon and the selected database.
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Copy From / To – here you can enter up to forty-eight copy items from the lookup to the main
file (database screen is based upon). The usual rules regarding matching of field types apply.

Copy Items Back to Lookup File (9902)
This special action allows the setting within Profiler screens of up to sixteen copy items from the
main file back to the lookup file, each with their own definition of a lookup database, lookup item
and from/to copy items. In addition these items can be set to only action when adding, updating
or replication a record or to only copy back when the ‘copy back’ item value is changed.
Within the screen design select ‘Parameters’ and then the option ‘Extra File / Record Lookup &
Updating’ followed by ‘Custom Points’.

Set the option number ‘9902’ as the custom point, leave the suffix blank and you will then be
prompted to change the ‘Write Back to Lookup’ definition – respond ‘Yes’ to this.
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Lookup DB – here you set the Profiler file number of the file you want to copy back to. This file
must be defined within the Data File Profiles of the application as a lookup from the file number
the screen is based upon.
Lookup Item – here you set the data item number that is the lookup code on the main file.
Copy From – here you select the item on the main file that you want to be copied back to the
lookup file.
Copy To – here you select the item on the lookup file that is being updated from the main file.
If Add – if set then the copy item is actioned whenever a record is added to the main file.
If Upd – if set then the copy item is actioned whenever a record is updated on the main file.
If Rep – if set then the copy item is actioned whenever a record is replicated on the main file.
Copy items are actioned after update of the replicated record.
Condition – within the Application Profile you can define up to fifteen test conditions per file.
This prompt asks for the condition number to apply to this copy item. If the condition is true the
copy is actioned.
Warn – if set then when the copy ‘from’ item is different from the value of the copy ‘to’ item the
system will warn the values are different and ask for OK to proceed with copy.
Only Write Back if copy back value changes – if set then the copy items are only actioned
when the value in the ‘copy from’ item is changed.
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Update Ledger from UDR (9903)
This action allows for the generation of transactions, both sales and purchase, to the appropriate
ledger from a user-defined report. It also allows the saving of documents to the ledger document
files without updating transactions.

Configuration - Application Settings
Location of Files – within the location of files both the Sales (Purchase) Account and
Transaction files must be referenced.
Application Profile / Link To Company – within the link to company parameters you need to
set the option to ‘link to application company’.

Configuration - User Defined Report Set-up
If a UDR is to update a ledger it must be configured in a particular way. The document needs to
be defined so that the ‘Invoice’ template falls within a $SUBHEADER and $SUBTOTAL control
blocks. Both control blocks should be set to break on the same item, typically an account code or
order reference. A typical structure would be:

$HEADER
$SUBHEADER, STARTINV, BREAK (ACCOUNT)
Here you would have general account information – name, address, etc.
$RECORD
Here you would have individual invoice lines / details – qty, price, nominal, etc.
$SUBTOTAL, ENDINV, BREAK (ACCOUNT), PAGEAFTER
Here you would have final totals plus more account information
$END
To update the ledger you copy details from within the report structure into accumulator items,
these are then cross-referenced for update to the ledger. Whenever a data item is printed on the
report you have the option to save it to an accumulator.
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Accumulators – creating accumulators is similar to creating extra database data items. Within
the UDR set-up, select ‘Parameters’ and then ‘Accumulators’, you will then be presented with a
blank database structure for you to add your own items.
Within the accumulators you need to configure selected items for update to the transaction file.
For each invoice you need a minimum of








DATE
ACCOUNT
REF
DESCRIPTION
GOODS AMOUNT
TAX CODE
TAX AMOUNT

In addition you may want to take over Nominal, Analysis or Stock Codes or unit costs and
quantities. You need to create a data item for each of these values within the accumulators.
If creating multiple analysis lines, i.e. each invoice will have more than one database record
processed for it, then special consideration is required for the Goods Amount and Tax Amount
accumulators. For multiple analysis lines you will a need an accumulator for the $RECORD and
an accumulator for printing the document totals within the $SUBTOTAL.
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A typical structure would be:
Name

Type

Description

LINE-GOODS
TAX-RATE
LINE-VAT

K, L
K, L
*

LINE-TOTAL
TOTAL-GOODS
TOTAL-VAT
TOTAL
INV-DATE
INV-REF
INV-DESC
ACCOUNT
NOMINAL
ANALYSIS
STOCK
UNIT-COST
QUANTITY

*
K, L
K, L
K, L
D
X (6)
X (30)
X (10)
X (16)
N
X (16)
K, L
K, L, M

Holds the goods amount for current $RECORD
Holds the tax rate for the tax code on this $RECORD
Calculated item giving the VAT amount using a calculation
of goods amount and tax-rate. Calculation would be ‘Line
Goods x Tax Rate / 100’. To use a value of ‘100’ in an
accumulator calculation you would reference a constant item,
i.e. C1, and you would set this accumulator constant as 100
calculate item adding Line Goods and Line VAT
Holds the total goods amount of the invoice
Holds the total VAT amount of the invoice
Holds the total value of the invoice
Holds the date of the invoice
Holds the reference number
Holds the document description
Holds the customer/supplier account code
Holds the nominal analysis code
Holds the customer/supplier analysis code
Holds the stock code (if any)
Holds the unit cost (if any)
Holds the issue quantity (if any)

Several of these items would be set to copy to the accumulators from the $SUBHEADER – these
would include INV-DATE, INV-REF, INV-DESC and ACCOUNT. All others (except document
totals) would come from accumulators copied from the $RECORD. To update the ‘Total’ items
you need to print the accumulator line values and set to copy to the total accumulator items.

Tips on Copying to Accumulators
If you need to copy an item to the accumulators, but don’t want to print on the
document, set to print after column 80/132 (whatever the maximum width of the
document).
As each $RECORD is processed then items are copied to the accumulator and an
analysis line is generated. When the next $RECORD is processed text items will be
overwritten with the new copy but numeric items will be added (hence
accumulators). To avoid this create a control block $RECORD, NOPRINT before
the existing $RECORD and print the line value accumulated and in the print
parameters set them to be zeroed.
If Premier, you can create a calculation on the input database to derive the tax rate
from the tax code using special calculation item ‘!C11’. On other product levels you
would need to create a tax lookup database containing the tax code.
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We would recommend getting the document print configured (including copy to the
accumulators) before proceeding to define the link to sales/purchase ledgers.
When saving document only (and not generating transactions) you still need
accumulators for the account, date, reference, and description. If the document has a
value then you need to update into Amount and Tax Amount.

Configuration - Defining the Ledger Link
Select ‘General Parameters’ and at the bottom of this screen are options to reference up to five
custom/profiler plus points.

Enter the reference ‘9903’ against the first custom point number and press <END>. After
confirming the above details are OK you will be asked if you want to change the definition for
the update to the Sales Ledger – respond Yes.
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Dummy Run – Does Not Update – when set to ‘Y’ would process the documents but not update
the ledger. Note: this would not prevent any ‘flag’ items back to the main file from being
processed.
Save Doc. Only – set to ‘Y’ no transactions will be generated but the ‘invoice’ would be saved
for reprint from the sales/purchase ledger enquiry (see tips above for accumulators required).
Database (1-8) for Sales Accounts – this prompt is asking for the database number within the
profiler location of files for the sales (purchase) accounts.
Purchase (not Sales) – as you may have noticed some prompts assume the invoice is to update
the sales ledger – setting this prompt configures the system to update the purchase ledger.
Database (1-8) for Sales Transactions – this prompt is asking for the database number within
the profiler location of files for the sales (purchase) transactions.
Save Invoices for Desktop – Days – this prompt asks for the number of days this document will
be held on the sales/purchase documents file before it can be cleared. Normally set as 365/3650
etc. Note that documents are only removed if/when you run the document clear down procedure
– they are not removed automatically after this time.
Save ID (def INV) – this prompt asks for a one-character identifier for the document type. If left
blank assumes I – Inv. You can use any character and this will appear on the list in the Ledger
Enquiry. Note that certain letters are assumed to be particular document types – AACKnowledgement, D-DELivery Note, Q-QUOte and S-STAtement.
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OR days taken from item number – referring back to the number of days to keep the saved
document on file you can select to pick up the number of days from the account file. This is not
normally used.
A/C Item for Last F10 document – if you have a large number of documents per account you
may have introduced a pointer file on the accounts database to speed enquiries. If this has been
created then you also need to reference this item here.
Use Invoice Number Sequence (1-Inv, 3-Crd) – if producing an invoice and not using your own
sequence you can set to use the ledgers invoice (or credit) sequence.
Write Type 9 for each record – usually set to ‘Y’.
On the following screens you are presented with a list of data item from the ledger transaction file
and you are asked to cross reference, as appropriate, to the accumulators. Although you can set
the system to blank accumulators after writing the type 9 this could have affects on any document
totalling so it is normally best to leave this setting blank and use the suggested $RECORD,
NOPRINT control block to clear any accumulators if required.

There are certain items you should not set – these include Transaction Type, Payment-Discount,
Total, Allocated, Account Record Number, Next Transaction, Nominal Updated, Period Number,
Old-Transaction, Forward Transaction or Forward Allocated. Other items can be crossreferenced as required.
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Extra 10 Lookup Options (9904)
This feature allows you to define up to ten separate lookup items (each to their own database) and
each lookup has ten copy items.
Within the screen design select ‘Parameters’ and then the option ‘Extra File / Record Lookup and
Updating’ followed by the option ‘Custom Points’.

Set the option number ‘9904’ as the custom point number and leave the suffix blank. You will
then be prompted to change the ‘Extra 10 Lookup’ definition – respond ‘Yes’ to this.
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Database No - here you select the lookup database. Note that a pre-existing lookup relationship
must exist (as defined in the Data File Profiles).
Item – here you specify the item on the main file that is used for the lookup.
Mandatory – set this according to whether the operator must enter a lookup code.
After responding to the mandatory prompt a pop-up parameter screen will allow setting of up to
ten copy items – specify the ‘from’ and ‘to’ data items. Copy Items are only actioned when the
value in the lookup field is first set or when it is changed – if set to force the copy items are
actioned each time the lookup code is confirmed.

Chained ProFiler UDR Reports (9905)
This feature allows the linking of two separate UDR reports so that they run one-after-another
automatically and pass input selection criteria from the first report to the second (where it is
applied automatically). The assumption is made that the reports are based on the same database.
Select ‘General Parameters’ and at the bottom of this screen are options to reference up to five
custom/profiler plus points.
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Set the option number ‘9905’ as the custom point number and leave the ‘Params’ option blank.
You will then be prompted to change the ‘Link to Another User Defined Report’ definition –
respond ‘Yes’ to this.

Parameter of Linked UDR – enter the parameter details of the UDR you wish to link to in the
format AAA/M/N. AAA is the three-character application id, M is the Menu Number and O is
the option number.
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Master Sel Entries – this option asks for the entry numbers on the ‘TO’ report which are to be
updated from the ‘ORIGINAL’ report. There are six inputs corresponding to the six potential
lines of criteria on this report and you are prompted for the matching line of criteria to update on
the ‘TO’ report.
Pass First Master List CODE To Sel Item No (1-6) – as an alternative to using selection
criteria on the first report you may have used the LIST option to select the record reported. This
option asks for the selection criteria line on the second/subsequent report that is to be updated
with the VALUE of the first record selected on the original report.

Additional Replicate Options (9906)
This option allows the setting within Profiler screens of additional replicate options to copy back
twelve items from the new record to the original record and to record the original ‘prime-index’
on the new record.
Within the screen design select ‘Parameters’ and then ‘Extra File / Record Lookup and Updating’
followed by ‘Custom Points’.

Set the option ‘9906’ as the custom point number, leave the suffix blank and you will be
prompted to change the ‘Copy Items During Replicate’ definition – respond ‘Yes’ to this.
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Copy NEW record item to OLD item – here you set up to twelve copy items to be actioned
from the new record back to the old record (i.e. the record being copied) to be actioned on update
to file of the new record.
Flag NEW record with OLD index – here you specify a data item where the new record is to
hold the prime-index of the record being copied. Note: Screen parameters allow the flagging of
the OLD record with the prime-index of the NEW record.

Generate Stock Transactions (9909)
This feature allows the update of stock values and the generation of transactions from Profiler
screens. This could be used, for example, in a Sales Order Processing front-end allowing the
update of stock reserved values.
Within the screen design select ‘Parameters’ and the option ‘Extra File / Record Lookup and
Updating’ followed by ‘Custom Points’.
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Set the option number ‘9909’ as the custom point number, leave the suffix blank and you will be
prompted to change the ‘Link to Stock Control’ definition – respond ‘Yes’ to this.

Database (1-8) for Stock File – set the database number, as listed within the Profiler applications
location for files, for the Stock file.
Database (1-8) for Stock Trans – set the database number for the Stock Transaction file.
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Transaction Type to be Written – set the transaction type (1-7) for the transaction to be
generated. Transaction types allowed are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sales Issue
Purchase Order
Purchase Order Received
Goods Received
Stock Adjustment
Stock Reservation
Stock Transfer

STA First TX – set the data item number on the Stock file that holds the first transaction pointer.
STA Last TX – set the data item number on the Stock file that holds the last transaction pointer.
STA First Active – set the data item number on the Stock file that holds the first active
transaction pointer (i.e. first transaction this period)
STA On-Order – set the data item number on the Stock file that holds the on-order quantity
STA Physical – set the data item number on the Stock file that holds the physical quantity
STA Reserved – set the data item on the Stock file that holds the reserved quantity.
STT TX Type – set the data item on the Transaction file that holds the transaction type
STT Stock Code – set the data item on the Transaction file that holds the stock code
STT Stock Record No – set the data item on the Transaction file that holds the record number of
the main stock code
STT Next TX – set the data item on the Transaction file that holds the next transaction pointer
STT Quantity – set the data item on the Transaction file that holds the transaction quantity
DFD Stock Code – set the data item on the main file (the database the screen is based on) that
holds the Stock Code
DFD On-Order Quantity – set the data item on the main file (if any) that the on-order quantity
is to be updated by. In addition you must set whether changes in this item are to be added or
subtracted from the Stock On-Order quantity.
DFD Physical Quantity – set the data item on the main file (if any) that the physical quantity is
to be updated by. In addition you must set whether changes in this item are to be added or
subtracted from the Stock Physical quantity.
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DFD Reserved Quantity – set the data item on the main file (if any) that the reserved quantity is
to be updated by. In addition you must set whether changes in this item are to be added or
subtracted from the Stock Reserved quantity.
DFD Transfer Stock-To – only applicable if screen to transfer stock, set the data item on the
main file that holds the stock code being transferred to.
DFD STT Quantity – set the data item on the main file to be used as the stock transaction
quantity.
DFD TX Type – if screen doesn’t generate a set transaction type (as set in header of this screen)
the type can be selected from the main file.
After confirming the stock link details you are then given a further parameter screen allowing a
series of copy items from the main file, the profiler constant file or the stock file to the Stock
Transactions. Typically you would need to copy the transaction date and any references to the
STT from the main file.

Notes
When adding/updating the main file the Stock record is exclusively locked.
Only one transaction is generated – i.e. if screen set to update physical and reserved
then can only generate either the sales issue or reserved transaction not both.
Forward period values are not supported – all transactions are current.
If Sales Issue then Demand, Costs and Sales Values for period are not updated.
Similarly if goods received FIFO details are not updated.
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Chapter 4
Sales Prospects (DEM)
The default application supplied with every ProFiler system gives a sales prospecting system with
basic contact management provisions. It acts as a guide for the usage of ProFiler in providing
additional features on top of the standard applications.
The DEM application accesses the application sales ledger accounts and transactions files (by
default a copy which can be substituted with the ‘real’ files when necessary) linking it’s own
contacts file as a detail file off the sales accounts and a sales representatives lookup file for the
contact records.

The file structure for the application has four files – the main file of the sales ledger accounts file
has two detail files, the sales ledger transaction file and a contacts history file. The fourth file, a
sales representative’s database, is a lookup file from the contacts history file.
The application uses three menu layouts – the MASTER layout provides option to add prospect
accounts together with update/enquiry of contact detail. It also provides access to the REPORTS
and UTILITY sub-menus which have further options.
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Add Prospect Only Accounts
This option is a screen design based on the accounts file. Its purpose is to allow the addition and
maintenance of prospects within the sales accounts file. You can also use this screen to update
the contact details for ‘live’ accounts.

The screen offers the standard ADD, UPDATE and VIEW actions which operate as per the
standard applications – select the option, enter the account code (<F4-Select> if required), and
then add/update the requested details. The PROSPECT flag option defaults to ‘Y’ when adding
new accounts but is view-only; other details can be set as required.
The LIST option lists the records in the file – showing the account code, name and prospect flag –
with the option to enter selection criteria for the list. The SEARCH option allows you to use
selection criteria to find a record – perhaps looking for a prospect by contact or location rather
than the account name option available on F4-Select. The PICK option is similar to the LIST
option in that it offers a list of the accounts in the database, however you can also scroll up/down
this list adding, updating and viewing records as required.

Record / Enquire Customer Contacts
This option is also a screen design based on accounts file. Unlike the previous option this doesn’t
offer the ability to add records, it does however provide a further option to view any transactions
against a ‘live’ account and to add/update contact history records against both live and prospect
accounts.
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The actions UPDATE, VIEW, LIST, SEARCH and PICK operate as on the previous action. The
ZOOM DATA option allows view of the transactions and contacts – after selecting an account
you are offered a menu of options.
The TRANS option allows access to enquire on the transactions entered
against a live account. The CONTACT options allow the ability to
add/update/view or delete contact records against the account – either live or
prospect.
The ZOOM DATA uses the options on General Parameters 2/2 within the screen design to link
the accounts maintenance screen to two other screen designs – one for the transaction file and one
for contact history file.
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The TRANS option gives a list of the transactions for a live account. As shown on the screen
above a section of the screen is reserved to display information from the accounts (i.e. the master
file) and the remainder of the screen offers a ‘pick list’ of the transactions entered. You can scroll
up/down this list and press VIEW to see a full-screen enquiry of the transaction.

The CONTACT option operates in a similar way – reserving an area of the screen for the master
display and listing any existing contact records via a pick list. Unlike the TRANS option here
you can add, update or delete contact records in addition to viewing the record.
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List of Prospects (Only)
This option offers a report listing, using the ‘Standard Report Listing’ facility, of a list of prospect
records on the sales accounts database.

Parameter options allow entry of a comment and the date of the report, together with an option
for totals only (which is not necessary for this report as no values are reported other than the
record count). Selection criteria cannot, by default, be amended on this report but it is applied to
the report output – the accounts database records are filtered so that only records with a prospect
flag equal to ‘Y’ are reported.
Selecting the PRINT option offers the usual print dialog allowing you to select the print device –
printer, screen, spooler, PDF, etc. as usual – before the report is created.

Change Prospect into Live Account
This option is another screen based on the accounts file. The purpose of this screen is to allow a
prospect to become a ‘live’ account and allow transactions to be posted against it within the
general system.
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The screen offers the standard actions you are familiar with now and is designed to prompt the
operator for the accounting items required for operation of the ledger – VAT Codes, Credit
Limits, etc. One mandatory aspect is that you must change the prospect flag from Y to N.

List of Sales Accounts
This option offers a second report listing, again using the ‘Standard Report Listing’ facility, of a
list of records on the sales accounts database – this time the report lists the ‘live’ accounts.

Parameter options allow entry of a comment and the date of the report, together with an option
for totals only (which is not necessary for this report as no values are reported other than the
record count). Selection criteria cannot, by default, be amended on this report but it is applied to
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the report output – the accounts database records are filtered so that only records with a prospect
flag not equal to ‘Y’ are reported.
Selecting the PRINT option offers the usual print dialog allowing you to select the print device –
printer, screen, spooler, PDF, etc. as usual – before the report is created.

Reports
The ‘Reports’ option offers a sub-menu of further reports on the accounts and contact databases.
Within the designer the call to the REPORTS sub-menu is defined using the ‘M-Menu’ option.

Utilities
The ‘Utilities’ option offers a sub-menu of database ‘housekeeping’ routines.
designer the call to the UTILITY sub-menu is defined using the ‘M-Menu’ option.

Within the
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System Status
This option offers a summary check of the databases in use within the application, the records
reserved in each database and the number of records in use enabling you to decide whether any
databases will need expanding shortly.
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This option uses the ‘Z – System Status’ action but is not defined to allow for the expansion of
the databases (this is available via the Utilities menu).

Top Customers by Turnover
This report, available off the ‘Reports’ menu, offers a further report listing, again using the
‘Standard Report Listing’ facility, of a list of records on the sales accounts database – this time
the report lists the ‘live’ accounts but sorts the accounts in order of year-to-date turnover
(descending) so you can see who your biggest customers are.

Parameter options allow entry of a comment and the date of the report, together with an option
for totals only (allowing the report to show the year-to-date turnover for all accounts but no
breakdown of the individual account values). Selection criteria cannot, by default, be amended
on this report but it is applied to the report output – the accounts database records are filtered so
that only records with a turnover value greater than or equal to ‘0.01’ are reported.
Selecting the PRINT option offers the usual print dialog allowing you to select the print device –
printer, screen, spooler, PDF, etc. as usual – before the report is created.

Contacts Report
The Contacts report is a user-defined report based on the contacts file showing the contact details
with the customer accounts.
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Parameter options allow entry of the date of the report, together with an option to enter selection
criteria for accounts reported. The selection criteria entry screen will be prompted on selection of
the PRINT button – you can, however, click the ‘Previous Criteria’ label (on Premier systems) to
access any previously SAVED criteria you may have used or define new criteria to be saved for
subsequent print runs.
Selecting the PRINT option offers the usual print dialog allowing you to select the print device –
printer, screen, spooler, PDF, etc. as usual – before the report is created.

Maintain Sales Representatives
This option, available via the Utilities menu, gives a screen design based on the fourth database
within the application – the sales representatives file. This database is used as a lookup database
when adding contact details allowing you to link a representative to the contact (so don’t have to
type these details in manually). The screen allows you to add, update, view or delete sales reps.
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Audit Sales Contact File
This option, again available via the Utility menu, audits the contacts database – this uses the AAudit action to rebuild the database and make sure it’s indexes are tidied. The routine runs
immediately on selection with no further user interaction. When complete the system returns to
the menu.

Reset Accounts / Contact Pointers
When maintaining contact details the system keeps a record ‘pointer chain’ between the master
(sales accounts) and the detail (contact history) databases. This option – using the O-Organise
action – revalidates that pointer chain.
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The only user interaction here is a prompt asking you are you sure you wish to proceed. When
selected the rebuild of the pointer chain begins. This runs through three stages (all automatically)
rebuilding the pointer chain. Depending on the number of records in both databases this may take
some time.

Expand Files
This action, again available via the Utilities menu, offers the opportunity to expand the databases
used within this application as they become full. It uses the same ‘Z’ action as the ‘System
Status’ option discussed above but is this time configured to allow database expansion.
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You are prompted if you wish to expand any of the files – NO returns you to the menu, YES
takes you onto the list. If YES then you can then scroll up/down the list of databases. To expand
a file press <Enter> against it (or double-click with the mouse) and you will be prompted for the
records to be reserved which defaults to the current reserved total. Enter a higher number (you
can’t reduce the records reserved) and press <Enter> and the file will be automatically expanded.
Once you have expanded the required files press <ESC> to return to the menu.
NB: With the ability to define auto-expansion settings within the ProFiler application
configuration (second screen of Location of Files) it would be very rare that you would manually
have to expand files if these features were set.
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